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is the official publication of the 
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 
and appears 6 times per year as a service 
'to members. For non-members living in 
Australia the yearly subscription fee is 
A$55. Overseas subscription sent by 
Economy Air is A$70, by Airmai l A$90. 
Cheques should be made payable to and 
sentto the HGFA. 
Contributions are always needed. Articles, 
photographs and illustrations are all 
welcome although the editor and the 
HGFA Board reserve the right to ed it or 
delete contributions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will not be 
published. All contributions should be 
accompanied by the contributor's name, 
address and HGFA number for verification 
purposes. Neither the HGFA nor the editor 
assume responsibility for the material or 
opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the 
HGFA. Copyright in articles and ~ther 
contributions is vested in each of the 
authors in respect of their contribution. 

Skysailor Contributions 

Please send all articles, photos and ads to: 
Skysailor - Suzy Gneist 
PO Box 197 Helensburgh NSW 2508 
Phone & fax (042) 943732 (9am to 5pm) 
Email: skysail@ozemail.com.au 
http://www.ozemail.com.aurskysail/ 
All photos and materials will be returned 
after publication if a stamped, self
addressed envelope is supplied. 

DEADLINE FOR AUGUST ISSUE 

Deadline for articles is the 21st of June, 

6 weeks prior to publication. Deadline 
for classifieds, news, display ads is the 
1st of July, 4 weeks prior to publication. 

Missing Magazines 

Please contact the HGFA office in Tumut 
on (069) 472888 for changes of address 
and mailing of missing magazines. 

Advertising Rates 

Classified ads are to be mailed, faxed 
or emailed to the editor and are free to 
financial members - please quote your 
membership number. Advertising rates 
and mechanical specifications are 
available on request. All ads to be paid 
prior to publication. Special typesetting 
incurs an extra cost. 

, Please use classifieds form for bookings. 
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After a welcome Easter break during which 
I managed to get some good flying at Mt 
Elliot, it's back to the keyboard ("Hello" to 
all those friendly Canberra (and Sydney) 
pilots we met in Corryong). 
As promised I have tried to compil.e a 
training issue this June. The idea was to 
collect informative, inspirational and 
interesting articles on all subje_cts related to 
hang gliding, paragliding and microlights. 
The result should be a once a year 
magazine that helps to answer the many 
questions novices and intermediate pilots 
are confronted with on their way up the 
learning curve. It is an attempt to help our 
up and coming pilots to make contact with 
their local clubs, schools or feUow pilots 
whose help and advice they can then draw 
on to progress safely. 
Of course, much depends on the input I 
receive from pilots out there. To be honest, 
I was a little disappointed how few of our 
good pilots and instructors are regular (or 
even occasional) contributors for these 
sort of subjects. Hardly anyone answered 
my plea for contributions in the last issue. 
I understand that not everyone is a writer
my job is to make, as best I can, every yarn 
into a coherent tale from which we cim all 
learn something. 
Thanks to all those of you who assisted me 
in putting this issue together and hopefully 
we will collect some more gems before 
next year's training issue - you could start 
writing now. 

Stay high 
this winter, 

~ I am writing in response to the article 
"Hang gliding is dead" and while I agree there 
does need to be a circuit of competitions for 
pilots to participate in, another issue needs 
to be addressed: The drop out rate amongst 
novice pilots. 
I have watched my husband's continued 
frustration as a novice pilot for the past 9 
months as no one except his instructor, Ted 
Remeika of Angelsea Hang Gliding, is ever 
willing to lend a hand, advice or support of any 
kind . What is the point of generating the 
interest in a sport, then not offering any back 
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up? Most of the experienced pilots that we 
have come across seem to forget what it is 
like to be learning and their selfish attitudes 
have caused my husband to seriously consider 
calling it quits. I have lost track of the number 
of times we have been waiting for someone 
to assist us at a novice launch site and have 
been stood up as the person in question has 
decided to go and launch at another site that 
is unavailable to us. A little bit of promotion by 
everyone at some stage could go a long way. 
Is it really such a sacrifice to give up a couple 
of hours flying time to help someone who is 
willing to put just as much back into the sport 
if given the chance? 

Frustrated 

Please read the comments by the Executive 
Director on page 22 and I hope the club 
contact list may help you too. Keep trying, 
there are some helpful people out there. SG. 

~ The April/May issue of Skysailor included 
a news item from Tony Hughes (p20) about 
HGFA representation atthe 1997 Avalon Air
show. Good to see that 1999 is already being 
considered. Don't underestimate the value of 
contact with the general public to promote our 
sport. There are many people out there who 
just need some encouragement or a phone 
number to enable them to join our ranks. 
I gained my paragliding licence in Bright 
almost 6 years ago but was never sure how 
to make the transition from inland to coastal 
flying (I live at Frankston, VIC). Do I ring 
someone? Who? Will they be willing to show 
me the ropes? Do I just turn up at a site? 
Where? Consequently I abandoned the sport, 
but couldn't stop thinking aboutit. Then Avalon 
1997 happened with the HGFA display, issues 
of Skysailor, members to talk to and explain my 
situation to: It was a fairly simple matter to 
organise a 3-day refresher course. Charly 
Fellay has taken me on board and I am now 
back on a restricted licence. I believe it is right 
to assume that nearly everyone would like to fly 
- but some just need a little push, so to speak. 
Remember the value of contact with the public. 

Geoff Woodhouse 
Hopefully the information contained in this 
issue will help others in your situation. SG. 

~ I have been flying hang gliders for 12 years 
now and I can see the demise of the sport in 
the near future. Steps must be taken now to 
preserve the sport. The loss of sites is the 

major threat. As we get pushed further from 
major popUlation centres, our profile drops 
and so do our new membership numbers, 
until we become a small band of die-hards. 
We need to secure sites and we need to do 
it now. By secure, I do not mean lease or rent 
or reach a written" agreement, I mean buy. 
When a site comes up for sale, we must buy 
it to secure our sport. 
I cannot fly on the half a million dollars we 
have invested, but that money could buy a 
lot of sites. If the investment is not earmarked 
for sites, what is it for? I strongly believe we 
should question the direction of our Association 
and place more emphasis on sites. 
Without sites, we have no sport. This situation 
is now happening at Mt Tambourine and will 
soon happen at Beechmont. When it does, it 
will be the end of hang gliding in the area. The 
only way to save the sites is to buy a landing 
area. This cannot be done on a local scale. 

Michael Rose 
Please refer to the Executive Director's Report 
on page 22. SG. 

~ Thanks for publishing my account of the 
1997 Trans Tasman Challenge in the April/May 
edition of Skysailor. Unfortunately the article, 
reproduced from the Canungra newsletter, 
was an early draft of the manuscript and had 
a few errors and a significant omission. 
Most importantly I wanted to express thanks 
(on behalf of Andrew Horchner, David Mills 
and myself) to the following: 
Stew Karstens and his dedicated band of 
helpers for running such a smooth and well 
organised competition, all the Kiwi pilots for 
making us feel welcome, the HGFA for 
providing us with money towards our travel 
and Andrew Kemp for putting in the effort to 
get the "E-Team" together. 

Mark Plenderleith 

~ Being located on the far south coast of NSW 
has many advantages and I wouldn't want to 
live anywhere else. However, for a hang glider 
pilot, flying sites are few and far between and 
flying is restricted to a few short ridge flights 
with launches from adjacent coastal cliffs. 
To the visitor, the high mountains near the 
coast appear to provide ideal conditions, but 
what you see is not what you get. To maintain 
some continuity in flying, travelling to other 
recognised approved sites is required and 
this often involves up to 9 hours on the road 
for the round trip. 



Impo~ant HGFA Notice 

Please note tnat mail mark~d ~TS ~eturn 
to Sender) received a( tne A'GFA office 
in Tumut is threyvn out and the addressee 
removed from the Skysailor mailing list 
until a new aadress is received. 
In the past, members have reused' 
envelopes sent out'by the HGFA to enc,lose 
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payments, tl]en mar~ed them RTS: 
Please use a 45 cent stamp to make sure 
your payments are received at the office. 

Margaret Steinhardt 

In an effort to maintain closer contact with my 
chosen sport, I recently visited Tarago, a small 
rural town, 21 km south of Goulburn, where 
Grant and Tove Heaney have established their 
flying school only a few km's east of town. 
Arriving at noon, I renewed relations with 
several Canberra pilots and we were soon , 
organised into a two car towing programme 
on an adequate E-W strip. 
The day was friendly and informal and the 
weather good. Both Grant and Tove were on 
the strip to offer information and advice on the 
local conditions without being too intrusive. 
The availability of the Heaney tow strip is not 
dependent on the goodwill of an owner/farmer 
who may from time to time require the use of 
his land and I predict a bright future for the 
Heaney project: It is well located and run by 
two enthusiastic, talented pilots. 
As I left the property for the 2-hour trip back 
home, a trike flew overhead and two 
paragliders were working off the training 

, slope. Such established facilities can only 
benefit our sport and I congratulate Grant and 
Tove on their enterprise and wish them well. 

Anthony Orman 

~ I made a submission to the Holsworthy Air
port Proposal EIS Study team (Rust PPK) and 
received a letter and various printed information 
back. It confirms they are currently only 
engaged in studying the impact of Badgery's 
Creek (3 different layouts) and Holsworthy 
(2 different layouts). In my submission I raised 
the option of a 3rd possible site as proposed 
by the Pacific Airport Group. This is an 
offshore (artificial island/platform) proposal to 
be constr~cted just off the coast of La Perouse 
peninsula. Another proposal (originally made in 
1981) involves reclaimed land/island construction 

linked to Mascot and should involve hardly 
any extra controlled airspace. 
Another factor against Holsworthy is its 
proximity to the Lucas Heights nuclear facility. 
The EIS team have noted my concern over 
future flight paths coming closer to the reactor. 
Rust PPK also sent me the address of the EIS 
web site: http://www.magnet.com.au/2sydair 
There you will find info on such things as 
public information booths to be placed at 
shopping centres soon, an overview of the 
process being undertaken, etc. They also 
have a toll-free number 1800818017, an 
email address2sydair@magnet.com.au 
and fax 02 96009741 at Community Access 
Centre, 43 Moore St., Liverpool. 

Peter Bolton 

Thank you for passing on your information. 
The City of Goulburn would also like to be 
considered as a location for the new airport. 
Goulburn could service both Sydney (a fast 
rail link to Sydney would make it accessible 
within an hour) and Canberra. Most of all: The 
population of Goulburn is behind the project. 
It would create valuable work for the area, 
save one of Sydney's last wilderness areas 
from annihilation and secure our site. SG. 

~ Being a paraglider pilot in the relatively 
uncluttered skies of Northern Tasmania, I 
shudder when I see so many pilots boating 
around in crowded skies. 
Being also an ultralight flyer and receiving 
their magazine, I would like to relay an 
interesting statistic from a recent article. 
Basically, the article dealt with a pilot's limited 
field of vision and his concentration as contribut
ing factors in mid-air collisions. I believe the 
following is not only relevant to larger aircraft 
but also to paragliders: "You are five times 
more likely to have a mid-air collision with an 
aircraft flying in the same direction, than with 
one flying in the opposite direction. " 

larry Smedley 

~The last edition of Skysailor contained an 
advertisement on page 7 that could result in 
pilot safety being compromised. Whilst not 
doubting that the "Firebird Flame" is a good 
glider, the DHV certification test comparison 
shown may lead unwary novice and inter
mediate pilots astray. 3 out of the 4 gliders 
presented are "High Performance" category 
gliders and not "Intermediates" as stated. It 
would be very unwise for pilots in the market 
for the advertised glider (i.e: nov/int) to put 

these on their test flying list. For c 
of glider categories readers may wish t'h--I~p:H~/ 

to my article in Skysailor Oct '96. 
I would also like to note that once again this 
past summer I have seen too many pilots flying 
gliders that are well beyond their skill levels fo r 
inland sites. This is particularly the case for some 
of the newer so called "easyto fly, rock solid" 
high performance gliders. They are a trap for 
the overconfident - a real intermediate syn
drome accident waiting to happen. Schools and 
dealers selling such gliders to potential inland 
pilots should take a good look at their legal 
duty of care if their conscience isn't working. 
The situation could possibly warrant a system 
whereby only appropriately rated pilots can 
legally fly a particular level of glider (like the 
endorsement system used in GA). This would 
also encourage pilots to gain the experience 
necessary to update their ratings. 

Godfrey Wenness 
On request I had obtained the test results for 
all these gliders from the DHV for the above 
mentioned ad. Not all of these are ACPUL 
"Intermediate " rated canopies as you point 
out, although some do aim their advertise
ments at intermediate level pilots. No harm 
or offence was intended, though advertisers 
should proof all copy carefully to avoid mis
understandings in the future and pilots looking 
to buy a new glider should canvas advice from 
several unbiased experienced instructors or 
pilots before making a decision. SG. 

I am planning a paragliding trip to Turkey prior 
to the World Air Games. The trip starts in 
Istanbul and ends at the competition site. 
We will be visiting small villages and towns 
off the tourist track to experience Turkish rural 
life styles and to fly. I am departing at the end 
of July to prepare car hire, maps, access, etc 
before the other pilots arrive. We will all meet 
in Istanbul between 16-18 August. My many 
friends and relatives in Turkey can often 
provide free accommodation on the way. We 
will arrive at the competition site a few days 
before the comp starts, so pilots competing in 
the WAG are able to join this trip. On a "share 
cost" basis, the 3 week trip will cost around 
$1,000 per person, inc!. car hire, fuel, food 
and accommodation. 
4 pilots have already joined me and there is 
room for another 3. Contact me at: PO Box 
2301, Kew VIC 3101 or phone 014481477, 
email: hmentes@ozemail.com.au 

Hakim Mentes 
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FLATTER 
THAN THE 
FLATLANDS 

I AN REES & CA ROL BINDER 

T he B~c~p area cons.ists. of flat 'wide open farmland which, 
at this rune of year, 1S eIther grass, stubble or ploughed 
fields. The nearest mountains are about 100lan to the south 

'with only flatlands up north into SW Weather conditions are 
typicall) cool to mild with thermals generall r going to around 
5 OOOEr. Over the last 5 Birchip comps, onl r 2 da flying were lost 
out of a total of 20 and the 9 comp ,.veather was clearl the best. 

Pilot briefings were held at the Birchip Hotel at 10am each 
morning. Warwick Duncan & Co. presented each previous da s 
winner ,vith a prize and also ga e out daily drivers prizes drawn b 

ikki the barrel girl . Alan Bea is "vould discuss the da /s weather 
v.hich mer the 4 da ,as 0-~5°C ,;vith light to moderate southerlies 
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The Easter long weekend is the time when cross 

country pilots from Victoria and South Australia 

congregate in the north west Victorian township of 

Birchip for the annual "Flatter Than The Flatlands" 

hang gliding competition. 

This year, a total of-55 pilots plus crew made the 

assault on the small town and the delightful autumn 

weather was with us for the duration offering the best 

flying conditions ever experienced at this comp since 

its debut 5 years ago. 

and generally blue sky. Conditions were perfect, the pilots eager and 
ready for good flying and so we headed out to the paddock. 

Day 1 
The task was a straight line 79km Race to Goal at the Swan Hill 
Gliding Club airstrip at Nyah West on me VIC SW border. 

Initially me da starred off '>vith thin eu's followed by blue 
conditions vvim light to moderate southerlies and broken cores. 
Lift was generall around the 600ftJrnin mark ...vim bases averaging 
5,500ft. Conditions permitted pilots to launch anywhere between 
1 :50 and 4:00pm to reach goal and a total of 18 pilots did make it 
in times ranging from 123rnin to 161rnin. First to arrive was Ian Rees 



followed closely by Peter Davies. The next half hour saw another 
10 pilots arrive and fastest on the day was Harry Summons, who 
received a chocolate rabbit for his efforts. The last pilot to get in 
was Wesley Hill at 6:24pm who's late arrival proved significant later 
in the compo Congrats must also go to Shane Holtkamp who is 
following in his brothers' footsteps and made goal for the first time. 

Day 2 
The same 79km task to the Nyah airstrip was called. The sky was 
overcast with 80% cloud cover. Light lift of 200ft peaking at 400-
500ft was the result and made the flying more difficult than 
the previous day. 

Only 7 pilots made goal in two gaggles following a scratchy 
struggle with base at only 4,200ft agl. First to arrive at 4:20pm were 
Alan Beavis, Wes Hill and Ian Rees. All three flew the task together 
and helped each other along the way' A low save from about 700ft 
at Ultima (approximately halfway) was the only concern during their 
flight. It was another 40min before the next group, consisting of 
Brent Telford, Peter Hood and James Freeman, arrived, followed 
later by Colin McCrae, the last one in with a time of 188min. 

Winner for the day was South Australian Brent Telford in 
133min (another chocolate rabbit). 

Day 3 
A front was expected to push through during the day, as predicted 
by Alan-Weather-or-not-Beavis. With southerly winds aloft at 20kt, 
goal was set just SW of Kyalite in NSW, 101km away. 

Blustery launch conditions dominated the day with occasional 
dusties ripping through. A base of 5,000ft with lift averaging 400-
600ft and a strong SW drift lead 11 pilots to goal. First in was 
Anthony Cross followed by Alan Beavis then Andy Watson. Don 
and Deb Rottman did their personal best . in their tandem and landed 
18km short of goal. The quote of the day was by John Clement: 
"My packing gear outflew me!", and the best tow went to Ben 
Kennedy who managed to get to 2,000ft while still on the line. Meg 
Bailey had made the ultimate flying sacrifice by giving her tow bridle 
to Tony Lowrey. Tony was last into goal at 5:30pm after flying on his 
own and arriving just in time to see most people finish packing up. 

The day's winner was South Australian Gary Fimeri (yep, another 
chocolate rabbit) who really put the afterburners on to smoke the 
field in a time of 109min. . 

This night was also our "Video Night". If you've been to this 
comp before you'll know what that means. Warwick threw some $$$ 
on the bar and that was that, you really couldn't fit any more pilots 
into one room. "Thunderbirds" led off and the mystery movie, which 
everyone had been so anxious about that they'd rushed back from 
goal, was "Flying High". Thanks Uncle Warwick. 

Day 4 

Strong gusty winds gave us some serious doubts at first but the 
wind quickly moderated and yet again the weather was fine with 
a southerly wind. A 86km task to the north at Manangatang airstrip 
was called. 

The task took pilots up past the salt lake area around Sea Lake 
and Chinkapook. Thermals topped out at 5,000ft with lift around 
500 up and good drift. First into goal was Wes Hill followed soon 
by a line of Victorians: Geoff Coombs, Shane Holtkamp, Mark Pike, 
Alan Beavis, Ian Rees and Duncan Richardson. Only one South 
Australian, Chris Charters, arrived with this group. This made the 
result of the Victoria vs South Australia challenge look decidedly like 
a runaway win to the Vies. 

Some great dusties had been spotted along the way which was 
probably:what Beavo hooked into to win the day. Beavo's long lazy 
final glide from Chinkapook to Manangatang was contrasted by 5 
pilots who struggled in later as the wind had swung more westerly 

j Competition Flying 

The competitors at Birchip. Photo: Carol Binder 

and thermals had faded. Several of them almost drifted east of goal. 
Andy Watson crossed the line with less than 100ft to spare and raised 
a cloud of dust on turning late to land. He admitted later that he 
hadn't been quite high enough to do any wangs. 

All in all 13 made it to goal, including free flyer Warren Boadle 
from Geelong (another PB). Fastest for the day was Alan Beavis 
followed by Brent Telford and Wes Hill. But there was no time 
to savour goal as everyone raced back for the presentation night. 

The Results 
This year's BBQ back at the pub was once again organised and run 
by the Birchip CFA and Heather Fletcher the human dynamo and 
was followed by the presentation of trophies. 

The winner was Brent Telford followed by Wes Hill. Both pilots 
made goal on all four days which was a great effort. Finally, the 
Victorians beat the South Australians this year in the State challenge. 
The score now stands at SA 3:VIC 2. 

For a four day comp, fun was had by all. Next year will be 
even bigger and better so come along, have some serious fun in n 
the sun at dusty old Birchip and win lots and lots of prizes! a.1 

Results Points 

1 Brent Telford 3,721 -
2 Wesley Hi" 3,632 

3 Peter Davies 3,155 

4 Andy Watson 3,114 

5 Alan Beavis 3,054 

6 Garry Fimeri 2,991 

7 Ian Rees 2,947 

8 Chris Charters 2,813 

9 Tony Lowrey 2,672 

10 Hugh Satchell 2,628 

Special thanks go to Warwick Duncan and Alan Beavis for organising 
another well run competition. Also thanks to Ian McClelland for 
preparing the paddock and allowing us to use his property again. All 
of the drivers both in the paddock and retrievals did an excellent job. 

Thanks also to the following sponsors: Aussie Skins) Airborne) Moyes) 
Dynamic Flight and Birchip Hotel 

After 5 years of incident ftee flying in this competition the end of the 
final day was marred by the injury of SA pilot Pat Finch) Australia's oldest 
hang glider pilot. It appears Pat locked out on tow and at the time of 
writing Pat was in a stable condition in the Alfted Hospital in Melbourne. 

Full competition details, along with a history of the Fldtter than the 
Fldtldnds, are availdble from the official web site at: 
radtech.apana. org.aul ,..,warwick 
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74 of the best paraglider pilots from Australia and 

around the world competed in March 1997 for the 

title of Australian Open Champion at Manilla, NSW. 

As a national ladder competition, this year's comp 

was the pilots' last chance to make the Australian 

team for the World Championships in Spain this July. 
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(f nfortunately two thirds of the annual rainfall for the region 
was received leading up to the comp and things looked grim 
indeed. Manilla was as green as could be - a far cry from 

the redbrown colour usual for this time of year. Luckily the sun shone 
for a few days prior to the competition and pilots were greeted with 
a cloudbase between 2,000 and 2,400m. 

8 March 1997 
Pilots assembled in the Manilla Town Hall for the briefing, then 
made their way to launch on Mt Borah (900m asl). By 1l:30am 
there were still no clouds and virtually no wind. The temperature 
trace from the weather bureau in Moree (140km NNW of Manilla) 
showed an inversion 600m above launch and a generally SE airflow. 

The task committee decided to call a 49km straight line Race to 
Goal north of Mt Borah at the small town of Cobbadah. The launch 
window opened at 12:15pm on the east launch, but of the few pilots 
who launched only very few were able to stay up in the light 
conditions and soon the wind started to come over the back. 

After moving to the west launch, where the thermals came up the 
face, the whole field was able to get off, although a large contingent 
bombed out as conditions were still rather light. Bomb-outs and 
re-fiys both contributed to a low scoring day, awarding only 
527points for a very good effort to Brian Webb for flying 44.3km. 
Yoshiaki Nakagawa Q) came a close 2nd (41.4km} before equally 
placed Mark Plenderleith and Mike Cavanagh (GB). 

9 March 1997 
A forecast for light to moderate winds and a 59km Race to Goal 
to Taylors Plain near Narrabri was called. 

As the window opened, winds increased with thermal gusts to 

30km/h. 27 pilotS managed to launch during lulls in the strong 
conditions. Cloudbase was around 2,200m and the winds aloft had 
pilots on course sC0rching to goal at up to 70km/h. 

Launch had to be closed on numerous occasions due to the 
unsafe conditions and many pilots with lesser experience decided not 
to launch. Towards the end of the open window, pilots were unable 
to penetrate into the wind. This prompted the comp director, 
Godfrey Wenness, to cancel the task on the basis that pilots on 
launch were unable to avoid the dangerous conditions. Pilots still left 
on the hill were happy with the decision, although 2 pilots made goal 
with fast times and the rest of the field was spread evenly along the 
course. As it turned out, the lack of launchable window time would 
have still made the task invalid had it not been cancelled. 

10 March 1997 
A similar forecast to the previous day and the same task was called 
.. . let's try again. 

The window opened at 1 pm. This time the wind wasn't as strong 
and all pilots launched without problems. Winds up high resulted 
in fast times and the 2 fastest pilots made goal before the goal official 
had arrived and had to take their own time. 

A few areas of cloud shadow brought much of the field down 
after only 25km. 9 pilots made goal and the day was won by Mark 
Pugh (GB) in 106min. Alison Maddock (GB) made goal- a great 
effort against some of the best Aussie, Kiwi and British pilots - and 
moved into 2nd place overall. 

11 March 1997 
The weather looked promising today. Winds were unexpectedly calm 
and by lunchtime the small fluffy clouds made way for some good 
looking cumuli. With the general wind direction a touch more east 
than on the previous day, the task-setters called an Elapsed Time Race 
to Goal at Baan Baa (60. 7km) . 



I Competition Fl~inq 
:,1 

a 46km Elapsed Time Race to Goal at Manilla via one turnpoint was 
set. The first leg (28km) followed along the Mt Borah/Mt Baldwin 
range into the open country towards Attunga in crosswind conditions. 

A fresh breeze at launch allowed pilots to ridge soar until thermals 
started to break: off. Good cumulus development brought most 
competitors to the edge of the range where a blue hole made reaching 
the turnpoint a challenge. Mike Cavanagh (GB) and Ross Johnstone 
(NZ) reached goal. Only 8 pilots made it past the turnpoint. 

Nevertheless, almost one 3rd of the field reached half the distance, 

Above L-R: 3rd Lee Scott, 1st Ross Johnston, 2nd Fred Gungl and Akiko resulting in a 1,000 point day and validating the competition. 
Matsushita. Opposite: Fred Gungl under a dark cloud. Photo5: Godfrey Wenne55 

Soon after the window opened at 1 pm, the sky was dotted with 

canopies. Due to gGtOd conditions and organisation the field of 74 
was lalihehecl: within an hour. Cloudbase was at 2,200m and good 

"" streets made for anomer ~fast race. Most pilots who had got away 

early made goal and a few late st~ters managed long final glides 
to just scrape in, bringing the total number of pilots in goal to 
an astonishing 25 - one .In;l.ofthe field! ~ 

Many pil<9ts flewp'er$ona)~Q,ests and,aJew lost thelr ~goal:virgiruty'. 
Current Australian diampic:)fl Fred Gungl reached goal in the f~test .« 
time: 115 min (32kni/h) : 10 tpinutesJater Yoshiaki. N~agawa 0) and"" 

15 March 1996 
The last day of the competition dawned with more blue skies. 
The first cu's started to form during the pilot briefing on the hill, 

promising good thermal activity for the afternoon. A 57km straight 
line course to Bendemeer, SE of Mt Borah was set. Despite forecast 

easterly winds, this proved to be the right decision, as the drift was 

straight from the NW. 
Strong cycles made launching difficult at times and another blue 

hole over the valley, as well as some high ground just before goal, 

'" tested our skills. 12 pilots made goal with Brian Webb fastest in 
120min (28km/h), followed by Lee Scott and Fred Gungl. 

Mike Cavanagh (GB) arriyed (29km/h) .. Art !ncident marrecl ·me day:"f " 
-One_pilot had to tblow his fese~e after going negative, :burlard~d fT' Pre6e'1n~C!tion Night 
under the roundie without a"pJ:obklJ). _ ' .~ l, ,'" ]' \ ""Mela at the Manilla Bowling Club, the dinner consisted of a smorgas-

" ~ - - bord and'spit roast prepared by Shannon and Larnie from Shan-Lee's 

2 March 1997 ! Restaurant.Beer l~d wine were on the house for most of the night 

A blue day dawned on pilots for Round' 4., F<;>recasted NE winds d~wn ~d tHe fykebox .jJ1ayed punters favourite selections until 2am. 

low and SE up high resulted in an 80km rtisk to Tlirra1Van near Narrabr.i,. 110 peoplewsreptesent at the prize-giving. 1st was Kiwi Ross 
i By midday the sky was covered with nice cll's perfectly ,distributed ' Johnstone who rece:iv~d the gold plated Manilla Eagle trophy and 

~t around 2,350m. The wind was lighter than expected, making launch a Flytec 4030 vario; 2nd Fred Gungl was handed a silver Eagle and 

timing critical. There was no ridge ljft to keep pilots up while waiting a G:.armir; .,45XL GIB~. 3rd '~ee Scott went home with a bronze Eagle 
for thermals. All pilots manageGi to-iatinch during the 3 ho'ur Open - , and ~ 'pair ofHan~ag -Bly 2000 boots. Best intermediate pilot was 

Window although a period of Shadow closed thirigs jdown for 30min. Mark Plenderleith~h0 received a pewter plated Eagle trophy and 

Once again Fred Gungl peqt trre field with a time of3hl0min. a Gaimin '45XL GPS. B~st female pilot, for the 2nd time in a row, 

11 pilots made goal and ano~her 6 were 'just short. Another great' day. wasJapan's Akiko ),y!atsushita; she was given a unique avant-

.,; gafde~Eagle trophy ana a SkyWatch for her excellent effort. ~ 
-j 

13 Ma.rq,h 199'A _ 
Another BJ1lLY' day greeteg dl~ compel itoDs togay. J::he met bureau 

J ' , ' 

f<;>recasted light to moderate S-SW winds with possible thunderstorms 
developing ahead of'a front passing further south. 

The £ilots assemBled a~JallncQfor ~ 72km Elapsed Time Race to 
'Goal at Bundarra, JNE of Mt Borah. Shortly after the window opened, 
the sky was clotted with canopies, but no one got away, as an inversion 

kept pilots at bay until the day's temperature rose. A free flying pilot 
tqplanded hard and was diagnosed with possible back injuries. 
A rescue helicopter was called from Newcastle and all pilots were 
requested to either land or leave the launch area. Luckily, shortly 

before the chopper arrived, airborne pilots were able to thermal 
through the inversion and disappear off the scene. Despite some of 

them making their way towards goal, the unfair advantage these pilots 
had over the remainder of the field caused the cancellation of the day. 

14 March 1997 
The previous night's front had passed through leaving a blue sky. 

With lig~t and variable SE-NE winds and the possibility of major 
overdevelopment, the task-setters decide on a challenging but shorter 

task. To keel? the course away from possible overdevelopment areas, 

Results Points 

Ross Johnston (NZ) 4,502 

2 Fred Gungl (AUS) 4,371 

3 Lee Scott (AUS) 4,121 

4 Yoshiaki Nakagawa (J) 3,963 

5 Enda Murphy (AUS) 3,957 

6 Graham Steel (GB) 3,950 

7 Mike Cavanagh (GB) 3,917 

8 Brian Webb (AUS) 3,805 

9 Peter Bowyer (AUS) 3,763 

10 David Mills (AUS) 3,702 

Many thanks to Ampol Petroleum, Vic 'n' Toms Corner Shop, Manilla RSL Club, 
Uncle Tobys, EZ Eye Optics, AGFA, j&M Photographics Tamworth Manilla 

Shire Council, Manilla Ceramics, Manilla Flowers & Gifts, Manilla Foodstore, 
Shan-Lees Restaurant, Split Rock Video, The Imperial Hotel, Flytec & Hanwag. 

Thanks also to the Manilla SES and organisers and helpers: Godftey Wenness, 
Felix Burkhard Brian Shepherd Shannon, jodie Mackaway, Lee Gunthorpe, 

Thomas Walther, Amber Cocking, Scrappy Gee, Enda Murphy, jason Saunders. 
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Event Date Venue Details & Entry Requirements Contact 

Australia 

Conondale "Not Quite the Classic" 5-7 Sept 97 Conondale, Social flying weekend. Requirements: All levels of pilot Bruce Crerar 0754451897, 

~ 
SE QLD with inland expo welcome. Entry fee: $45. Prize money will Ian Pender 07 32666514. 

again be on after along with trophies and a good time. 

Tamworth Sport Aviation Fly-In 13-14 Sept 97 Tamworth Airport, A great chance to mingle with other aviation enthusiasts. Godfrey Wenness 

~riI~ 
NSW Static displays and a public open day are organised by Manilla Paragliding 

Tamworth Aero Club. More details on pagel0. 067856545 

Canungra Classic 1997 11-18 Oct 97 Canungra, Rated AA. Last year's winner, Grant Heaney, won 375 Ttm 0418778422, tim@eis.Fletau 

~ 
SE QI:.O ladder pts & is now No 1 on the Nationa.l Ladder. Last Closing date for entries & full 

chance t8 make the '98 Australian Team. Requirements: payment 31 ALl!!) 91 (ilate fee $30). 

Int or higher rating, data back camera. Entry fee: $230 

($195 comp + $35 site fee), entry form on opposite page. 

Registration: 10 Oct 97. 

1998 Australian HG Nationals 28 Dec 97-5 Jan 98 Hay, NSW Entry fee: $220. Requirements: The ability to handle M. Bailey 0353356194, baileyme@ 

~ awesome thermals, massive distances & late nights! timken.com or Sandra Holtkamp 

Tow endorsement & HGFA m/ship, databack camera 03 53492845. Cheque/money order 

essential, GPS permitted. Min. of 4 paid entries per team to: Australian Nationals, Po Box 

to secure strip. Rated AAA. Excellent prize money. 358W, Ballarat West VIC 3350 
=' ''''' 

mWA HG Competition 1998 24 J,an-2 Feb 98 Wyalkatchem , 170KItl east of Perth. Requiremel'lts: lew eqwipment & Gary Bennett B9 27271'(i)O (h). 

WA endorsement, data back cameras, repacked parachute. 

Overseas 

riI Polynesian PG Open 1997 14-21 Jun 97 Tahiti Using take-ofts at Punaruu (700m, 400m), Mt Marau Lionel Bourdais, BP 140032, 

(1350m), Faaonne and Tautira. Pilots must have 3rd party 98701 Arue, Tahiti, French 

liability insurance', helmet, reserve and back protection. Polynesia, ph: 689 438897, 

Entry fee: FCP12,000 (FF660), incl. films, maps, lunches, fax: 689 434644 

transport to t-o, closing ceremony dinner. Rooms are 

available for FCP 1,000 (FF55) pn, meals separately . 
~ . -. ....... 

~ WHGS 97 Norway ' 29 Jun-5 Jul'97 Vaga, Norway WHGS, see News for more details. Nils Aage Henden, 

fax: +47 61232178 . 
•... .,.,.,. 

Canadian HG Nationals 1997 29 Jun-6 Jul97 Sun Peaks, Fees: CDN$85. Pilots must join the HPAC and sign a Ian McArthur, email c/o: 

~ Kamloops, BC liability waiver. Temp. m/ship and insurance costs mswift@Netshop.net 

Canada CDN$15 and is available from the: HPAC Administrator, 140 - 945 Columbia St W, 

email: hpac@mindlink.bc.ca, 21593 94A Ave Langley, Kamloops BC Canada V2C 1 L5; 

B.C. Canada Vl M 2A5, HPAC. Ph/fax 1 6048825090. ph: 1 2503764655, fax: 1 2503765262 
.... , .. ~ ... ",W' 

~Alpen HG Open 1997 9-13 Jul97 Marcus Villinger, 

fax; +43 522343746 . 
.. x.", .. ,,:««.:« • 

~ German HG Open 1997 14-20 Jul97 Germany Ernst Schneider, 

fax: +49 80429434. 
= riI PWC 97 Piedrahita 7-12 Jul97 Piedrahita, Address: Steve Ham, centro de vuelo, Travesta Duque Ph/fax: 34/20362215, 

r 

Sl)ain 8'e Alba 2,05500 Piedrahita, Avila, Spain. mobile: 908 621013. 

~ Hang Gliding Pre-Europeans 23 Jul-8 Aug 97 Slovakia CIVL Norway, 

fax: +47 22951256 

riI Canadian PG Nationals 1997 2-4 A~g 97 Mt. Seven, Golden, Address: 33 Shannon Circle SW, Calgary, Alberta, Randy Parkin, ph: 4liJ3 2566869, 

BC,Canada Canada T2Y 2A1, Meet Director: Randy Parkin. randy@keyiflc.com 

~ WHGS 97 France 7-17 Aug 97 St Andre-Ies- Entry fee: FF1,000. French Nationals and WHGS Jean Marc Laporte, 

Alpes, France open to 60 other pilots. ph: +33 0492027970. 

riI PWC 97 Morzine 12-17 Aug 97 Morzine, Address: E. Manne, Offiice du TourisliFle de Morzine- Ph: 33/50 747272, 

France 74110 Morzine, France. fax: 33/50 790348. 

~WHGS97USA 21-27 Aug 97 Telluride, Jim Zeiset, 

USA ph: +1 7195393900. 

riI PWC 97 Preddvor 26-31 Aug 97 Preddvor, Address: Ales Suster, Spica International paragliding Ph: 386/61 1253263, 

Slovenia team - Siovenska 30, 611060 Lublj,ana, Slovenia. fax: 33/§0 79Q348. 

1st World Air Games 1997 6-21 Sept 97 Denizli (HG/PG), HG: Denizli-Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97, PG: Denizli- Ziato Vanic : Slovenia, 

~riI~ 
Aydin (ML), Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97, ML: Aydin, 10-21 Sept.97. Ph/fax: +386 61222504. 

Turkey Full details on requirements, entry fees, procedures, Ian Jarman, HGFA 

registrations, travel arrangements through the HGFA. ph: 069472888. 

24th Icarus Cup 18-21 Sept 97 St Hilaire dl'l Incl. the International Free Rying Film Festival, the Salon Office dLl TOLlrisme, 38S6(i) 8t 

~riI~ 
Touvet, France d'icare manufacturers' Expo, the costumes and aerial Hilaire du Touvet, France, ~h: 

demeflstra:bOlilS and nUliTHlr0US @ther attractiolils. 334 76(i)83399, fax: 33 476972B56. 
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M.A.R.V. I.N. 
The weatherman that never sleeps. 

Real time weather conditions for Dickson Park 

(Newcastle) and Stanwell Park, broadcast 

24 hours a day. 

Phone 166 552 
4 

Patent No. PM3645 

Call cost $2. 00 Telads. Higher from mobile and public phones. 

CANUN~~A 

~ .REAT CO~p 

Fly with Australia's top pilots in the final 
selection round before the World's. 
375 Ladder points up for grabs. 
Target $5,000 prize pool. 
Prize money down to 10th place Open. 

"--~~-~--

~ REAT VVEATh:J E R 
The best time of yean 0 fly SE Qld. 

"-
Name .... ......... .............. ... ... .. ........ ... ..... ....... ........ ... •.... ... ..... 

Address .. ......... .. ... ....... .. .... ... ........ .. ..... ....... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. X:. 

Colours Undersurface 

Tke New 

nSte~rtk" 
by Aussie Born pty Ltd 

Available now, t'he H Ste~rtk" harness 
is the latest in the Aussie Born range. 

Twin suspension points attach the two easy glide sliders 

al.lowing the pilot to evenly slide in and out of prone position. 

Even a novice would find it a breeze to land in and there is 

more than ample storage space for the competition pilot. Full 

continuous webbing reinforcement is used throughout the 

harness, front and side mounts available. 

Order during winter & receive one of our Aussie Skins 

custom made flight suits absolutely free (value $320) . 

Just what you need for those cold winter flights. 

Call Danny & Kerry Scott anytime 

for more information on all of our products: 

ph/fax 042 943 240 

CLASS1 C 1997 

Launch from Tamborine and Beechmont. 
Fly the Border Ranges, Cunningham IS Gap, 
and even some flat lands. 

Great prizes for B grade / novelty events. 
Entertainment for all. Situated in the Gold 
Coast Hinterland. Bring the family! 
Access via bitumen roads. 

~ , 

I will not. participate in th is competition without accepting the coodition\s listed in the Canungra Clas~ic 1997 Information Booklet. (Booklet suppl ied on registrat ion). 

Date ...... .. .......... .. ...... ........ .... .. ...... .......... ...... ...... ...... Signed .................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ...... . . . ........................... . ...................... . .. . ........... . .... . 
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Provisional PG record 
triangle from Chamonix 
On 19 April 1997, French 
Pierre Bouilloux completed 
a 181 km F AI triangle in his 
UP Escape over the French 
Alps. After completing the 
FAI record he was actually 
able to extend the triangle 
to 198km, spending a total of 
]1/2 hours in the air. The 

-
previous day, Pierre had flown 
a 120km. triangle in 4 hours 
45 minutes in his Escape. 
Pierre's flight superseded his 
own current World Record 
of 165.9km. • 

WAG Update 

The World Air Games Bulletin 
No.2 for all the events 
concerned is now accessible 
from the FAI Web site at : 
http://www.fai.org/ ,.-fai/wag/ 
bulletin2.html • 

March CIVL meeting 
The Minutes of the March 
1997 meeting of the FAI 
Hang Gliding Commission 
(CIVL) are now available on 
the FAI Web site, at: http:// 
www.fai.org/ ,.-fai/han~gliding/ 
meetings/minutes 1997 .html. 

FAI PG Tandem record 
Distance via a single turnpoint: 
59.4km 
Course/site: Kuruman Airfield 
(SA), Chris Dawes (UK), 
17/1/97 
Paraglider: Airwave Duet II • 

10 Skysailor 

Swiss sites on the web 
This website contains current 
information on flying sites in 
Switzerland, sorted into wind 
directions, take-offs, names of 
mountains, etc and may be of 
help for those of you planning 
to visit Europe this winter: 
http://opc.ch/fly • 

FreeX Spear 
The medium Spear, Freex' new 
intermediate paraglider, has just 
been certified DHV2. 
FreeX and UP products are 
available in Australia from Up & 
Away, 24 Railway Crs, Stanwell 
Park. Phone: 042 943240. 

Up &Away 

FAI HG world records 

Rigid Wing Hang Glider 
Speed over a 25km triangle.: 
26.72km/h 
Courselsite: Mansfield, WA (USA), 
1/7/96, Stewart Midwinter (Can) 
Hang glider: Swift 

. Speed over a 50km triangle: 
23.91km/h 
Course/site: Mansfield, WA (USA), 
7/7/96, Stewart Midwinter (Can) 
Hang glider: Swift 
Speed over a lOOkm triangle: 
25.57km/h 
Course/site: Mansfield, WA (USA), 
8/7/96, Stewart Midwinter (Can) 
Hang glider: Swift 

Hang Gliding - Tandem 
Distance to goal- 36.3km 
Course/site: Kuruman Airfield 
(SA), Steve Varden, Judy Leden 
(UK), 12/1/97. 
Hang glider: Airwave Fly 2 • 

Tamworth Sport Aviation 
Fly-In 13/14th Sept. 1997 
The Tamworth Aero Club 
invites all sport aviators to a 
Fly-In at Tamworth Airport. 
Special ATC clearance will be 
provided to allow flying activities 
on the13th by trikes, ultralights, 
gyros, powered paragliders, 
HG aero towing etc. Sailplanes, 
skydivers, RC modellers and 
hot air balloons will attend 
making for a great chance to 
mingle with other aviation 
enthusiasts. A static display is 
planned and the day will be 
open to the public providing a 
great PR opportunity for our 
sports. The event will also be 
well publicised. On site 
accommodation is available 
in a variety of forms. 

Contact Godfrey Wenness) 
Manilla Paragliding on 
ph:067 856545 for more 
information. • 

New Advance Omega 4 
The 4th generation Omega 
series has been refined through 
continuing intensive R&D. 
Designer Robert Graham and 
pilots Hans Bollinger and 
Andy Hediger spent over a 
year testing prototypes before 
committing the glider to 
production. 

Available in 3 sizes 25, 28 
and 31, aspect ratio 5.82, 78 
'Y' cells, trim speed 38km/h, 
full speed 50 km/h, min. sink 
1.0m/s, L/D 8.4. Despite a 
high aspect ratio, the glider 
retains the safety of the 
previous model and is suitable 
for experienced pilots wanting 
to step up from a performance 
intermediate. 

For more information 
contact me, the Australian 
importer, on ph: 067 856545. 

Godfrey Wenness 

National Paragliding Squad Guessing 
Competition Results 

On 4 April 1997, the correct entries from the National PG 
Squad's guessing competition were drawn by Allison Meikle 
in Bright, Victoria. The winners are as follows: 
Phil Bird won a day White Water Rafting on the Thomson 
River with "Outdoors Incorporated"; Rod Harris won an Alpine 
Harley Davidson ride with Bill Graham; Kate Butler won a 
$500 discount on any Pro Design glider courtesy "Onshore 
Paragliding"; Kevin McKensie won a $30 food voucher courtesy 
Bright Alpine/Pinewood Hotels; Andy Abbott won a $30 
beverage voucher courtesy Bright Alpine/Pinewood Hotels; , 
Hamish Barker won a "Wingrrips" v~)Ucher for 10 free trips 
up Mystic, Thanks Dangerous Dave; Greg Walsh won a tandem 
flight with Gary Stevenson; Steve Morris won a tandem flight 
with Brian Webb; Hamish Barker won a tandem flight with 
Fred Gungl; Paul Steinmann won a tandem flight with Andrew 
Kemp; Tim Byrne won a tandem flight with Wally Taws. 

The amount raised was $549, which is a great beginning 
and will go towards the '97/98 National Squad Training 
Program. 

As a squad we are hoping that by increasing the amount 
of training/coaching available to squad members, we in turn 
encourage other pilots to aim at becoming part of the squad, 
increase the level of information available to all paragliding 
pilots and raise the performance level of Australian paragliding 
in general. 

Many thanks to all those generous sponsors who donated 
their time and prizes for this competition. 

Thanks also to those squad members who sold lots of tickets 
and shame on those who didn't - you know who you are! 

A final thanks to all those who showed such generous 
support; entered the competition and bought tickets, we hope 

. . 
you enJoy your prlZes. 

Christy Bishop) National PG Squad Member 



NSW Court of Appeal finds for HGFA 

Members may be aware that the HGFA has been involved in 
lengthy court proceedings brought by Peter Wilson, a member 
of the HGFA and an instructor. 

Peter Wilson was granted a Chief Flying Instructor's 
Certificate in May 1993. 

In January 1994, the Operations Manager lodged a number 
of complaints against Wilson and the matter was referred to the 
Disciplinary Tribunal set up under Part 5 of the HGFA 
Constitution. After receiving evidence and submissions from 
both sides, the Disciplinary Tribunal cancelled his Chief Flying 
Instructor's Certificate. Wilson then appealed to the Appeal 
Tribunal set up under the Constitution. The Appeal Tribunal 
allowed the appeal in part, but suspended Wilson's Certificate for 
3 months and thereafter allowed him to regain his Certificate 
but subject to his being employed under the direct supervision 
of an approved Pilot Examiner. 

Wilson was dissatisfied with this decision and commenced 
proceedings in the Supreme Court of NSW, alleging that the 
decIsions of the Tribunals were null and void. He also claimed 
damages arising from those decisions. 

The matter came before Justice Windeyer, who decided that 
the particular drafting of the Constitution in relation to the then 
CAOs meant that the Tribunals did not have jurisdiction and 
that in relation to the decision of the Appeal Tribunal, there had 
been a breach of the principles of natural justice. He made the 
declaration sought by Wilson and ordered the HGFA to pay the 
costs of that hearing. 

A separate question on damages was then heard by Justice 
Windeyer. He dismissed Wilson's claim for damages and ordered 
Wilson to pay the HGFA's costs of the hearing on this question. 

Wilson was dissatisfied with the decision of Justice Windeyer 
on damages and appealed to the NSW Court of Appeal. On 
15 April 1997, Justices Sheller, Powell and Dunford dismissed 
Wilson's appeal and ordered him to pay the HGFA's costs 
of the appeal. . 

The Court of Appeal decided that the HGFA could not be 
liable for anything which the Disciplinary and Appeal Tribunals 
did or did not do. Justice Sheller pointed out that Mr Wilson 
was submitting that there "should be an implied warranty by the 
Respondent that the Tribunals would observe the rules of natural 
justice in any disciplinary action against the appellant. Such a claim 
assumes that the respondent accepts a continuing responsibility for 
the acts of the Tribunal and retains the power to direct the way in 
which the Tribunal peiforms its fonctio~: I can see nothing in the 
Rules or elsewhere to support an implication that the respondent 
warranted that the Disciplinary Tribunal would act in any 
particular way. The establishment of the Tribunals bespeaks an 
intention by the parties, that is to say by the respondent and its 
members, including the appellant, that each Tribunal sh(}uld act 

• as an independent arbiter of complaints against members brought 
forward by the respondent's Operations Manager. " 

After the decision of Justice Windeyer, the members voted 
on changes to the Constitution which effectively removes the 
anomaly which the Court found in the way the Tribunals were 
set up. Another change now prevents members from claiming 
damages against the HGFA and the members of any Tribunal 
arising out of any disciplinary matters. The right to challenge the 
decision in Court still applies under the general law in the 

. limited circumstances where the law allows that. 

IanJarman, HGFA Executive Director 

2nd Round WHGS - The Norwegian Grand Prix 
The Norwegian Grand Prix will run from Sunday 29 June to 
Saturday 5 July '97. The opening ceremony and practice day are on 
Saturday 28 June. 

International competition pilot Nils Aage Henden, who took 
part in the '96 WHGS is the chief organiser. Vaga is the main 
national hang gliding centre of Norway and is situated 300km 
north of Oslo. 

The competition will be for WHGS Cross Country and Speed 
Gliding formats. XC tasks will be designed to bring the pilot back 
to base landing field and will consist of out-and-returns and 
triangles. Radios are allowed. Speed Gliding will have a minimum 
of 3 tasks including the final on Saturday. There are 2 Speed 
Gliding courses, both with big descents and long distances: 
Course No. 1 runs from the take-off at Blm0 to the landing in the 
centre of Vag a (l,200m descent); 
Course No.2 is from Juvass to Galde (1,400m descent). 

More than £2,000 in prizes! The comp will be run according to 
the FAr Sporting Code and is open to all HG pilots with sufficient 
qualifications to meet the demands of international competition. 
Pilots must hold a valid licence and 3rd party liability insurance. 
The maximum number of competitors is 150, entries have to be 
received by 1 May 1997. Entry fee is NKR1,300 for one or both of 
the competitions. Payments to: Vaga Air Fun, Sp.bank NOR, 
Account No. 2120.07.36971, 2680 Vagamo, Norway. 

Accommodation and car hire: Contact Vaga Air Fun for 
assistance with bookings. Accommodation costs around NKR5,000 
for 10 days for a flat sleeping 5. A double room in an hotel costs 
around NKR435 pp/pn incl. all meals. 

You can hire a Volvo for around NKR4,000 for 10 days. 

The Linknife is a main release 
that works by cutting the 
weaklink. 
It is also a backup release which 
can be placed almost anywhere 
in the system. The two stainless 
steel blades form a V which will 
quickly and cleanly cut anything 
that fits into the 6mm sLots, 
including perlon, webbing, towline 
and, of course, weaklink string of 
any strength. 
Only $24.50 plus p&h 

• • 
Rotor - the tiny swivel for reserve 
parachutes which offers additional 
safety. Helps to prevent wrapping 
up the rescue system caused by 
spinning motion of gliders in 
emergency situations. DHV tested, 
5,000kg breaking load, 120g light 
Only $119.00 plus p&h 

Incotrade Australia Pty Ltd 
Attn Chris Nagel 
35 Boronia Ave 

Holland Park OLD 4121 

AageHenden 

Light weight inflatable wheels 
Designed for pilots who occasionally 
land on them, these wheels serve 
as shock absorbers on hard 
ground and measure 200 x 50mm, 
weigh 450g and have a diameter 
of 35mm. They require adaptor 
sleeves to fit them to control bars. 
Only $74.00/pair plus p&h 
(cheaper than a new uprightl) 

Tel : 07-32192034 Fax: 07-32192035 

Mobile: 018 044 159 

Email: incoa@giLcom.au 

www.giLcom.au/comm/inco/fly1 .html 
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Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 
You may have noticed a slight 
change to the name of our 
club. We have dropped the 
'Lower' off the name and are 
now known as the 'Blue 
Mountains Hang Gliding 
Club'. The new name more 
accurately reflects the current 
status of our club. 

The club recently spent 
one weekend flying in Tumut 
and one on the Mid-North 
Coast. Our thanks to local 
Tumut pilots David Jones and 
Ian Jarman for kindly showing 
us the sites and heading us in 
the right direction (which 
unfortunately for most pilots 
was bomb-out, although 
a couple did manage to 
get away). Thanks also to 
Lee and Robin Scott for 
their hospitality on the Mid
North Coast. 

Some club members will 
spend the Queen's Birthday 
weekend (7-9 June) at 
Blackheath & west sites. For 
those who are interested, we 
will be camping and hope to 
fly at Tarana, Ovens, Sofala, 
Blackheath. 

A number of seminars 
and weekends away are also 
planned for the remainder of 
the year. Some of these are 
water landing nights, 
parachute deployment nights, 
etc. You're welcome to join us. 
Please contact the club rep 
listed in the Directory for 
further details. 

Our AGM will be held 
on Tuesday, 24 June, again, 
visitors are more than welcome 
to attend. 

Graeme Garlick 

Cairns Hang Gliding Club 
Cyclone Justin certainly had 
us all grounded last month. 
Our sincere sympathy to all 
who suffered losses. Our next 
meeting night is Tuesday, 3 
June, at 7.30pm at Yorkey's 
Knob Yacht Club. 

Lance Keough, Secretary 

Central Coast Hang 
Gliding Club 
The CCHGC now holds 
its meetings at Mingara 
Recreation Club, Wyong 
Road, 1 st Tuesday of each 
month, 7.30pm. • 

Sydney Microlight Club 
The inaugural meeting of the 
Sydney Microlight Club will 
be held on Wednesday 25 June 
1997 at a venue to be advised. 
Our aim is to bring pilots 
together so that all may 
benefit from the experience. 
We hope to organise trips 
away, fly-ins, friendly 
competltlons, etc. 
As a club we could provide 
better representation to the 
various federations or bodies. 
All are welcome. For further 
details contact Kevin White 
on 0294134097. • 

Avon Valley Hang 
Gliding Club website 
http://kite.ois.net. aul - treetopl 
hangiel avonl avonvalley. htm • 

HGFA Club Bulletins 
HGFA Bulletin 33 is now 
available along with a memo on 
a proposal by Sports Momen
tum to supply a consultant to 
deal with the marketing and 
promotion of hang gliding. • 

~-().---------------~ 
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Paragliding Line Failure Fatality 

The second paraglider line failure in less than a month has 
proved fatal. On 23 March 1997, a member of the French 
National Paragliding Team was killed. Yann Espinasse's lower 
paraglider lines failed during a series of 3600 turns prior to 
landing. He was using microlines. Yann pulled his reserve 
parachute, but the main reserve parachute strap broke at the 
point where it meets the V-shaped strap attached to the harness. 
This terrible accident serves as a reminder to all pilots of the 
precautions they should take: 
• Microlines should be replaced at least every 200 hours, 

and should be used and maintained with enormous care. 
• Extreme manoeuvres which put excessive loads on the lines 

are to be avoided (e.g. 3600 steep turns). 
• Inspect all equipment regularly; avoid unnecessary exposure 

to sunlight and dust; don't pull on the lines if they get snagged 
on a root at the moment of take-off. 

Any pilot who wishes to sell a paraglider equipped with 
microlines must first fit a complete new set of lines, approved 
by the airworthiness authority. 

Concerning the lines: 
The lines are under a considerable load factor during steep 
spirals. In comparison with normal straight flight, the load 
factor on the lines increases in steep 3600 turns by the 
following amounts: 
A lines: 3.5 times the normalload. 
B lines: 4.6 times the normalload. 
Clines: 6 times the normal load 
D lines: 5.3 times the normal load. 
These greatly increased loads, when added to poor maintenance 
of equipment, mean that one is coming dangerously close to the 
breaking strain of the lines. It is therefore timely to issue yet 
another reminder not to carry out series of steep spiral turns. 

Concerning the reserve parachute 
It is likely that the lower strap of the reserve sheared through 
overheating. This shearing was probably caused by the system of 
knotting used to connect the two straps, which was of the half 
hitch variety and not a reef knot. The overheating was also , 
caused by the very rapid opening of the reserve (after the lines 
failed, the pilot w~ in free fall) and the consequent large amount 
of energy that the knot had to absorb in a very short space of 
time. This was undoubtedly one of the reasons for this heat 
induced shearing. It is therefore important for all pilots to check 
the knot used to connect the main reserve strap to the V-shaped 
strap on the harness. If the knot appears to be a half-hitch, it is 
essential to change this knot immediately into a reef knot. 
In every case, you should contact the supplier of your reserve 
parachute to ask him what system he recommends. It would 
appear that, although the reserves themselves are satisfactorily 
trialled, as are the seat harnesses, the links between the two 
may not have been properly tested. 
The FFVL Safety Commission contacted manufacturers, 
importers and suppliers of seat harnesses and reserves during 
the Bassano meeting and, in cooperation with ''Aero tests" , 
planned a series of trials which will take place during the months 
of April and May 1997. The results of these trials will of course 

. be published, in the magazine "Vol Passion". 
In the meantime, it is important to check the state of your lines 
and the System of knots between the reserve strap and the 
V-strap on the seat harness. 

Marion varner, FFVL Safety Commission President 



1997 Australian Para
gliding Open Video 
The Official 1997 Australian 
Paragliding Open Video was 
produced by RapidAction 
Videos. The 30min video is 
edited to a superb soundtrack 
mixed with classic comments 
from pilots around the launch 
area and at briefings. This 
video costs $30 incl. P&P 
anywhere in Australia. 
Contact: RapidAction Video 
Productions, Ben Fanner, 
phlfax: 066 534703. 

Sky Pictures Worldwide 
Ltd (UK) produced a 
documentary of the event incl. 
interviews and exciting shots 
from the air and ground with 
narration, music and a little fun 
thrown in. It costs $45 incl. 
P&P from Great Britain. 
Contact: Sky Pictures 
Worldwide, Stephen Williams, 
ph: +44 1286660212, fax: 

Historical Snippet 

Prisoners not only helped 
found Australia; way back they 
also contributed to our sport: 
"In the year 1892, a Chinese 
man jumped from a minaret 
in Guangzhou, China using a 
parachute. The Chinese had 
been experimenting with 
parachutes since the 2nd 
century BC. The emperor Gao 
Yang (reigned 550-9) tested 
man made kites, an early form 
of hang glider, by throwing 
condemned prisoners from a 
tall tower, clinging to bamboo 
contraptions. One flew for 2 
miles before crash landing. 
(Paul Theroux, Riding the Iron 
Rooster.) 

Lance Keough 

New Para-Kites 
These kites use paraglider 
technology and are great fun 
for those strong days. They are 
scaled down versions of the 
real thing, right down to the 
cross ports on cell walls and 
the elliptical planform. 

With 17 cells and a 1.8m 
wing span these kites are 
extremely manoeuvreable and 
safer for onlookers during 
those low passes. They pack 
into a small bag and come 
complete with lines and 2 
control handles. Available 
now from Parafunalia for 
$180 including postage. 

In Queensland contact 
Steve Groom 07 38000408, 
elsewhere in Australia 
phone Godfrey Wenness 
067856545. • 

Wanted: Hang Gliding 
Squad Manager 
Are you a potential team 
manager? If you think you are, 
we want to talk to you. The 
HGFA Board is seeking the 
service of a National team 
manager. The position involves 
assist/ng the team coach in 
arranging the team and 
attending to the details of the 
team's needs prior to and during 
the competition. The position 
is voluntary although some 
remuneration may be available 
depending on the applicant's 
ability to obtain sponsorship. 

You don't need to be great 
pilot or comp pilot but a person 
with the ability to manage 
people. If you feel that you may 
be available to take on this 
demanding but rewarding task, 
please call· HGFA Secretary 
Shaun Keane 062823612. 

Mt Buffalo Centenary celebration 

M t Buffalo, VIC, is celebrating its centenary in 199'8 
and the D~partment of Natural Resources and 
Environment together with Dean Belle, operator of 

the Mt Buffalo Chalet, are looking for a range of events and 
activities to fill the year with. 

The committee in charge of planning the event invited 
the North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club to attend a 
briefing on 12 December 1996. At this meeting I suggested 
that due to Mt Buffalo's connections with hang gliding, 
a hang gliding competition or event could be run for the 
centenary celebrations. 

I would like to canvas members for ideas as to what 
type of event we could easily stage. An event at Mt Buffalo 
during this high profile year could attract sponsorship and 
a larger than usual amount of media attention. Anyone 
interested in seeing this come about, please contact me as 
soon as possible on. 

Ph: 0357501244, fax: 0357501246, email 
gwhite@netc. net. au 

Geoff White, President NEVHGC 

"Against Holsworthy" 
Update 
Qantas flight attendant Ted 
Larson is compiling a website 
at: www.ar.com.au/ .... bts/not
holsworthy.html 

The site is for discussion of 
the Holsworthy Proposal and 
anyone with information to 
add to this site may e-mail 
him at bts@ar.com.au • 

Forbes World 
Championships website 
A complete draft of local rules 
and an instructor and supplier 
list are available to assist pilots 
to prepare themselves for 
the event. The page will be 
updated whenever new 
information comes to hand 
and your feedback or 
comments are appreciated: 
http://www.ozemailcom.au/ 
---zupylindex. html 

MikeZupanc 

Nova Axon 24 
DHV certified 

The Nova Axon 24 has 
received D HV2 and Mnor 
Standard certification in the 
same verSIOn. 

Hannes Papesh, Nova 

Harmony passes 
DHV Giitesiegel 
Airwave's nov/int paraglider, 
the Harmony, has received 
DHVI-2 with all style harnesses. 
The Harmony is a user friendly 
glider, coupling intermediate 
performance with easy 
launching, smooth handling 
and the stability required to 
obtain a DHVI-2. 

Airwave, UK 
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Notice to all pilots flying in the Illawarra region 

PORT KEMBLA 

WOLLONGONG 
~~~~~::---r- AEROROME 

Pilots flying between Stanwell Park and Nowra, or those attempting 
to fly into the region during a cross country flight to the east coast, 
please take notice of the following updated approval from the CASA 
regarding the Wollongong Aerodrome (Albion Park). 

Hang Gliding & Paragliding Permit, Civil aviation orders 
CAD 95.8, Instrument Number BKFOIl02/97 
(a) Operations may take place no closer then five nautical miles to 

Wollongong Aemdrome. 
(b) Permanent signs must be erected at all launch sites with 

capabilities of cross country flights into the area, listing the 
conditions of this approval. 

(c) Operations may be conducted only by appropriately qualified 
members of the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia. 

(d) Operations shall be conducted in accordance with all other 
conditions specified in CAO 95.8.4. and the HGFA 
Operations Manual. 

(e) Each pilot shall receive instructions on the boundaries of the 
area of operations and shall carry an appropriately marked map. 

For several months now the Southern NSW Hang Gliding 
Association has been negotiating with the CASA to obtain 
the above approval. 

Previously all pilots flying in the area had to contact Sydney 
flight services to notify them of all operations and were restricted 
to an altitude of 4,000ft AMSL. We no longer have to notify the 
CASA of our intended operations and the altitude restriction has 
been lifted to 5,000ft AMSL as per CAO 95.8.4. 

The Southern NSW Region Association will endeavour to 
update any existing site signs and will contact the appropriate clubs 
in the region to arrange supply of the signs that are now required. 

James Nathaniel President Southern NSWHGA 
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NSW State Titles at Manilla 
Day 1: Goal Walcha (lOOkm) 

Flying along the Halls Creek Valley at low altitudes, many pilots 
wished they were flying paragliders. David Redman (lst) and Jamie 
Canon (2nd) opted for the flatter Watson's Creek route expecting 
the flats to work better than the hills. Tim Cummings (3rd) had 
launched earlier, got higher and flew across the hills between Halls 
Creek and Watson's Creek. 

Past Bendemeer the thermals died and no one made goal. The 
land was sloping up towards goal and many pilots found themselves 
landing higher than launch (2,900ft asl). 

Day 2: Turnpoint Intersection Attunga RdiHalls Creek Rd (33km), 
Goal Sulcor Quarry (l6km) 
The day looked stable and blue and the original triangle course 
was shortened to the first 2 legs. However, early launchers got 
to 8,500ft. Half the field made the downwind turnpoint. 

The goal line was parallel to the course in a small paddock with 
powerlines and trees and very difficult to spot from the air. None 
of the 10 pilots who made goal flew straight there. Dave Redman's 
tactic of repeatedly flying back to the start gate to get another 
photo worked and he was fastest into goal. 

Day 3: Turnpoint Bendemeer (57km), Goal Uralla (35km) 
Conditions were stable. However, many pilots recorded their 
personal best flights and pilots practiced their fly on the wall 
landings along the sides of the narrow Halls Creek valley 
to Bendemeer. 

Thermals reached 8,900ft and it was the first day with clouds 
on course. Some latecomers got a good run and almost caught the 
leaders, but by 6pm the day was over. Jamie Cannon won the day. 
Day 4: Goal Uralla (84km) 
Conditions became more stable. By 3:30pm 30 pilots had 
launched. Only 6 were able to drift over the back, everyone else 
bombed. Dave Redman and Jamie Cannon managed a low save 
above the bomb-out and were well on course when everyone on 
the hill told them the day was going to be invalid. 

The pilots remaining on the hill, including those who came 
up for a re-fly, decided to launch rather than endure the ride back 
down. Surprisingly, some light lift was around and half the field 
drifted up to 20km along the course. After everyone had landed, 
a faint message was received from Japanese Tomohiro: "Torno, 
goal". The day was worth 450 points. 
Day 5: Goal Breeza 67km 
Conditions were even more stable. The northerly winds got 
stronger, making launching interesting. Windtech Rich decided 
to use his XS rather than his paraglider today. His rollercoaster 
ride to the bomb-out prompted Torno the Legend to launch. 
Torno the Fearless showed everyone how to circle in rotor close 
to the hill before his exciting ride, including some backwards flying, 
down to the bomb-out. We canned the day. 

Results Points 

1 Jamie Cannon 2,893 

2 Nick Dillane 2,425 

3 David Redman 2,393 

4= lim Cummings 2,309 

4= Glen Connor 2,309 

6 Bruce Wynne 2,290 

7 Tsutomu Tomohiro 2,194 

8 Craig Docherty 2,131 

9 Glen McLeod 2,068 

10 John Blain 1,957 

NSW Hang Gliding State Titles results 
http://www. ozemail. com. auf ,.-freem/ hgnsw. htm • 



Where do our State Fees go? 
For several years, pilots have complained about having to pay State 
Fees. Most of them probably haven't considered the time and work 
involved in maintaining a site, nor has it been explained to them 
how their money is used. 

Back in 1991 the State Associations were split into regions for 
several reasons. One of the reasons was to assist pilots and clubs to 
maintain a closer relationship with the HGFA. Another was to give 
them easier access to their State Fees for the maintenance of their 
sites and any other issues directly related to the pilots within a 

particular region. 
Since 1991, the Southern NSW Region has been very active in 

obtaining approvals, working with local councils, covering the cost 
of building new sites and maintaining current sites. For the last 5 
years, a detailed copy of the Southern NSW region's annual 
expenditure report has been past onto the NSW Hang Gliding 
Association and the appropriate club representatives. 

If none of this work had been done, I doubt any site, other than 
Stanwell Park and maybe a couple of small non-active sites, would 
still exist. Below is a list of some of the issues the Southern NSW 
Region has dealt with for its members and clubs. 
• Additional 3rd party insurance for all pilots in NSW had to be 

paid to increase our cover to $10 million, as required by all local 
councils. Without this, pilots involved in accidents could be liable 
for an extra $5 million. 

• The new ramp at Mt Keira had to be built to Council specifications 
to help prevent soil erosion, otherwise the site was going to be 
closed. A permanent site sign also had to be erected. 

• Mt Cambewarra had to have a permanent sign and annual fees 
have to be paid for the site's upkeep or Nowra Council would 
turn It mto a PIClllC area. 

• Hill 60 needed an inground ramp to prevent soil erosion or the site 
was going to be closed. Council was planning to erect a fence across 
the launch area. A permanent site sign also had to be erected. 

• Wolumla Peek, Bega, was opened and annual leasing fees are paid 
to the local council. The local pilots now have somewhere to fly. 

• Bowoora towing site needed a sign erected and annual fees are 
now paid as the property owner was going to close it for all pilots. 
A towing dolly was also supplied. 

• Burrangorang and Kangaroo Valley sites were opened and had 
constructions built for launches. Both are now new sites. 

• Mt Elliot, Corryong, had ramp modifications for safety reasons. 
• T umut sites have been improved and a towing dolly supplied. 
• A new site, Peak Hill at Parkes, was opened and a ramp constructed. 
• Rylstone site required building improvements and tractor repairs, 

otherwise no water would be available to pilots and the grass 
runways couldn't be mowed. 

• Tongarra site needed CASA approvals, a permanent sign and steps 
in the landing area to protect fences or we would still be restricted 
to a max. altitude of 300ft amsl and without landing paddock. 

• Assistance with the running cost and sponsorship of State Titles, 
Lawrence Hargraves and other competitions has also been given. 

• Wingtips pilot training program and Club Safety Seminars are 
assisted with regional funding. 

• Maintenance has been done on many other sites within the Region. 
• Regular correspondence to the CASA, councils and other organi

sations (HGFA, pilots nationally and internationally) concerning 
the region's sites is being dealt with on an ongoing basis. 

This list proves the need for State Fees and that our fees are 
being put to good use. Necessary work can be done, giving us a 
professional image within the community. 

If ~yone has questions or requires assistance in their area please 
do not hesitate to contact the Southern NSWHG Association. 

James Nathaniel President Southern NSWHGA 

Darwin Award Winner 1997 
This annual honour is given to the person who did the gene pool 
the biggest service by killing themselves in the most extraordinarily 
stupid way each year. The 1996 winner was an air force sergeant 
who attached a jet engine QATO) unit to his car and crashed into 
a cliff several hundred feet above the road. And now, the 1997 
winner, Larry Waters of L.A. is one of the few Darwin winners to 
survive his award-winning accomplishment. 

Larry's boyhood dream was to fly. After graduating from high 
school, he joined the Air Force but poor eyesight disqualified him 
from becoming a pilot. Not satisfied to just watch jets fly over, 
Larry had a bright idea. He went to the local Surplus store and 
purchased 45 weather balloons and several tanks of helium. 

Back home, Larry securely strapped the balloons to his sturdy 
lawn chair, anchored the chair to the bumper of his jeep and 
inflated the balloons with helium. He climbed on for a test when 
it was a few feet above ground, then packed several sandwiches 
and a six-pack, loaded his pellet gun, figuring he could pop a few 
balloons when it was time to descend, and tied himself to the 
floating lawn chair. Larry planned to lazily float up to about 30ft 
above his backyard after severing the anchor and to come back 
down in a few hours. 

Things didn't quite work out that way: After cutting the cord 
anchoring the chair to his jeep, he didn't float lazily up to 30 or so 
feet, instead he streaked into the LA sky as if shot from a cannon. 

He levelled off at 11 ,000ft where he couldn't risk shooting any of 
the balloons, lest he unbalance the load and really find himself in 
trouble. So he stayed diere, drifting, cold and frightened, for more 
than 14 hours. 

Then he really got in trouble. He drifted into the primary 
approach corridor of LA International Airport. A United pilot first 
spotted Larry and radioed the tower to describe passing a guy in a 
lawn chair with a gun. Radar confirmed the existence of an object 
floating 11 ,000ft above the airport and LAX emergency procedures 
swung into full alert. A helicopter was dispatched to investigate. 

LAX is on the ocean. Night was falling and the offshore breeze 
began to carry Larry out to sea with the helicopter in hot pursuit. 
Several miles out, the helicopter caught up with Larry and once the 
crew determined that Larry was not dangerous, they attempted to 
close in for a rescue but their downdraft would push Larry away 
whenever they neared. Finally, the helicopter ascended to a position 
several hundred feet above Larry and lowered a rescue line. Larry 
snagged the line and was hauled to shore. A difficult manoeuvre 
flawlessly executed by the helicopter crew. 

As soon as Larry was on the ground, he was arrested for 
violating LAX airspace. As he was led away in handcuffs, a reporter 
asked why he had done it. Larry stopped, turned and replied 
nonchalantly, ''A man can't just sit around." Let's hear it for Larry 
Waters, the 1997 Darwin Award Winner. • 
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Tall Stories 

STEVE PAPAl 

An anecdote for those of you who are into the marvels 

and coincidences of nature. 

)\i0ut early 1995 my son, Matthew, and I took off for a 
9,000km round trip, starting from Adelaide, thru the guts 

of Australia to Darwin, across the Barkley highway, 
along the Birdsville and back to Adelaide. It was early January and 
about 45-50°C in the shade (what shade?). 

Dust devils? Bull****! Mini twisters to 1,000-1,500ft everywhere. 
We could count about 10 at anyone time, occasional singles, pairs, 
a whole gaggle. The dusty Birdsville track was cooking and with not 
much else to do out there, these dust devils focussed our attention 
as we drove along. "One to the left, out front and its going to cross 
the track - but where?" We would speed up or slow down until 
we reckoned we had a collision course set and we would wait it 
out. Sometimes they would tear past 100m or so away. What a sight! 
Silence and calm followed by an ugly monster, dusty, noisy, sucking 
air, sticks and whatever was about up. 

We looked ahead about 2-3km away there was another about 
to cross the track and we were off again. We were getting good at 
this game and this dust devil was gonna be fun: It was building, 
I could tell it was fairly young. Off the track we parked and waited 

for its approach, this was going to be an ugly one so we both decided 
to stay in the 4WD. It hit the car, rocking it from side to side. The 
noise, the speed of debris was a bit too much for us curious cats and 
I opened my door and Matthew his shortly after, "What a beauty!" 
As I struggled with the door, a plastic bag was sucked out of the car 
and as the devil passed, we got out and watched that bag tumbling, 
twisting and going up inside the devil. 

We stayed until the plastic bag had disappeared from view, 
hundreds of feet into the blue sky. We dusted ourselves down and 
headed down the track, always keeping an eye on the devil in the 
rear view mirror. The track turned slightly, so did the dust devil, we 
had driven a few k's when I thought, "What the heck, let's stop and 
watch some more." This .rime the stop was unplanned, I pulled over, 
we both got out of the 4WD and walked around. I suppose I was 
about 100m from the car and the devil about 1km away and dying 
down, when suddenly that bloody plastic bag came into view at 
about 500ft! I chuckled to myself as I watched it sink from who 
knows how high it had got to and was coming our way. By now the 
devil was exhausted and moving slowly but the bag was still in view 
'til the devil dumped it on the ground. I remained motionless and 
the bag now swung over rocks and small bushes and headed straight 
for me - no way! It bounced along the desert ground and eventually 
came to a stop, smack bang wrapped around my right ankle. I 
picked it up and stared at it for a while, then shoved it into 
my pocket, turned around and headed back to the 4WD. 

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute 
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The HGR 20 
Check out these features: 
1. Weighs only 2.5 kg 
2. Totally Australian made 
3. Manufactured in S.E. Queensland 
4. 24 hour hotline seven days a week 
5. Always in stock for immediate delivery 
6. Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting 
7. Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes 
8. Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved 

parachute Rigger "B" 
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute 
1 O. Other models and sizes available 

Proudly manufactured by: 

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd 
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4,178 

Phone: 07 38901716 
Fax: 07 38901718 



any pilots buy their chosen means of aviation and only 
keep them for a comparatively short time, preferring to 
move on to something faster, sportier, more powerful, or 

whatever, only to find that the quest for the latest fashion statement(!) 
is endless, today's latest toy becomes tomorrow's obsolete model- you 
don't need to be a computer buff to work that out. 

Naturally, it is in the manufacturer's interest to sell new aircraft, 
they can't exist only selling the occasional upright, y'know, but the 
manufacturers too are driven by the consumers' seemingly insatiable 
desire to always have the latest model. 

In early 1992, I bought a British made trike, a Pegasus XL, and 
. this article is an appraisal of the first 1,000 hours on that machine -

call it a long term flight test if you like. 
First, a bit of a history lesson. About 1979 various hang glider 

pilots, fed up with the wind never being 'on the hill' tried putting 
motors on hang gliders, to facilitate more airtime. 'A retrograde step' 
I hear the purists cry. Yes, but the Wright Brothers made the same 
mistake, too, and look what they started. Regardless of the advantages 
and disadvantages of motorised flight, the machines evolved into a 
more or less standard form of a 3 wheeled 'trike' with a pusher 
propeller, which, with a few largely cosmetic changes remains the 
format today. 

In 1984, the British CAA, annoyed at these renegade hang gliding 
yahoos buzzing people's houses at zero feet, exhausts wide open, and 
propellers prone to falloff and go through garage roofs, brought in 
licensing and type certification. BCAR Section '5', and the associated 
pilot licensing regulations may have taken the cowboy 'fun' out of 
things, but they improved the safety factor immeasurably, with a 
correspondingly vast reduction in the accident rate. 

The 1984 Pegasus XL was derived from a large 'Typhoon' hang 
glider, with the sail area increased to 188 square feet, and the frame 
and wires beefed up to take the extra loads of two people and a 
100Kg trike base. This was one of the first type-approved trikes in 
the world, and continues unchanged today. Original engine power 
was Fuji Robin motors, and later the Rotax motors that went on 
to dominate the market. Most common was the Rotax 447cc 40 
Horsepower air-cooled model, but the XL was also produced with 
a Rotax 462cc water-cooled motor, available in low power (38HP) 
and high power (48HP) version. My model is the 462 low power! 
low noise version. 

So what is it like to fly? In a word, SLOW, with such a huge 
wing area and low aspect ratio (6.15), it takes off slowly, flies 
slowly, and lands slowly. Typical cruising speeds are 44mph (about 
38 knots170 km/h). 

Above: The XL over Kiama harbour. 
Below: The XL in the foreground - Definitely not a small wing. Photos: Paul Murdoch 
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Kicrolighting 

1 ,000 hours of eXceLlence 

Because of the small nose angle (1210) 
and broad chord, the XL is very pitch 
positive, i.e. you have to be Arnold 
Schwarzenegger to push or pull the bar away 
from 'trim'. 

Perhaps surprisingly, it is very pleasant in 
roil, and will perform 3600 turns at 300 bank 
endlessly, hands free. 

In common with all large area wings, 
they become a handful once the wind 
becomes strong, and crosswind taxiing in 
any more than light winds is once again 
an exercise for the body-builder types. Of 
course, the other side of the coin is that the 
wing characteristics make landi.n.g in a small 
space an easy exerCIse. 

The trike base in common with many 
early model trikes, uses the passenger as a 
back rest, although the seat adapts into a 
single seat with the addition of two rods 
placed in pockets in the seat back. 
Accommodation for two is best described 
as 'cosy', and if you're built like King Kong
buy a bigger trike. The performance of the 
air-cooled 447cc motor is very similar to that 
of the 462 (low power) water-cooled one, 
the only exception being that the 462 is 
astoundingly economical. My 462 motor has 
performed the last 1,000 hours, nearly all of 
it in basic student training, with only routine 
scheduled maintenance, and no parts replaced. 
It still returns a fuel consumption of 7 litres 
an hour solo, and 8 litres an hour dual. 

To sum up, the XL works well in the role 
of training machine, it is slow and easy to 
fly, and is very quiet and economical. It also 
makes an excellent first wing for pilots who 
don't mind going everywhere slowly (while 
they save the fuel money towards a 
Lear Jet!). 

This is the inaugural Q&A column. To 
contribute, send your questions) embarrassing 
or perplexing as they may be) to Skysailor 
(include your HGFA number) and we will 
endeavour to find an answer - all in strict 
confidence of course. Heres a good one: 

r:-\ • The following problem has been 
~. bothering me for years: 

Two good friends had learnt paragliding 
together and had bought the same gliders, 
the same harness the same everything. 
However, one friend was at the very bottom 
of the weight range, say 70kg, and his mate 
was at the very top, say 100kg. 

Now both friends were very very 
forgetful and on arriving one perfect day at 
their favourite cliff launch site they both 
launched at exactly the same time with their 
paragliders still in their back packs and on 
their backs. Now according to the laws of 
gravity, both friends reached terminal 
velocity at exactly the same moment and 
both reached the bottom of the very very tall 
cliffs at exactly the same time. Fortunately, 
both friends were extremely resilient and 
after recovering for a couple of months, they 
were back flying. This time they first 
unpacked their gliders and forward launched 
into perfectly still conditions at exactly the 
same time. They did a straight glide to the 
bomb out paddock. 

Of course, their glide angle was exactly 
the same (as I have read often) but the fatter 
friend arrived there first. Now I can 
understand that more speed through the air 
will create more lift which will compensate 

HGFA merchandise 

for the extra weight and in so doing give the 
same glide ratio. But why is it that when you 
attach a wing to a weight the laws of gravity 
appear to change? 

Paul Haines is a hang gliding and trike 
instructor who has a BSc in Physics) has taught 
Physics and was involved in the design of hang 
glider and trike wings. Heres a short lesson 
from him: 

Neither the acceleration due to 
gravity, nor Newton's Laws of 

Motion change with the wing involved. 
A heavier pilot on the same wing causes 

several effects, greater speed, greater sink rate 
to name but two. 

Why is sink rate greater for the fat guy? 
Well basically, it's the lifting force of the wing 
upwards against the downwards force of his 
body caused by acceleration due to gravity. 
A larger weight below a non-aerodynamic 
parachute will fall more quickly than a 
smaller weight. 

Fast 
Forward ;<::J _________ ..... __ -....:::.SI~ow!.--_~ 
velocity : : 
vector ~ . 

........................... , 

0'~ .............. . . 
Fast fat guy 
arrives first. 

Slow 

Fast 

. ........ ...... ... 9 
Sink rate 

vector 

To fully understand this subject would re
quire a lesson in Physics and a discussion of 
glider polar curves. If you really want to get 
your teeth into it, read ((Cross Country ICI 
Soaring" by Helmut Reichmann. .. 

Available from the HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069 472888 or Fax: 069474328 

HGFA MERCHANDISE 
• $30 Polo shirt with embroidered HGFA logo 

in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 24) 

• $50 Rugby top with embroidered HGFA logo 
in navy & green (sizes 16 to 24) 

• $12 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy 

• $6 Embroidered badge (no postage fee required) 

• $4.95 Metal lapel badge with colour enamel 
HGFA logo (no postage fee required) 

• $1.50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage fee required) 

• $55 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video 

• $10 HGFA Competitions Manual 

• HGFA Towing Manual - No Charge 
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• $15 Beginning Coaching 
(Australian Sports Commission) 

• $20 Better Coaching 
(Australian Sports Commission) 

• $7 each Topographic maps 
(1 :100,000 or 1 :250,000, etc. 
Provide details separately) 

• $10 HGFA Operations Manual* 

• $15 HGFA Operations Manual Binder* 

• $8 HGFA Log Book* 
* Replacement Prices only - These items are 

issued free with initial Full Membership 
• $3.00 POST AND PACKING (Bulk orders sent C.O.D.) 



DOUGLAS CHRISTIE & RUSSELL WHITE 
(AOPA, Jan '95) 

John Chapman found this article in an old AOPA 

magazine and the information may just help the pilots 

trying to catch the wave in September: 

The Morning Glory is a spectacular propagating 

roll cloud which frequents the sparsely populated 

southern margin of the Gulf of Carpentaria and 

is one of the world's most exotic and interesting 

meteorological phenomena. Only lately have 

hang gliders been able to fly the Morning Glory. 

M orning Glories are frequently observed during the spring 
months near dawn over the southern Gulf area between 
Sweers Island and the remote community of Burketown 

in northern Queensland. They often appear in the form of one or 
more, rapidly advancing, rather formidable roll cloud formations 
which extend from horizon to horizon in a long arc as far as the eye 
can see. The cloud is usually about 3,000ft in depth with a base at 
about 1,000ft agl. On occasion, the base of the cloud may lie below 
300ft agl and the depth may exceed 6,000ft. The leading roll cloud 
in Morning Glory disturbances tends to be very smooth along the 
front and turbulent along the back. Subsequent cloud formations, 
if presen~, are nearly always turbulent and often appear only in the 
form of scattered lines of irregular cumulus. 

Keteorolog~ 

Studies have shown that Morning Glory roll cloud formations 
often extend in length for over 1,000km. They seldom produce 
measurable precipitation, but are almost always accompanied by 
a short lived, but often intense, wind squall near the surface which 
may cause a potentially serious wind shear hazard. Morning Glories 
propagate on average with speeds of about 40km/h, but have been 
observed to travel at speeds of over 60km/h on occasion. They tend 
to occur on a daily basis at Burketown over periods ranging from 
3-7 days in succession. 

Solitary Waves 
Morning Glory roll cloud formations are visible manifestations of 
large-amplitude solitary waves. Solitary waves are somewhat unusual 
in that they occur as singular waves with one isolated crest. 

Waves of this type propagate as exceptionally long lived 
disturbances in waveguides created by stable layers in the lower 
atmosphere. A feature of larger amplitude solitary waves is the region 
of trapped re-circulating cooler air in the interior of the wave which 
may be transported by the wave over considerable distances. 

Solitary waves occur commonly throughout much of the arid 
interior of the Australian continent and elsewhere. Waves in inland 
areas almost invariably occur without cloud as clear-air disturbances 
accompanied by a sudden wind squall at the surface and a temporary 
increase in surface pressure. When sufficient moisture is present near 
the surface, as is often the case over the southern Gulf of Carpentaria 
region, large amplitude waves of this type may be accompanied by 
what appears to be a propagating roll cloud formation. In this case, 
cloud is created continuously in the up-draught along the leading 
edge of the wave as moist ambient air from near the surface is lifted 
to condensation level. Cloud elements are then eroded away as air 
parcels descend in the down-draught along the trailing edge of the 
wave. The clearly visible upward motion of cloud elements along the 
leading edge and the downward motion of cloud elements along the 
trailing edge of the wave combine to give the impression that the 
cloud formation is rolling backwards as it advances. 
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The Gulf Morning Glory 

Conditions over the tropical southern margin of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria between the months from August to November prior to 
the onset of the Wet are particularly favourable for visible solitary 
waves. Indeed, the southeast comer of the Gulf is the only known 
location where spectacular roll cloud formations of this type can be 
regularly and predictably observed. Roll cloud formations probably 
accompany more than 80% of all Morning Glory disturbances 
during the spring months as they propagate off-shore over the 
southern Gulf Conditions are not as favourable over land; 
nevertheless, nearly half of all disturbances which occur within 
100km of the coast are accompanied by roll clouds. 

Origin 
Three distinct types of Morning Glory waves have now been identified: 
northeasterly Morning Glories which appear most frequently just 
before sunrise over the Burketown area, southerly waves which can 
appear over the Burketown region at any time of the day except during 
the afternoon and early evening, and southeasterly waves which tend 
to be active primarily during the early morning hours (see: Figure 1). 

More than half of all disturbances observed at Burketown belorig 
to the category of northeasterly waves. These disturbances originate 
during the previous evening in the collision between two opposing 
intense tropical seabreeze fronts over the highlands of the Cape York 
Peninsula. Waves of this type propagate at night towards the southwest 
over the Gulf of Carpentaria, arriving near dawn over Burketown. 
The cloud formation associated with northeasterly Morning Glory 
waves dissipates fairly rapidly as the disturbance moves inland into 
drier air over northern Queensland. Even after the cloud dissolves, 
however, the disturbance continues to propagate inland, often for 
distances in excess of 200km, as a clear-air wind squall. 

The genesis of southerly Morning Glory waves remains obscure. 
Some of these waves have very large amplitudes and may be 
accompanied by spectacular roll cloud formations; other southerly 
waves take the form of relatively minor disturbances with amplitudes 
of only a few hundred feet. There is clear evidence to show that some 
southerly disturbances originate over the interior of the Australian 
continent in the inteqction of a mid-latitude cold front with a 
developing nocturnal radiation inversion. Little is known with 
certainty about the origin or properties of morning glories which 
arrive at Burketown from the southeast. Some of these waves appear 
to be generated by thunderstorms which often develop in the late 
evening over the region to the northeast and east of Mount Isa. 

The genesis and propagation of Morning Glories is controlled 
by synoptic conditions which turn out to be nearly identical for all 
types of wave. Thus, northeasterly, southerly and southeasterly waves 
may occur simultaneously over the southern Gulf region. Favourable 
conditions for the occurrence of Morning Glory waves at Burketown 
include a significant pressure ridge over the east coast of the Cape 
York Peninsula, absence of storm activity over the Burketown region 
and a well developed seabreeze regime over the southeastern Gulf area 
on the preceding day. These conditions are enhanced by the presence 
of an inland heat trough and an advancing frontal trough system 
south of the Gulf of Carpentaria. The presence of an inland heat 
trough and ridging over the eastern Cape York Peninsula will almost 
always guarantee that a northeasterly Morning Glory will arrive at 
Burketown on the following morning. It has proven to be fairly 
difficult, however, to predict the precise arrival time of northeasterly 
Morning Glories over the Burketown area, the size of these 
disturbances and whether or not these disturbances will be 
accompanied by a spectacular roll cloud formation. 
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Figure 1: Northeastern Australia, the home of the Morning Glory. 

Soaring on the Morning Glory 
The art of soaring the Morning Glory was pioneered by Robert 
Thompson and Russell White on 13 October 1989 in a motorised 
Grob 109 sailplane. Other experienced glider pilots have since 
completed more than a dozen successful flights on Morning Glory 
waves, some of which have lasted for more than 3 hours and have 
covered distances of over 300km. These flights generated considerable 
interest in the gliding community and since the introduction of 
aero towing it has now also become possible for hang gliders to 
attempt similar flights, since an engine is ne"cessary for the initial 
part of the flight. 

Soaring on the Morning Glory at speeds which are comparable 
with existing world record speeds is one of the most exciting and 
exhilarating experiences that the gliding world has to offer. A typical 
flight starts with a motor assisted take-off at first light from the sealed 
strip at the Burketown aerodrome. Flights are carried out on 
northeasterly Morning Glories and in most cases, the Morning Glory 
is first encountered over the Gulf as a moving mountain of cloud 
while the aircraft is still at a fairly low altitude. At this point the 
aircraft is directed along the axis of the wave and the engine is 
switched off. The glider then ascends very rapidly in the strong 
updraught along the face of the advancing roll cloud. This is perhaps 
the most exciting and scenic portion of the flight. The strong 
up draught along the leading edge of the wave extends over a broad 
area ahead of the wave above the top of the cloud and provides useful 
lift to heights of at least 10,000ft agl and means that the flight 
direction along the axis of the roll cloud can be easily be reversed at 
any time. Flights of more than 300km along the length of the wave 
may be possible in some cases, but glider pilots must always keep in 
mind that the wave is eventually going to disappear as it moves inland 
over inhospitable terrain with very few possibilities for a safe landing. 
Glider pilots should also be aware that the trailing edge of Morning 
Glory waves harbours potentially dangerous downdraughts which 
could leave any aircraft which has been unfortunate enough to end 
up on the wrong side of the wave in a precarious position. Attempts 
to fly under Morning Glory roll clouds could also lead to disaster 
and should be avoided. One other potential hazard which glider 
pilots should steer clear of is the large amplitude disturbance in the 
form of a localised breaking wave which may appear at the point of 
intersection between two independent interacting Morning Glories. 
The point of intersection where these isolated breaking waves occur 



is often obscured over the Gulf by a developing thunderstorm 
triggered by the large amplitude of the disturbance at that point. 

The 1994 Morning Glory Season 

Some of the most spectacular Morning Glory wave disturbances in 
recent years occurred during the months of September and October, 
1994. A particularly spectacular Morning Glory occurred near dawn 
on the 20th of October. Russell White and co-pilot Karin J iirgenson, 
who normally pilots the Burketown Pub's Cessna 337, launched in 
the Grob-1 09 at first light and almost immediately encountered a 
strong clear-air Morning Glory wave with strong turbulence. Having 
radioed a warning not to launch to other glider pilots, they feathered 
the prop and headed northwest into the gloom towards a developing 
roll cloud illuminated by the full moon with just a hint of colour 
from the rising sun. It was astonishingly beautiful. 

By dawn they were over Point Barker on the coast at 6,000ft, 
with the cloud now well formed ahead and continuing out to sea 
in the general direction of Gove. A sheer wall of cloud several 
thousand feet high designated an area of extremely strong lift so 
a speed run over the next 100km was deemed essential. This led 
to ground speeds in excess of 125kt. The lift was so strong it was 
impossible to keep the glider from climbing at 400ftl min even at 
speeds close to V NE in the impeccably smooth air during this phase. 

As the glider passed the Edward Pellow Group of islands the roll 
cloud evaporated leaving only some scattered clouds to indicate the 
position of the wave. With some trepidation, the pilots cautiously 
picked their way across a large expanse of blue sky towards what 
appeared to be a developing cumulonimbus in the direction of 
Groote Eylandt. This proved to be a reforming visible Morning Glory 
cloud line with cumulus breaking through on top. Soaring along the 
front of this line at 8,000ft at high speed was spectacular, with cloud 
tops, accompanied by isolated lenticulars, rising to well over 10,000ft. 
This particular Morning Glory was by far the largest Morning Glory 
ever seen from the air at such close quarters. 

The flight continued past the southern side of Groote Eylandt to 
less than 30km out from Numbulwar on the western side of the Gulf 
with the coast of Maria Island just visible to the south. At this point 
the cloud line started to disintegrate again and the pilots reversed 
direction and soared along the wave back to the southern coast of 
the Gulf which they crossed in the vicinity of West island, some 
30km east of Borroloola. Shortly after, the cloud evaporated as the 
wave moved inland and the lift died. 

The pilots had established a new long distance record for soaring 
on the Morning Glory. They had soared a touring glider over 700km 

. in not much over 4 hours, mostly over water, at an average speed 
similar to a racing glider out for a world record attempt. 

The unusually large amplitude Morning Glory on that day 
was not the only spectacular wave during the 1994 season. On 
29 October, a Baron departed Normanton after the first wave of a 
northeasterly Morning Glory went through and experienced a climb 
rate of 3,000ft/min along the leading edge of the 2nd wave. As the 
Baron's usual climb rate is about 1,200-1,500ft/min, it would be safe 
to conclude that the lift along the front of the primary wave in this 
event could have been as high as 20kt. This northeasterly disturbance 
comprised at least 10 visible roll clouds. At almost the same time, 
a set of three southerly Morning Glory waves passed over the 
Burketown airstrip at about 30kt, each perfectly formed and 
stretching from horizon to horizon. From the air, a 3600 turn in the 
glider revealed literally dozens of waves in nearly every sector of the 
sky as yet another set of Morning Glories arrived over the southern 
Gulf region from the southeast. Claude Nowland, a resident of 
Burketown, claimed that the Morning Glory display on the morning 
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Figure 2: Structure of a family of Morning Glory solitary waves, 

of October 29 was one of the most spectacular displays that he 
had ever seen during his 17 years in Burketown. 

Wind Shear and Air Safety 

40,000 

Studies of Morning Glory solitary waves have provided considerable 
insight into the aviation wind shear problem. Potentially hazardous 
wind shear occurs whenever variations in either horizontal or vertical 
wind components cause an aircraft to deviate from its intended flight 
path. Convective microbursts, solitary waves and thunderstorm gust 
fronts are generally regarded as the most serious forms of wind shear 
hazard in the airport environment. In contrast with microbursts and 
gust fronts which are always associated with thunderstorm activity, 
solitary waves represent a particularly insidious threat to aircraft 
because they may appear without warning over the runway during 
final approach or take-off, when safety margins are minimal, as 
sudden transient clear-air disturbances. 

The leading up draught and trailing downdraughts in intense 
solitary wave disturbances may exceed 20kt and the horizontal wind 
component near the surface can vary by more than 30kt during the 
passage of the wave, Aircraft which encounter a solitary wave from the 
front (the structure of a typical family of solitary waves is shown in 
Figure 2) will rise above the intended flight path under the influence 
of the leading updraught and increasing headwinds. The natural 
reaction of a pilot at this point is to attempt to return to the normal 
glide path, but this action, when combined with the sudden loss of 
headwind and increasing down draughts behind the wave can leave 
the aircraft perilously close to the ground, well short of the runway 
threshold. The situation faced by a pilot may be more complicated 
when the aircraft encounters more than one solitary wave while on 
final approach. In this case, the winds acting on the aircraft may give 
the appearance of alternating head and tailwind components, thus 
compounding the problem of aircraft control. It seems clear that, 
given the choice, pilots should avoid landing or flying through 
propagating roll cloud formations like the Morning Glory. 

Conclusion 

The remote, sparsely populated southeast corner of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria is the only known location where Morning Glory roll 
clouds occur regularly and predictably at certain times of the year. 
A visit to Burketown or Sweers Island in September or October 
to view, or perhaps even to soar on this unique natural 
phenomenon can be a very exciting and rewarding experience. ~ 

Further Reading: Solitary waves: a hazard to aircraft operating at low 
altitudes) Christie, D.R. & Muirhead K.]. 1983, Aust Met Mag. 3 1. 
The Morning Glory, White, R. 1991 . Australian Gliding 40. 
The Morning Glory of the Gulf of Carpentaria: a paradigm for non
linear waves in the lower atmosphere) Christie, D.R. 1992. Aust. 
Met Mag. 41. 
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IAN JARMAN 

Board Elections 
You will hopefully have noticed the insert referring to the HGFA 
Board elections. Please give this much thought and if you know 
of someone that you feel has something positive to offer to the 
federation then please talk to them about standing as a candidate. 

Insurance 
You should also be aware by now that we have a new public liability 
insurer. This has extended our coverage to $10 million as well as 
providing coverage overseas (although you must notify us of your 
travel plans to activate this extension). 

Land owner inclusions are far more specific and training 
operations be they company, partnerships or sole traders are 
also included. Please remember that our Brokers (Chamberlain 
& Knights) also offer personal accident insurance which includes 
hang gliding sport risk as well as an overseas travel/accident coverage 
for flying outside Australia. Please contact the HGFA office 
or Chamberlain Knights (02 9868 4044) for further details. 

HGFA Board meetinq [11 April 1 gg71 
The minutes of this meeting have just been released in draft form 
for the board's approval. Once again the Board was confronted with 
a range of challenging issues that impact quite seriously on the . 
organisation. However, I must congratulate the board on their 
extensive analysis of the issues and proposals that were presented 
to address those challenges. I believe the board has shown a strong 
commitment to the future of the HGFA. 

The loss of ASC funding announced last year is beginning to 

impact on specific programmes, especially those in the representative 
team area. I remain confident, however, that the initiatives adopted at 
this meeting will not only help us to recover lost ground but in fact we 
should emerge stronger and far more self reliant as an organisation if we 
can achieve our objectives in the areas of participation and promotion. 

Finances and future deuelopment 
It has been a real belt tightening year for us. I notice in the letters 
section of this issue that Mike Rose would like to see us spend our 
reserves on sites. The Federation sets aside up to a maximum of 20% 
of its reserves annually for the security of sites that have significant 
national importance. In fact, the HGFA has been involved in the 
South Queensland site negotiations from the start and have 
committed funds for the protection of the launch area at Tamborine. 
It is obvious that the landing area issue is going to take considerably 
more negotiations before a positive outcome for our sport is achieved 
and you can be assured that our national board will continue to be 
highly involved. However, I think it is fairly obvious that to spend 
all our reserves on one or two sites (because that is all you could buy 
with the money we have) would not solve the national (and 
international) problem of declining membership growth or be of 
much value to our members remote from those particular sites. 

The issue of gaining and retaining members is extremely complex 
and involves many factors not all of which are specific to our sport. 
The Board recognises this and has undertaken a very ambitious plan 
to consult widely within the HG sport industry before initiating a 
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range of strategies that will involve the schools, the clubs and state 
associations, the manufacturers and dealers as well as the individual 
members and some outside agencies. Our membership growth or 
decline will influence our financial status far more severely than the 
loss of specific project related government grants. It is obvious from 
my desk that we need to look more closely at the effectiveness of 
membership fee expenditure at all levels (National, State & Club) 
to ensure that we are delivering value for money services to you, 
the members. 

Once again a letter in this issue raises a clearly identifiable 
problem within our sports. The Board has targeted this very issue as 
being a key focus for attention. However, it is not a problem that will 
be solved by simply throwing money at it. The issue here is really 
about attitude, about concern for fellow members/pilots and about 
being proud of your sport and therefore always wanting to help new 
members. It has been identified that the lack of support for the new 
pilot contributes considerably to the decline in membership. The 
points raised by "Frustrated'" are extremely valid. This is not 
somebody else's problem. It is a responsibility that must be accepted 
by each member, who has ever enjoyed the benefits of our sport, to 
ensure that new and future pilots also get that support. There must 
also develop a culture that as each member gains experience that 
he/she will step forward and take the load of responsibility from 
those that have been helping for so many years. I look around and 
see the same names volunteering once again. The same names and 
(somewhat older) faces that I remember running comps and clubs 
and novice trips for the past ten to twenty years. Surely over that time 
we have seen many members develop sufficient skills and experience 
to assist. Our sport offers much, much more than a cynical "you get 
what you pay for" attitude. Sure there are some professional services 
that you should pay for, (and are possibly worth a lot more than 
currently charged) but there are many aspects to our sports that are 
about sharing the experience of flight. That simply involves social 
interaction with people that share your love of adventure and flying. 
It doesn't take much effort to offer some advice, to assist at launch or 
enjoy a beer with fellow members after the day's flying. I am even sure 
that our new members would love to hear your old worn out tales of 
flying a site for the first time, of a competition experience or just of 
the flights that hang, still vivid in your memory; as something special. 

As one of those pilots that have been around for twenty years, I 
find it increasingly hard to justify to my family time spent with newer 
pilots, so I am acutely aware that as old buggers like me gradually pull 
out of being available every weekend there is not enough younger but 
equally able pilots stepping up to fill that void. Sure these flying relics 
have great gobs of experience but when they started helping they were 
really still raw and eager recruits to the sport. Don't let the critics get 
to you, as it takes no effort to criticise. Keeping just one more pilot 
flying safely and enjoying the sport helps ensure our future. 

The Contest Scene 
Paragliding World Championships - Castej6nJ Spain 
I would like to wish our national paragliding team every success at 
the World Championships in Spain next month. Fred Gungl, Heike 
Hamann, Christy Bishop, Peter Bowyer, Ron McKenzie, Rob 



Schroettner and Enda Murphy comprise the team that will be 
carrying the flag for us. 

The World Air Games - Turkey 

HGFR Report 

will be sparks in the air over Southern Queensland later this year. 
Will our team comprise the old or the bold next summer? 

At the time of writing the HGFA is in the process of team selection 
for both a hang gliding and paragliding team to represent us at this 
the inaugural FAI World Air Games scheduled for September. It is 
unfortunate that due to the loss of ASC funding it is unlikely that 
we will be able to provide any sort of credible financial support for 
these tean1S. I am sure however that the teams finally selected will 
enjoy what will be a once in a lifetime experience. Once again we 
wish them safe and rewarding flying. 

The HGFA Board at its recent meeting also confirmed its 
confidence in Richard Nevins and his organising team for the Worlds 
and are keen to work closely with Richard to ensure not only that the 
event is a success but that it also fulfils its potential as a terrific 
promotional opportunity for the sport and the HGFA. A handful 
of volunteers could be of great assistance in achieving this so please 
contact the office if you have some time and skills that might help. 
Jobs range from the highly rewarding task of portaloo cleaner to the 
less flying oriented tasks of helping the Aussies or other visiting teams. 
Anyone with the time and skills required to completely manipulate 
the media would be an extremely valuable asset to the organisation. 

World Hang Gliding Championships - Forbes 1998 
The dates for this event are now confirmed at the 25 January to 9 
February next year. I would recommend to every member to try and 
take a couple of days to get to Forbes to have a look and to soak up 
the atmosphere at what will no doubt be the pinnacle event for our 
organisation this decade. The last weekend, Saturday February 7 to 
Monday February 9, should see the most exciting flying topped off 
with Sunday and Monday night parties bound to be very very big ... 
maybe even huge! Competition for a spot on this team is extremely 
hot and with only one remaining contest available to earn points 
toward selection all eyes will be on the Canungra Classic in Spring. 
With hot young pilots like Mike Jackson and Joel Rebbechi (along 
with Grant Heaney these were perhaps our best performers at the Pre
Worlds) hovering just outside the top eight, it is guaranteed that there 

Competitions Committee Elections 
Please also note that we are calling for nominations/applications 
for positions on the HGFA Competitions Committee. This election 
will take place in conjunction with the Board elections later in the 
year but applications need to be submitted to the office by 14 July 
1997 for inclusion in the next Skysailor. 

For details about this committee and the terms of reference please 
refer to the Competitions Manual- Edition 2. (Issued October 95). 
Nominations are required for the following positions: 
• Representative of pilots on the Hang Gliding national ladder; 
• Representative of pilots on the Paragliding national ladder; 
• Representative of Microlight pilots; 
• Representative of female competition pilots. 

* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites * Adventure Farm Holidays 

FLY the USA in 97 
Fly the sites of L.A., Owens Valley, Las 

Vegas, Utah, Oregon and the famous flatland X
country area of Chelan for 12 days, then fly to 
Florida for 5 days of aero towing behind the 
Dragon Fly and maybe visit Disney World just 
up the road, to get some photos for the kids of 
course! 

Sit back and relax with High Adventure's 
experienced team, travel in a new 10 seat 
airconditioned bus with trailer and prepare for 
the flight tour of a lifetime. Plan ahead now! 
Limited to 8 pilots only. The first 12 days are 
suitable for both Hang and Paraglider pilots. 
Save big $$$$ on a new glider f~r the tour! 
Tentative dates are set for 14 ~uly 1997, cost 
of the tour only $1,080 - not including air ticket. 

For more details on the tour contact 
Lee Scott on Ph/Fax 065 565265 NOW! 

Why cOllie to 
High Adventure Airpark? 
Because they have 
• Flight sites for both hang & paraglider pilots. 
• Ridge/Thermal soaring & training sites for all wind directions, 

most in a 15km radius or-the Airpark. 
• Uncrowded soaring sites. 
• Flying & teaching all year round (The best winter sites 

in Australia). 
• Winch & Aero tow facilities on site. 
• New hangar facilities & airstrips. 
• Live in license courses with affordable, clean & 

scenic accommodation. 
• 460 acres with deep river frontage & grassy training slopes. 
• ~/enty to do for the family 
• Experienced, caring, relaxed instructors. 
• Novice refresher & endorsement certificate programs. 
• Group & club discounts. 
• Just 4 hours drive north of Sydney, right on the 

Pacific Highway 

Come to High Adventure Airpark, where students and 

pilots come first and Tandem flights are second! 

Contc;Jct Lee Scott on 065 565 265 

for information on courses, sites and accommodation. 

High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443 
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Dinaos 
don''* fly! 
DAVID IN G OE ( D I NGO ) 

After serving 12 glorious years in the British army, 

David came to see what Australia had to offer. 

I(er ~oing . the backpacker t~ip up the east coast I ended 
up In CaIrns and was starnilg to get bored, so I thought 

I'd learn to fly hangies! I got in touch with Warwick Gill's 

Airplay School of misfits and got into step with tlo's, landings and 

humping (gliders of course). Flying at Rex's Lookout soon taught me 

how to sweat 3 pints (or 6 pots) from my hands. Then good 01' uncle 

WaIwick took me up to the Gillies in the Atherton Tablelands and 

told me to set up and get ready to fly. "Your joking mate", I said, 

but did as told. 

Afterwards I went to 'One Nut Dave' Cookman's Rainbow Beach 

empire to complete my soaring flights' cause it wasn't "on" in Cairns. 

I clocked up some good flying hours and a beautiful tailwind landing: 

"Do I laugh first - then run, or do I run first - then laugh?" The 

result was one broken upright and the knowledge that when the chips 

are down you've got to laugh all the time! 

From Rainbow I hitched back down the coast with Steve Bird (his 

real name!). We stopped at Ian Duffy's school on the Central Coast 

where we spent 2 weeks waiting for the "go". The "go" never came and 

it was time to continue on south to Stanwell Park. Not "on" there either, 

but here I heard about the Pre-World's in Forbes and away I went. 

The comp opened my eyes to the possibilities of ground towing 

and aerotowing and I had a great time meeting the competing teams 

but soon got bored of watching, I wanted to fly. I heard about the 

Max Air Ranch in Mulwala, NSW: Every day flying, excellent 

thermalling and pick-ups on bomb-out. Cool! I learnt to tow and be 

towed and met the legendary Bill Bennett who kept telling me: "Go 

on boy, put ya foot down!" A hawk taught me how to thermal my 

Mars Bar to 5 grand ~d I was wide-eyed and ecstatic. It was a great 

experience to fly the flatlands learning "on the job" how thermals 

react on different days - although I bombed out a lot too. 

Bright, VIC, was next on my agenda. Here I met Martin Bastock, 

a "jellyfish" (I didn't know jellyfish had names) who lived at the Bright 

Hikers. He showed me around Mt Buffalo, Mt Beauty, Mt Emu and 

Porepunkah and one fine day, after a big cooked brekky, a group of us 

- a mixture of Japanese, Belgian, Swiss and Martin - decided to go up 

to Mystic for my first Alpine XC with the aim to land at Porepunkah. 

David has a 'dog of a day' finding out that dingos don't fly. 

I watched in disgust as the "jellies" took off in the very light 

conditions. I watched them for 30 minutes, got frustrated watching 

and thought: ''I'll give it a go". Off I went - into some great rotor 

and a fast dive. "Remember speed is safety," Craig Worth says in my 

head, "Well, I'm not going up, so I'll try trim." Oops! I stalled my 

right wing, went into a great turn and Whack! into some lovely soft 

pines. Luckily I broke a batten and cut my hand as I went back up to 

collect my kite. Bright, as I found out, was where dingos don't fly! 

At the moment I'm heading through central Australia back up to 

Cairns to fly Rex's and get my goal of 20 hours airtime before leaving 

Australia. Then it's back to London and reality - a job, a wife, ~ 

a cat, a dog. Oh yeah, and 8 kids! ~ 

Many thanks to Warwick Gill Dave Cookman, Ian Duffy, Jamie Buck, 
Martin Bastock and Steve Ruffles and all who took the Mickey out of me 
for being a Pom. Thanks to all the people I've met, thanks Australia, 
thanks Skysailor. Hope to see ya all again. 

r---;;;;071i~:::;;---LAZER helmets now available! 
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The LAZER Helmet features Kevlar and Carbon Fibre construction in a strong, 
certified (European EN966 standard) unit that weighs only 750 grams. 
~--INTRODUCTORY OFFER - only $180 -------. 

Fitted with microphone and speaker for an additional $20. 

FREE FLIGHT PLANNING SOFTWARE 
Trike Pilots! Send a stamped self-addressed business-sized 

envelope to the address below to receive a free one-month evaluation 
. copy of our UltraNav Flight Planner for Windows! 

Available from: Raptor Designs, PO Box 1059, Hampton North, Victoria, Australia. A 
Phone (03)9597-0527 or FAX: (03)9598-1302 . f4~P~ 



Resct.e Oper~t;o"s 
GEOFF WHITE 

As president of the NEVHG Club I have 
recently been involved in form~ating 
a policy regarding rescue operations. 
Unfortunately I've had quite a bit of 
experience in rescues (as victim and 
as rescuer), but fortunately I did attend 
a rescue course organised by Alpine 
Paragliding in 1991 and conducted by 
Lucas Trihey of the Blue Mountains Club. 
Now, whenever I encounter alternative 
landing zone landings, I am well versed 
in the requirements of the organisation 
and conducting of rescues. 
In the past the club, schools and local pilots 
have attempted rescues 'and this has led to 
the need for some guidelines to be drawn 
up to ensure the safety of the rescuers, the 
pilot and spectators. These following 
guidelines have had major input from our 
local S.E.S. and police rescue personnel. 

NEVHG Club Rescue Policy 
1. One person only needs to take charge 

of the rescue. Obviously the most 
experienced person available should 
be used 

2. An assessment of the situation should 
be made. 

Factors in assessing: 
a) Is the pilot injured? If so, how badly? 
b) Is the pilot in an unsafe position? 

Can he/she tie themselves off? 
c) Are powerlines involved? 
d) How much daylight is left? 
e) Wind and weather conditions. 
f) Does the pilot have rescue equipment? 
g) Can this be accessed by the pilot? 
h) Does the pilot think he/she can 

self rescue, safely? 
i) Is this wise from your perspective 

on the ground? 

If it is a fatal accident do not move the 
pilot or glider and wait for the Police. 
Infor~ the HGFA Operations Manager. 

3. Make decisions based on the above 
factors and action the following: 

a) Inform Rescue Authorities 
(S.E.S. and Police - Have the 
emergency services phone number 
in the memory of your cell phone). 

b) Inform Ambulance (if required). 
c) If required inform power company. 
d) Assess equipment requirements. 
e) Inform pilots flying if weather 

conditions have caused the incident. 

Most pilots who have not been injured 
in a crash into a cliff or tree will, to avoid 
embarrassment, attempt to' extricate 
themselves from their predicament. This is 
a critical time for the rescuer to quickly and 
authoritatively take charge of the rescue. 
The judgement of the victim is, in most 
cases, impaired by the stress and shock 
caused by the incident and the rescuer must 
take over the decision making for the pilot " 
and convince him/her of the rescuer's better 
judgement. However, in some cases the 
rescue is a minor affair and the pilot will 
be able to extricate himself without danger. 

Although the rescuer may be a very 
experienced rock climber or may have done 
a rescue course, when attempting a rescue, 
it is imperative that the S.E.5. or Police are 
in attendance. The emergency services can 
provide the rescuer with an important 
safety net: Both the S.E.S and Police are 
empowered to sign 'on members of the 
public to effect rescues and extend their 
own insurance cover to these members. 
This means that any rescuer is covered 
for third party claim or medical expenses 
incurred during the rescue. 

Another benefit of co-operating with 
the rescue authorities is that you will have 
more experience to draw on and more 
equipment available in the rescue situation. 

The Rescue 
Every accident is unique and it is impossible 
to predict every scenario. Generally, plenty 
of ideas will be flooding in from the 
assembled crowd. Before acting on any 
decisions, stand back and evaluate carefully. 
Reassure the pilot and, in some cases, 
dominate the 'situation. Secure the pilot, 
use belays if possible, and ensure maximum 
safety at all times. 

Debrief 
After the rescue, try to hold a debrief with 
all essential personnel. Get accident reports 
from pilot and key witnesses and follow up 
with visits or phone calls. 

Hints and Tips 
• Read the HGFA Operations manual 

on safety officer and site safety officer 
requirements and duties. 

• Keep dental floss in your pack. - Self 
rescue equipment can save heaps of time. 

• Leave a rope or two up the tree for 
glider retrieval if it's left in situ. 

• ,Donate a slab of VB as payment for ~ 
a job well done! al 
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I zoom button for in flight use, I 
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FULL PRICE- ONLY •.. 

$ 465.001 
It'6 new 60 6tock 16 limited I 

ALSO » The greatGARMIN :38 
budget priced at only $349 each. 

Phone or Fax order6 OK, Credit Card 
or Ca6h On Delivery al60 OK 

AN5ETI NEXT DAY DELIVERY $16 
All price6 quoted tax exempt ..... 

ULTRALIGHT 
FLYING MACHINES 

PO BOX 182 
NORTH BALVv'YN, VIC, 3104 

(03) 9431-2131 
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869 
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A Ion. awalii:ed break ... 
J O RJ A DA M SO N 

wenty of us took turns driving the hot, cramped mini buses 
as we slowly made our way from Western Victoria to Euda 
- a "don't blink or you'll miss it" town on the SNWA 

border. For 28 hours we forged through the night, games of "I Spy" 
between buses over the C.B. (I spy something beginning with S.B.*), 
tales of great flights and the promise of more to come kept us going. 
We were planning to double our flying hours, fly further than we 
ever had before and break hang gliding records. And the guns did 
break records, I however, just broke my arm ... on the first flight 
of our seven day tour. Can you believe it? 

I was so naive. I thought if I was ever unfortunate enough to 
have an accident hang gliding, it would be no great drama; an 
obliging pilot would call the ambulance and within moments I'd 
have expert, caring attention and soon be at a hospital and after a 
slab of plaster or a couple of stitches I'd soon be off flying again ... 
I hadn't pictured this incident-that-was-never-going-to-happen 
happening in the middle of bloody nowhere. 
* Squished bugs, there's not a lot else outside a bus on the Nullabor. 

Crack! 
I realised my arm had broken the moment I heard the tell-tale snap 
and confirmed it when I looked to find it wasn't lying where my 
brain said it should be but at some obscure, impossible angle. It 
hadn't occurred to me before that there would be pain involved, 
but oh boy, there was lots of it - the worst I'd ever experienced 
(and I normally have fIllings without injections!). I didn't know if 
I was going to throw up or faint and it seemed to take ages before 
someone got to me. Actually the guys did take ages, they were too 
busy laughing and ye11.ing "Whack!", and who can blame them? 
It was the kind of landing you normally walk away from. Glider 
damage: Nil - absolutely, bloody nil. 

At this point I was glad I had done a first aid course and happier 
that many others on the trip had too. There's nothing worse than 
seeing someone injured and not being able to help them. My advice 
to you: Do your fellow pilots a favour and enroll in a course. 

Once they'd dicked that something wasn't right they rushed over. 
Russell brought me my arm, a group effort extracted me from my 
harness, Rohan and Coombsy gave ~e an arm chair ride to the bus 
and Gavin coordinated the sling fitting. Unfortunately, there was no 
mobile phone service in the area. "You sure know how to do a good 
job of it, Jorj." 

Shane proved he was capable of driving slowly as he took me over 
the rocky road to Euda. Russ nursed me while fighting his own desire 
to heave every time we went over a bump - fingernails down a 
blackboard don't have a patch on the spine chilling sensation of bone 
grinding on bone. 

Get yourself to a hospital! 
T here was just a "N urses Station" at Euda, where Dot (who else?) 
was at least able to give me some good drugs. That was all they 
could do for me at Euda and I now had to get myself to the nearest 
hospital located at Ceduna (480km away!). Hang on, did she say 
"get myself"? Yeah, me, my broken arm and my magic carpet will just 
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whiz down to Ceduna. I explained that it wouldn't be convenient to 
borrow one of the buses from the tour and I couldn't expect anyone 
to be chivalrous/silly enough to drive 5 hours there, 5 hours back and 
forgo their own flying time. After all, we'd just arrived - bums were 
still numb. Anyway, how long would the pethidine last? 

Fortunately they did have an ambulance and as I am a subscriber 
the trip was free. If you're gonna go, you may as well be chauffeur 
driven, have red lights flashing and break the speed limit. Three 
ambulances later I was at Ceduna. Incidentally, the bill was over 
$2,000 so at $35 a year subscription I'll still be in front for the next 
57 years. Do you know you can join over the phone? Instant cover. 
Look under A in the white pages (hint, hint). 

In hospital, it slowly sank in that I'd blown the Euda tour and 
probably the rest of the season. Then there was the inevitable "fame" 
of featuring in Craig's accident report. I could see it dearly: 
«Description: Pilot attempted 1st top landing on 1st coastal flight in less 
than ideal conditions in the middle of nowhere. Landing where everyone 
else had, at approx. 50ft, the pilot slowed to trim, fell short of intended 
landing and headed straight for a bush. At 20ft, pilot tried to avoid bush 
but encountered rotor and nosed in heavily. Comments: Pilot was used to 
light wind inland flying. Again we see too many variables changed in the 
one flight. Pilot then broke the Golden Rule: Speed is safety close to the 
ground A much clearer area to land in was just 100m away. Don't land 
where it's convenient, land where it's safe. )) 

Why hadn't I gone with option B which was to keep a straight 
heading and land in the bush? Instead I had a private, airconditioned 
room with meals and silver service induded. It could have been worse. 

The Highs and the Lows 
Well, things did turn worse. Apparently my left humerus had broken 
in three pieces. A humerus can't be immobilised in plaster like a 
forearm and Ceduna mecUcal services couldn't do much for me except 
keep me drugged up. I might not have got the furthest on the Euda 
tour, but I got the highest! It was 3 days before'! was flown to 
Adelaide and just before leaving, the doctor casually mentioned I'd 
probably have to have my arm pinned. Oh joy, surgery. 

The nurses told me I had to find my own digs in Adelaide and 
friends of a friend put me up. What I didn't realise was that now 
I was an outpatient, as opposed to an in-patient, and therefore 
responsible for any costs incurred. I should have insisted on a transfer 
to the Royal Adelaide instead of inconveniencing people I'd never 
even met before. . 

The next day I finally saw doctors at the Royal Adelaide Hospital. 
They explained that a nerve hugged the bone right at the break site 
and I was fortunate it hadn't severed. An immediate operation was 
recommended involving an incision stretching the length of the 
upper arm and several inserted metal plates. Another 4 days and 
$3,000 later I would be right again. I did what any other rational, 
mature woman would in such a situation - I started to cry. I whinged 
that a friend had a similar break and had a brace fitted and my 
emotional display somehow changed an expert medical diagnosis. 
I was sent down to prosthetics for a brace which incurred a far more 
attractive bill of $180. 
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Heal in time 
By the time I got to Melbourne my forearm was purple and swollen 
like a dead, bloated wombat. The brace had cut off the circulation 
and hindered healing. Fortunately the experts at the private Olympic 
Park Sports Medical Centre were really up to speed. They put me in 
a simple collar and cuff sling for the next 3 weeks which enabled the 
muscle in my arm to hold the bone in place and the arm fIxed itself 
At about week 4 a physio gave me advice to correct muscle wastage 
and by week 6 full movement was possible. 

Recently I asked a nursing friend why doctors at Royal Adelaide 
so quickly advised surgery and no other option. She suggested n 
they may have needed the practise/money. Scary, isn't it? ~ 

. .. a,nd the Moral of my story: 
• Become an ambulance subscriber. 
• "Know your First Aid. 
• Learn a little about public hospital procedures. 

- Don't wait 'til its too late! 

Thanks to everyone on the tour for your first aid, the get well card and 
for collecting me on the way home in Adelaide with smiling foces, warm 
hugs and without gloating too much about the fob flying you all had 
Special thanks to Russell ((The Doctor" Ferrier for everything he did 

AIRCOTEC TOP NAVIGATOR 
THERMAL GOGGLES? ... ALMOST! 
The World First in-flight computer 
for paragliders / hang gliders. 
Fully integrated on
screen 128x128 dot 
LCD graphics display. 
Altimeter and Vario. 
Built in GPS. 
Thermal mapping. 
Thermal centering. 
Lapse rate / Climb rate. 
Regular thermal sources. 
FAI recognised barograph. 
McCready speed to fly. 
Speed over ground . 
Wind speed and direction 
at your altitude/final 

In car rapid charger 
or 240V. 

"I am a "real" pilot, I fly aeroplanes, graceful machines with engines, 

purpose built to fly - not bits of aluminium tubing and thin wires all covered in rag ... " 

I had come to Brisbane to start a job flying things that should 
fly when my brother in-law came over to get me out of the 

house for the day: "Come on, I'll take you up to Beechmont and 
buy you a couple of beers." 

Off we set on a beautiful blue day with a 15kt wind blowing 
and just the hint of cumulus forming. A couple of other guys 

" came along for the ride and I seemed to be the only one without 
a hang glider. Now, I'm not blond, but I said "Are you fellas going 
hang gliding?" They assured me they were only going to 'have a 
look' and only if it was really 'pumping' would they get their 
gliders off the car, let alone start setting them up. 

Once we got to the top, nothing else seemed to matter: Men 
possessed! It was fright~ning to watch. In a, deathly silence each 
of them set to building, what' to me W?-S little more than a large 
child's toy. Thirty minutes lat~r they were ready to hurl themselves 
off the cliff "We should top land in that paddock behind us, but 
if we don't, here's a radio, see ya," - then they were gone. 

(watched them turn into minute specks in ,the distance when 

- ~ 

a voice prompted me: "You probably ~an! 
start heading NW Oh, and can you pick up 
hours I drove up and down dirt roads and< 
never quite knowing if I would ever se~the.t;U 
of their families' faces as I had to tell 
fathers, boyfriends and brothers had n@.1rJ1~r 

they loved best - all because I couldrl~ 
Finally I came across them, all 

middle of god-knows-where. I greete 
knowing they were safely back on Tc 
"Did ya bring the carton?" and "Is 

Thus ended my first lesson·'" I now know 
they got away with it 
I haven't, I now bring 

carton before we get to the 
am for hire. You buy the beer, 

you supply as much beer 

better. I can hear you all 
once but he won't fall for it 
along an esky full of ice . 
top of the hill and by the . 
I drive and after I ~. ' __ n .. .... 

as I can drink. 
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T here are certain milesto~~s in every hang glider ~ilot's flying 
career that mark a transltlon to a new level of skill and . 
challenge. I doubt if I will ever forget my first soaring flight, 

where I made the decision to land rather than having it dictated by 
my lack of skill. Or my first cross-country, taking my courage (and 
parts of my anatomy) in both hands and leaving the ridge. 

For me, one of the biggest transitions was moving from an 
intermediate wing to a high performance machine. Nightmare stories 
abounded on the hill. Even Dennis Pagen's excellent book 
"Performance Flying" ~arns of the dangers of 'extreme pilot induced 
oscillation which could be fatal'! 

Where does the truth lie? Unlike any other area of hang gliding 
there is little structured advice about when to change the glider, why 
it would be useful and what the transition really feels like for a 
relatively low airtime pilot. I have flown for 18 months since my first 
soaring flight and have 45 hours on my Calypso (Airwave's inter
mediate). I am a 40 year old pilot of average ability who flies most 
weekends if I can manage it. I flew so·me cross-countries in Laragne, 
France, this year but have yet to do oile in the UK. 

Why change? 
Unlike Tomas and Manfred, I am human so factors like machismo 
and being a member of the local club come into play here. High 
performance wings look tasty and I wanted to look like all those 
heroes on the front cover of 5kywings, doing wingovers on a glider 
that looked as thin as a paper knife. However, I also had genuine 
flying reasons: 

Being pinned on the hill More than once I've been caught in the 
"venturi effect" of faster, non-lifting air over the ridge. Hauling in the 
bar only caused me to sink like a stone rather than penetrating and 
once resulted in an involuntary cross-country. In a 28mph wind I 
found it strenuous to keep the bar pulled in and it was really 
frustrating not to be able to fly on marginally strong days when the 
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sky was full of high performance wings. Finally, I really disliked being 
on local spine-backed (i.e. bad rotor) ridges flying a glider with only 
moderate penetration. 50 my first reason for changing up was for 
more penetration and thereby safety. 

Difficulty in handling. My height of 5'5" created difficulties in 
controlling pitch on the ground causing a tendency to "pop" the nose 
on take-off, which could be disastrous on a high-performance wing. 
The same characteristic also made turning the glider harder. 

Glide angle. In my imagination high-performance gliders could 
sustain a better glide angle and therefore jump gaps, reach landing 
fields later and get to thermals higher than my trusty intermediate
all good news if scratching low or going cross-country. 

The preparation 
I wanted to know when I would be both ready and safe to transfer 
and bored the other pilots on the hill endlessly with my questions. 
The answer is different for everybody, depending on when you feel 
ready and your natural self-confidence. The most experienced pilots 
advised me to take my time, build up my hours and not change too 
soon. I developed a checklist, which also seems reasonable in retrospect: 

• At least 25-30 hours on the intermediate glider. 
• Able to do co-ordinated 900

, 1800 and 3600 turns in both 
directions without over-correction. 

• Consistent landings without overshooting and in short fields 
with as few steps as possible. 

• Some thermaUing experience, hopefuUy at least once to cloud base. 
.• One or two short cross-countries. . 
• Reasonable skill a,t flying slow when close to the hill 
• Fairly confident in turbulence. 
.- Experience on as many sites as possible, both inland and coastal 



Reading material 
I recommend Dennis Pagen's "Performance Flying" as it contains 
useful tips on this transition. My guidelines for the transition, 
resulting from my reading, flying experience and conversations with 
experienced pilots who stressed good take-off technique, a gentle first 
turn, observance of airspeed, the need for gentle corrective control 
inputs, to slow down if the glider began to oscillate and the need to 
make the first landing a "short" one with plenty of room to float on. 

Which glider'? 
Different gliders have such different reputations on the hill so this 
was a tough call. One pilot recommended that I try an Ace first; 
another told me that when they stalled they dropped like a bomb! 
I was tempted to try an Avian 'Amour' which seemed a good halfway 
house. As it was, a pilot I knew and trusted (and who knew my flying 
skills) offered to let me fly his Airwave Klassic. 

Time and site 
I was determined that my first flight on a high performance glider 
would be on a familiar site in benign conditions - one new thing 
at a time. I intended to fly the Klassic at the Long Mynd in Wales 
for a quiet evening soaring flight. However, after flying my Calypso 
at Laragne for a week, including a 24km triangle, the opportunity 
to try it there was too good to miss. It was a familiar site, conditions 
were good, the landing field was large and I was in radio contact with 
experienced pilots (including the owner). 

Flight plan 
. I decided to treat it like a training flight. I planned co-ordinated turns 

both left and right, careful experience of the stall, pulling on speed 
and a circuit approach to land. Now for reality ... 

The flight 
It was useful to have Andy, the Klassic's owner, there to give me tips 
on rigging. Other pilots were in the bottom landing field to give me 
the wind speed and direction. On the ridge the wind was blowing at 
12-15mph. The wing felt steady and seemed easy to control in pitch. 
My heart was pumping like mad and I visualised a fast take-off 

Then I was running as fast as I could, keeping the nose down and 
really accelerating. I would have been airborne .long before this on the 
Calypso! I realised I was pulling in too much and eased the nose up ... 
and I was off I focused on my airspeed and getting away from the 
ridge without turning. I checked the ASI to keep the airspeed in the 
low 20's ~d made a careful minimum rate 900 turn. I was going up! 
Two minutes later I was thermalling to 6,800ft and loving every 
minute of it. The Klassic wasn't so different from the Calypso in 
flight. I notlced that the glider had a tendency to wind into the turn 

• Fl~inq Skills 

when thermalling and I adjusted for this by high siding. During stall, 
it mushed and hardly dropped the nose at all, much like my Calypso. 
I flew a little too fast even while keeping an eye on the ASI, which 
meant I tended to 'zip' around turns after my initial input. In roll the 
glider took longer to turn than I was used to and I overshot and 
oscillated because of over-correction. Slowing down solved this 
problem and I could lighten my inputs in future. Just knowing that 
these problems could happen made all the difference. 

I was nervous about the landing. We had observed some really 
marginal ones earlier in the week. I was losing my height in 360s 
above the field when my harness zip split open! After a moment of 
pure fear, I realised I still had two retaining buckles and calmed down 
a bit. Andy came on the radio saying "Concentrate on your landing!" 
I'm not sure whether he meant to take my mind off the harness or to 
keep his glider in one piece. In fact the Klassic was surprisingly easy 
to land (the first time!), although it did glide on. I kept feeling for the 
stall, landed well on my feet and ran the last bit of speed off .. perfect! 

Since then, some landings have proven more difficult due to the 
better energy retention of the glider: Four nil wind landings produced 
three nose-ins and one broken upright. Sometimes I leave the flare 
too late or push out too slowly with a half committed flare, causing 
the glider to climb to about 10ft and leaving me feeling like a fairy on 
top of a tree. Had I committed myself to the flare it would have been 
OK. Landing technique does need to be sharper on a high 
performance glider, so I'm back on the training slope with wheels for 
at least one day this winter. Repeated practice will help me identifY 
the Klassic's flare window and technique much quicker. 

It's a good idea to get familiar with a glider on a familiar site. 
Above John Chapman takes off at Lake George (left) before his first launch from 
Mt Buffalo (centre and right). 

Photos: Phil Hindley 

Final impressions 
I bought the glider and haven't regretted it. My ground handling 
and take-off technique has very much improved and I seem to get 
to cloudbase more often. I don't know if this is the glider or an 
increase in my own confidence. I still overcorrect and oscillate 
slightly but am gradually improving. Finally, I have a strong sense 
that a large part of hang gliding is about confidence and a positive 
mental attitude. Having done the preparation made the transition 
smooth and safe. Because of this my confidence has increased 
and I'm flying better. I hope my experience gives other pilots 
some support when "Jumping the Gap". ~ 
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The glider with right of way shall maintain course and speed, according to the following rules. 
It is the responsibility of all pilots at all times to take all possible measures to avoid collision. 

HEAD ON: 
When two gliders 
are approaching 
each other head 
on, or 
approximately so, 
each pilot shall 
turn right. 

OVERTAKING: 
The overtaking 
pilot shall keep 
well clear of the 
glider they are 
overtaking by 
passing on the 
right side. 

~ 
\ , 

I 

I 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

CONVERGING: When two gliders are converging 
at approximately the same altitude, the. pilot which 
has the other on their right shall give way. 

LANDING: The lower glider has the right of way, 
but should not cut in front of another glider which 
is on final approach. 
If a pilot is aware that another glider is making an 
emergency landing, they should give way to if it is 
possible to do so safely. 

OVERTAKING, ON 
THE RIDGE: 
The pilot who is 
overtaking shall pass 
between the other 
glider and the ridge. 
This is so that the 
glider being 
overtaken does not 
tum into the passing 
glider. (When ridge 

. soaring, turns are 
normally done away 
from the ridge.) 

THERMALLING: 
The first glider in decides 
which direction to circle and 

I 

HEAD ON, ON 
THE RIDGE: 
Pilot with the 
ridge on their 
right has right of 

. way (and may 
stay closest to 
the ridge). 

/ 

/ 

---

all others must follow the sarrle direction. 
OVERTAKING WHILE CLIMBING: The lower 
glider has right of way. The top glider must let the 
lower glider through as the lower glider can not see 
clearly above. This also applies when ridge soaring. 

Illustrations courtesy of Airborn magazine, NZ 
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Where Do I Go From Here? 
BRIAN RUSHTON 

A roadmap for novice pilots leaving the nest 
As a long time pilot and instructor I would like to share my 
observations and advice on the safe, but sometimes frustrating, 
process of gaining your flying skills. 

The facts are simple: Fly more and you will learn more and then 
you can fly even more and so on. However, this cycle is easily slowed. 
If you miss some good flying days, only fly infrequently or perhaps 
have an unfortunate incident, you may well feel "put off" or entertain 
some negative thoughts. 

The answer, my friend, is not blowing in the wind (pardon the 
pun) but in trying to develop closer co-operation between yourself 
and at least one other pilot and also to maintain close contact with 
your instructor. We are all individuals and in the air we're on our 

Developing good judgement 
What is good judgement and how do you get it? Can you easily lose 
it or hold onto it? 

Judgement is defined as: a discerning perception) an opinion and 
a view or a conclusion drawn from an interpretation of events. 

We use our judgement in everything we say, do and think. Our 
perceptions of how we judge, say, flying conditions, is a complex 
interaction of skills learnt and basic safety and flying rules we all 
have to observe. Poor judgement has cost lives and a lot of bent 
gliders. For example: At a novice rated site with the wind straight in 
and pumping, no pilot should have problems picking the conditions. 
However, when you add a cloud bank halfway out to the horizon and 
a rain squall under one of the clouds, pilots would judge conditions 

own, but a close buddy or instructor can easily 
guide us with shared knowledge. We all make mistakes 

differently. Novices should see the squall as a 
danger sign, something beyond their experience, 
and should watch its movement as it passes I believe that instructors should always be 

prepared to put back into the sport what they 
take from it by giving their expert knowledge 
and unbiased advice freely, without appearing 
aloof (being ego driven will cause advice to fall 
on deaf ears). Soif you are having problems 
getting started on your own, your local 
instructor or club would be a good place to go 
to get some advice. 

but only by admitting and/ or seek advice from an experienced pilot. 

to them do we continue 
A novice won't yet be able to determine the 
severity of a squall (who can?) and would be 
wise to follow the recommended advice, show 

to grow and hopefully good judgement and not launch or, if in the air, 
decide to land. Experienced pilots, on the other 
hand, may choose to continue flying but only 
because they are able to judge conditions in 

make less in the future. 

Here in Byron, it is easy to keep an eye on former students, 
especially if they come to club meetings regularly and are made 
to feel welcome and part of the club. Regular fly-ins are important 
to allow contact between pilots, and instructors should try to attend 
and make themselves available to pilots on these days. 

Building on existing foundations 
A couple of pilots, one of them a novice who had learnt on inland 
sites in New Zealand, had been advised to contact me recently. 
While I gave them some tuition, it was interesting to watch how 
their skills developed from the foundation of their former instruction 
and how this effected their learning curve. 

Obviously, a good initial foundation is very important. Both 
pilots had an excellent attitude, which is also important during 
training as your attitude will affect your perception of your 

. judgement. They also both displayed strong "survival techniques": 
They pulled on noticeable speed before doing shallow turns and flew 
quite fast into the possible wind gradient as they rounded out to flare. 
During our warm-up lesson on the beach I had cautioned them not 
to be over-aggressive with the flare/stall on landing. They were used 
to inland landings, but here on the coast it was possible to flare a little 
later (see: 'Top Ten Tips: Decljan Skysailor). During their soaring flight 
I asked them to learn to trust the wind and fly a little slower than 
they were used to from their inland days, but without forgetting 
their novice survival techniques: Speed = Control. 

Soon both had been safely introduced to coastal soaring. 
For most of us, gaining airtime is directly proportional to our 

days off and good weather patterns. If you join a club, "buddy up" 
with a fellow pilot or keep your instructor's mobile number handy, 
chances are you will get the help and advice you need to understand 
the weather and soaring conditions. Be patient, conservative and 
listen to ~xperienced pilot's suggestions and you will benefit and 
develop your good judgement. 

view of their past experiences and are better able to handle the 
situation should conditions change. 

Developing good judgement of flying conditions can take a long 
time. Instructors should have developed their judgement from years 
of experiencing different conditions and must have excellent 
communication skills, as well as the ability to perceive the outcome 
of their decisions, to relate them back to the needs of the student or 
the requirements for tandem flying. 

The psychology of making decisions and communicating them . 
to others can become very involved. If you are interested in this 
process, I recommend an interesting book on the analysis and study 
of human behaviour, "Problems in Being Human): which explores 
the mysteries and complexities of how we think, behave, react and 
communicate with each other. 

Judgement can easily be lost. Possible reasons for making poor 
judgements are stress, money, ego, time constraints and peer pressure. 
All of these can cloud one's judgement and distract from thinking 
well. Instructors especially should always show good judgement and 
be able to overview any situation and retain a safety margin regardless 
of pressures or distractions. Their judgement should show the correct 
interpretation of events or conditions and must always be 
conservative, although this is true for all pilots of all ratings. 

If you have made a mistake from time to time; you may have 
picked the flying conditions incorrectly before launch or landing 
by either failing to be aware of changing conditions while airborne 
or being caught up in a busy schedule and juggling too many 
distractions, please take the time in future for that extra check. 
Focus more clearly and honestly, with a strong regard for safety, 
to ensure more accurate, correct judgement in future . 

Remember the definition of good judgement and relate 
it to putting quality control back into your flying activities. 
Developing our good judgement is important for all of 
us involved in aviation. 
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~ itk out a ~ario! 

GRA H A M SUTHERL A ND 

I've only been flying for four and a half months and 

most of my 40 hours have been on the coast, but I 

was really keen and this was my 4th trip to Manilla ... 

I had ordered a vario the previous month but it hadn't arrived 
yet. So I thought to myself, "The more seat of the pants flying 
I do without a vario, the better I'll be with it." 

I'd practiced the technique of watching the surrounding 
mountains against the horizon and had found it very effective up to 
a few hundred meters above launch but less effective the higher I got. 
The couple of times I'd had flown with a loaned vario, I had noticed 
how slow to react it was: My eyes were telling me I was going up for 
what seemed like ages before the vario let out a bleep! 

This day I borrowed a vario off Godfrey Wenness and had 
bombed out once already. Just before re-Iaunching Godfrey asked me 
to give the vario to one of his students, who promptly did a sled ride. 

The east launch was looking increasingly iffY as the wind swung 
more south, but Godfrey took off into a cycle, scraped for a while, 
then got up. I took off in the next cycle, but couldn't get above 
launch and once at half hill height I headed towards the bomb-out. 
On the way over I hit something big and knew that something was 
happening to my canopy. I instinctively pulled on the brakes as I 
looked up to see the entire leading edge tucked under. Out it popped 
clean as anything. My first major collapse and I'd just breezed 
through it. Since there obviously was some good lift here, I turned 
back into it and went for a real rollercoaster ride. 

The lift didn't seem to be really strong, just rough up to about 
hill height where it smoothed out. As I went up, I kept my eyes on 
a mountain a few klicks to the south of Mt Borah and found that 
I could manage quite well by watching the mountain's silhouette 
against the ground behind it. Still going straight up I thought that 
soon I wouldn't be able to tell lift from sink but I kept watching. 

To my delight, though the effect became more subtle, I could still 
tell up from down quite well. I kept picking out bumps and notches 
in the mountain's silhouette that lined up with fields, roads, treelines 
etc on the ground behind it and with the help of these details I got 
an instantaneous indication of the strength of the lift, helping me to 
centre the thermal's core. 

Eventually I reached cloudbase and it got a little misty, though 
not as cold as I had expected. Cloudbase was 7,OOOft and I was 
stoked and let out a yee-haa over the radio. I was still only a few 
hundred metres horizontally from launch. I might as well see how 
far I could get from here. 

With brakes up, I followed the ridge north under some nice cu's, 
only slowing down when I felt myself going up. My first vario 
mountain was behind me now and I found myself a ridge off to the 
west that worked equally well and there were other vario mountains 
to the south and north as well. 
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Going Up .. . 

. . . and going down. 

", 

or izot:l moves down relative 
tlhe 
~ 

From the end of the ridge I headed out towards the Barraba road and 
started going down. Well, I'd had fun. Near Splitrock dam I crossed 
a nice ploughed field, only a few hundred feet off the deck when: 
Oooh, lift - turn! At this altitude the closer hills were my vario on 
my way back up. 

I kept watching the hills, then the mountains as I gained height, 
circling, loosing the core, searching, finding it again. I spent half an 
hour in lots of lightly working cores spread over the area. As one 
petered out I would do big wide circles in search for another without 
ever getting back up to cloudbase. After trying for half an hour, 
I decided that there had to be a ceiling at about 5,OOOft and headed 
off, this time to the north. 

The further north I went, the further I was from my vario 
mountains and it became increasingly difficult to tell if I was going 
up or down. I only found a couple more weak thermals, but kept 
losing them until, eventually, I couldn't tell lift from sink (if there 
was any lift that is) and touched down just short of Barraba after 
2 hours and 28 .5lun. 

I was on cloud nine! My first XC flight and it was a doosy. 
When my vario arrives there'll be no limits, but I certainly 
won't be sweating on it's arrival. ~ 

I I 



Turn 
Set 'u~" 
Fly up! 

DEIDRE SKILLEN 

I was caught in another traffic jam, stuck on 

the ground. But today the red light in front of 

me provided an ideal opportunity to reminisce 

about the recent weekend. 

Fellow Sydney Paragliding Club pilots Rob Fakes, Ben Macaulay, 

Roger Montgomery, Rob Schroettner and myself had piled into our 

overladen automobiles and headed south to Bright, VIC. We had 

done what every responsible, hard working pilot needed to do and 

taken Monday off work so that, including Anzac Day, we had an 

extended flying weekend before us. 

The drive seemed long although our constant cloud sightings, 

heat haze evaluations and potential site findings made it clear we were 

desperate to get in the air. The countryside surrounding Bright was 

quite breathtaking. Each bend in the road revealed a new ridge or 

flying site and potential landing areas carpeted their way to the base 

of elongated ridges. On Bright's treelined main street the leaves were 

turning rustcoloured and delicious aromas welcomed us as we passed 

the small town bakeries. A towering mountain range formed a 

picturesque backdrop over the town, but most important to me was 

to locate Mystic, the site we had driven 8 hours to fly. 

After a quick sorting of gliders, harnesses and transport up the 

hill we drove up to launch in a well-packed 2 wheel drive. At launch 

I was confronted with a spectacular view: From 1,500ft the flowing 

valley below supported mountain ranges as far into the distance as 

I could see. My opportunity to inspect the valley from a new angle 

... . Fl~ing Skills 

presented itself as canopies were laid out and the secrets of the site 

were shared by the locals. 
Unfortunately, I can now recall very little of my first flight or 

of the two flights I made on the following day as conditions only 

permitted basic sleddies down to the landing area. But despite light 

conditions pilot optimism pervaded, allowing me to believe the next 

launch would lead to a magic flight. 
Monday provided us with more questionable conditions and after 

watching numerous para-pilots launch and sink out - that was until 

local legends Fred Gungl and Brian Webb arrived. Turn up, set up, 

fly up was the procedure they demonstrated. Together they worked 

the light conditions, each seeking out and finding numerous thermals 

which took them to heights that made mere specks of them in the 

sky. Despite my envy and appreciation of their perfected flying skills 

and my eagerness to fly, caution prevailed and along with other pilots 

I descended via the bumpy dirt track to try my luck elsewhere. 

The Pines, a site NW of Bright, raised our hopes that the flight 

of the day might still be possible. Like desperate flightoholics we 

drove into the seemingly undiscovered labyrinth of tracks leading to 

the site and after several aborted attempts we eventually reached our 

destination. Unfortunately, winds were blowing parallel to the ridge 

and we missed out again. 

At this point Rob, Roger and Rob deciding to escape to Corryong 

in search of their dream flight while Ben and I returned to Bright 

to soldier on and make the most of any conditions available. 

Tuesday looked perfect as the sun continued to rise higher into 

the clear sky. Everyone in town seemed to be heading to Mystic with 

the intent of flying. Radios were buzzing with chatter as pilots 

organised transport to the top. Bundling into the Webb troop carrier, 

we snaked our way up the beaten track and our arrival at launch saw 

everyone scrambling out to race for a prime spot to set up. 
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Several pilots launched and steadily 
gained height. Ben sauntered into position, 
inflated and ran. A good launch followed by 
assistance from "Marcus", one of the resident 
thermals, quickly saw him gaining height 
and experiencing his first thermal flight. The 
rush was on - now we all wanted to launch. 

Several pilots made it off successively, 
heading straight for Marcus and a guaranteed 
high. By the time I launched, Marcus was 
quite populated and appeared to be 
temporarily drained, probably as a result 
of our high demands, so I headed across 
the bowl to seek out "Emily", another of the 
resident thermals. Unfortunately Emily was 
dozing and my subsequent loss of height left 
me little choice but to follow a few other 
pilots to the landing area. 

Frustration, determination and 
desperation saw me racing back up to 
launch. Turn up, set up, fly up. Yes, the 
theory worked. I headed towards Marcus, 
now rejuvenated, and I went up and up. 
Suddenly all those gliders previously sailing 
above were now at eye level and I could 
wave and holler at Ben. It was our first 
thermalling flight in a paraglider and 
we were both excited. 

Circling in these patches of rising air 
we watched launch shrink away and gained 
a new perspective of the valley's rippling hills, 
swaying tree tops below the cloudless sky 
coloured by paragliders and the occasional 
hang glider. 

Two hours later Ben and I were running 
around the landing paddock jumping up and 
down with delight and excitement, "Did you 

""Wh b h ""I see ... , at a out wen ... , was so 
h· h ""\VT I" Ig ... , wow. 

A brilliant flight sealed our weekend and 
provided us with enough memory footage 
to occupy us in front of those red traffic 
lights ... Oh, and what of the Corryong 
pilots? Let's just say their stories were 
a little more grounded than ours. ~ 

Thanks to the Bright locals, who were a great 
help, and Brian, providing us with those all 
important tit bits of info. A special mention 
should be made of Marcus, who helped make 
our dreams become reality. 
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BARBARA UTECH 

From the balcony of the Imperial 

Hotel I scrutinised the hot-pink 

rays of sunset streaking the cobalt 

blue sky. "It'll be windy tomorrow," 

someone said. Country folk can be 

pretty uncanny with their weather 

predictions. I sure hoped that this 

time they would be mistaken. 

f 
f given a ~las~ half filled with water would 
you perceIve It as half empty or half full? 
Well, we were handed a pretty muddy and 

turbulent half filled glass of water for our 
inaugural week long Women's Skill Advance
ment Clinic at Manilla last November. 
Buckets of rain followed by relentless 
50km/h+ winds, restricted flying to either 
5.30am in the morning or 7.30pm in the 
evening. Nevertheless, the overall attitude 
of the girls remained positive, we showed 
our true grit and stuck it out and the clinic 
was deemed a success by all. 

Our two coaches for the week were Fred 
Gungl (PG) and Rohan Holtkamp (HG) . 
Their lectures conveyed valuable information 
and knowledge on thermalling techniques 
and cross country skills, and had most of us 
beaming with renewed confidence and 
understanding of our flying abilities and 
eager to put it all into practice. 

Unfortunately, the weather confined the 
practical side of the clinic to early morning 
tow sessions and late afternoon sled rides 
only, but in the meantime we were rewarded 
with two daily sessions of lectures and 
debriefs from our coaches. 

The morning lectures, generally of a 
technical nature, revolved around specific 
subjects which the girls had decided needed 
clarification or-revision. 

Technical topice; 

• Thermal soaring - locating and 
utilising thermals 

• Canopy/glider control - how to avoid 

collapses, negative spins, etc 

• Meteorology - analysing conditions 

• Accidents - how to prevent them 

• Launching and landing techniques 

• Instrument review - how to use 

your vario/radio effectively 

• Entering your 1st competition 
and competition flying 

We had the special opportunity to discuss 
these topics in depth with two of the top 
rated Australian pilots as Fred and Rohan 
shared knowledge from their own 

. . 
expenences to answer our questlons. 

Our evening discussions served another 
function. They were debriefs and often dealt 
with the psychology of flying. Most of the 
input came from the girls themselves as we 
discussed the day's flying as well as shared 
insights from previous flying experiences. 

Pe;ychology topice; 

• Fear and how to deal with it 

• Concentration 
• Judgement and understanding 

• Decision making 



Oh yes, and let's not forget the necessary 
confidence building aspect of the skills clinic, 
aptly taken care of by QLD flying and 
climbing legends, Andrew (Harry the 
Hoover) Horchner and Mark Plenderleith, 
affectionately known as the Slenderbeast! 

An expectant and somewhat ominous 
hush came over everyone as we sat high on 
the rickety bridge, while Mark and Andrew 
set up their equipment. Some 20 minutes 
later the quiet back streets of Manilla filled 
with the first exploding shrieks as the bridge 
swinging began. I was the last one to go and 
had never been so frightened in all my life. 
I stood on the outreaching plank, a mere 
4 inches wide, secured only by an umbilical 

. cord of climbing rope spanning diagonally 
under the bridge and tied to a point on the 
other side. Everyone was talking to me, 
encouraging me, but their voices faded into a 
distant murmur as Andrew calmly gave me 
instructions. No turning back now, the 
adrenaline had engulfed me. My pulse was 
pounding in my head - One, Two, Threee . . . 

It took my breath away as I free fell 
towards the river ... Snap! The rope caught 
me and I started to swing under the bridge 
and up the other side, high above everyone 
cheering on the bridge. I felt indestructible. 
We had all conquered our fears yet again. 
Life is great! 

The final day was spent discussing 
aspects of the clinic and suggesting 
improvements to assist in the planning 
of future events. We all came away with 
renewed energy and enthusiasm and much 
of the credit must go to Fred and Rohan for 
working with great patience and understand
ing to enlighten us all. 

Unfortunately, funding for this year's 
Skills Clinic/fly-in has been cut. It may be 
possible to run a partly sponsored Women's 
Clinic/Fly-in, in conjunction with a HG & 
PG competition. One possible location for 
the event would be Canungra, QLD, with 
generally good weather all year round and 
located between Beechmont and Mt 
Tamborine. Anyone with ideas, offers of 
support or expressions of interest in running 
such an event can contact me ASAP at PO Box 
61 , Canungra 4275, ph/fax 07 55437237. 

So girls (and guys) get out there, get into 
your flying, set yourselves some goals and work 
on your skills, your enthusiasm and your 
energy. Make the most of your flying time, 
team up with someone more experienced, 
ask questions, push yourself a little ~ 

bit and the rewards will astound you. al 

Our thanks to Codftey Wenness, Phil Hystek, 
II Bastion and all the guys who lend a helping 
hand, the HCFA for funding and support and 
to the 30 women who took part in the event. 

Comments from participants 

"we learnt about things you can't find 
in books - like feel and insight, made 
new friendships and renewed old ones 
and got encouragement from the pilots 
we look up to." Denise Crook, PC pilot 

"well organised discussions and seminars, 
topics we really wanted to know about 
and a very positive and friendly 
environment. " Deidre Skillen, PC pilot 

"Two excellent teachers and the general 
confidence building increased my 
enthusiasm. Womens events like this give' 
positive messages to us, unlike the lack 
of women pilots on the hill a lack of 
emotional support and the isolation 
of women in hang gliding." HC pilot 

'.f1s more girls are encouraged to fly in 
competition, more women will become 
aware of our sport and become pilots 
themselves. The all important reassurance, 
comradeship and emotional support 
available through events like this 
encourages the less experienced pilots to 
raise their expectations of themselves as 
well as their flying skills and stay with the 

. sport. " Fran Ning, PC & GA pilot 
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ROB eRA IN E (Skywings Feb '97) 

I t was June on Clough Head. Most 
people were waiting for conditions to 
improve a little but I was impatient to 

join those already giving it a go in the light 
to moderate breeze. I had just picked up my 
recently repaired paraglider and bought an 
emergency parachute from Steve at "The 
Sick and The Wrong". that morning. 

The canopy arched up above my head 
with ease and after a few steps I was in the 
air. The lift was smooth and I headed west
wards along the side of the ridge and I soon 
rose above the top of the mountain. 

For half an hour or so I enjoyed just 
hanging out in the sky, looking at the view 
and watching hang gliders speed around me. 
Eventually I noticed the clouds darkening 
and the lack of other paragliders in the sky. 
The lift was getting stronger and, come to 
think of it, I couldn't see any hang gliders 
flying now either. I resolved to head back 
down when things took a turn for the worse. 
Forward progress into the valley, even with 
the speed bar on, was met with resistance 
and I realised that my ability to reach cloud
base had had more to do with ignorance 
than skill - the lift was everywhere. 

I pulled on big ears hoping the vario 
would stop its dangerous squeaking, but it 
didn't seem to have mt,lch effect. The best I 
could manage was to maintain my height 
and my concern turned to worry. The only 
height-losing technique I'd had any 
instruction about was failing and I remained 
suspended beneath the blanketing clouds. 

I was contemplating my unhappy 
situation when - bang! What was that? I 
looked up, had a line snapped? Everything 
looked OK, my lines looked fine. Perhaps it 
was just turbulence. 

Bang! It happened again. This time a 
dark shape caught my eye. Swooping 
upwards away from the leading edge of my 
wing was a large buzzard with its feet 
outstretched. I watched it rise away from me, . 
hoping it had realised its mistake and that 
my lilac and lime coloured glider wasn't 
another bird after all. Instead, from 100ft 
above and slightly behind me, it tucked in its 
wings and dived again, crashing once more 
into the fabric of my wing. A gaping hole 
appeared in the aerofoil curve of the upper 
surface, an ugly right-angled rip about 10cm 
in each direction. The buzzard emitted a 
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plaintive cry - although 1,000 feet above the 
ridge I was invading her nesting territory and 
wasn't welcome there. 

In dry-mouthed fear I watched her 
climb once more to a point in the air above 
me, pause to fold in her wings, assume the 
form of a ragged missile and plummet 
downwards. With a resounding thud she 
glanced off the canopy's front edge and 
another hole appeared in my life support, 
a jagged tear as big as the last. I shouted, but 
my pleading to be left alone was a pathetic 
noise in the vast three-dimensional space 
surrounding me as she continued to remove 
chunks from my precious wing. 

Whether through the dramatic increase 
in my canopy's porosity or the 'big ears', I 
gradually started to descend, though not fast 
enough for my adversary. My options were 
limited; I couldn't escape by penetrating 
forward as the wind was too strong and I 
couldn't turn as I was in danger of being 
blown over the back of the mountain. 

The increasing number of holes in my 
wing focused my thoughts. I let up on my 
A-lines and waited for the next inevitable 
attack. There were a few seconds between the 
beginning of each dive and the actual impact 
and this time I pulled on 'big ears' at the last 
moment. It worked; the buzzard missed, 
swooping over my leading edge but not quite 
colliding. With each repeated attack I was 
now able to use this avoidance technique to 

drop below her targeted collision point. I 
was still high though and needed to escape 
the deteriorating weather conditions. 

It was time to try out some of those more 
advanced flying manoeuvres I had only read 
about. The B-line stall seemed self-explanatory 
and I yanked down on my B-risers. My wing 
took on an unusual shape but my vario 
acknowledged my descent and I slipped past 
the buzzard's rocky nesting location and 
ceased to be the object of its fIXation. 

Now low in the valley, I had other 
problems. The effects of the strong wind and 
its change in direction were more apparent 
nearer the ground and with the wind blowing 
over a nearby hill, turbulence was throwing 
me around. I feared the rotor would dump 

.. me somewhere and, with little apparent 
directional control, I was conscious of the 
trees, road and river I had to overfly to reach 
a safe landing area. With relief I cleared all 
obstacles and as I sank below tree level, 
things calmed down, allowing me to execute 
a U-turn to face back into wind. 

The relative gentleness of the landing, 
albeit travelling backwards, seemed an unreal 
contrast to what I had just been through. I 
hastily gathered up my canopy and stood 
there, thankful to be unhurt. By the time I'd 
walked back to the bottom of Clough ~ead 
an hour had passed and as I walked up the 
track I was met by a convoy of traffic coming 
the opposite way. Most people on the hill 
had witnessed my encounter and were eager 
to know the full details. 

Finally I found Steve and simply handed 
him my paraglider, requesting further repairs. 
We observed the damage: 9 cells had been 
ripped and I'd come pretty close to using ~. 

the parachute he'd sold me that day... _ 

artoon: Ben Ashman 



Fl~inqTips 

B ILL LA [J R ENe E (Hong Kong Sky Dance, Sept '96) 

any factors are involved in the longevity of your paraglider. 
Some of them we can uo sometHing about, some we c:an~t. 
Of the greatest concern is the structural integrity of the 

~lider and lines and the porosity of the wing. 

Porosity 
Air. enters the cell ports pressurisingyour wing. This is what inflates 
the wing and gives it its shape. The wing must be able to hold trus 
pressure for it to work. Porosity refers to the ability of the fabric to 
do so. Your wing should have as little porosity as possibte, but with 
age and abuse the fabric ?f the wing can become porous and lose its 
ability t'o hold air. Like a"ieaky bucket, air will seep through the holes 
caused by abrasion, or through the weave of the fabric itself 

The .fabric of your glider is heat stabilised. By running the fabric 
between hot rollers, the material's fibres are compressed and slightly ·· 
melted together and sometimes it is c9ated afterwards. This closes 
up the gaps within the weave and keeps the air in your glider. 

The accumulation of wear over time due to poor care can make 
a difference of years of airworthy flight time to your paraglider. If 
you look at the weave of your wing's fabric you'll see tpat there are 
two sets. of fibres running perpendicular to each other, making a criss 
cross pattern of squares. -when force is applied to the fibre so that 
the pattern of squares turns into diamond shapes, the fibres are being 
pulled apart and separated and this will let air seep through. So don't 
bend, twist or fold the wing any more than necessary. Don't shake 
out your wing when laying it out. Any time your wing is going to 
hit the ground, step. towards it to release the pressure in the lines. 
A fullypressurised wing can hit the ground with surprising force. 

Abrasion 
This is another big sause of glider wear you can do something about. 
Obviously don't drag your wing over the ground and don't kneel on 
it when packing up. Avoid launching and packing up on dirty, rocky 
ground as much as possible and periodically pour out the dirt, sticks 
and seeds that have accumulated inside the cells. All the dirt and dust 
that sticks to your glider due to static charge will eventually work its ' 
way into the fabric~ grin~ing away, so when it starts to look really 

'~ dirty) it may be time to dean .it. 

Cleaning 

Clear water, no soaps or detergents, they can harm the fabric. Choose 
a ni~e dean grassy area amd layout the glider in the shade' jijUse a 
c!amp towel to wtp'e all surfaces of the glider and rinse it out 
frequently, so that you dQlitJU:s~ move the dirt around. If a stain 
won't <;;ome out) leave it. It's better to have a spot on your glitter 
t:b:an to scrub it EOrous. All(';)w the glider to dry completely before 
packing it up:. A£ew practice, inflations on flat ground can greatly 
reduce the drying time. 

.. uv 
Your glider's material wm degFaGle., if left out in the sun. Ultraviolet 
rays cause this damage ancl ¥Otl~, glid~r will absorb UV rays every time 
you fly. ~o make your glideJ# last as iongfl'S1?ossjble, only have it out 
in the sun when you're 'going to fly.lr. Ai!i .. JautlcJ!l~ oheck conditions 
first and leaye y01.J:f glider in the bag hl14nil you're ready to go. After 

,I(, 

landing, pack up first, then jabber with your friends about how 
cool your flight was. 

Water 
You don't need to get nailed by a downpour in the landing zone to 
get your glider wet, snow; dew and fog can do the job. If you have 
to paCk it up wet you should lay it out to dly as soon as you get 
home. IfY01llive like me, you'll be thinking: "That paraglider is 
higget than iny house!" The answer is to lay it out as well as you can, 
drape it over a couple of chairs so the air can circulate under it, and 
tu~n it periodically to expose different parts of me glider. 

A glider will start to mildew if left wet in the pack. Besides the 
smell) mildew will weaken the glider. If your glider often gets wet 
because of the weather conditions you fly in, you may need to have it 
inspected more often. The lines can shrink after repeated wetting and 
drying. Check with the manufacturer to find out what is appropriate. 

Heat 
Don't try your wing. Your glider should nor be subjected to temperatures 

'over 50°C. The lines can soften, loose their strength and shrink. 
Avoid leavi~g your glider in your ~. or trunk on hot di ys. I once 

forgot my glider in the car on a hot day and was sure I had melted 
the poor thing. I opened the car door and stuck my head into what 
felt like a hot oven but was lucky that the heat hadn't permeated 
the glider yet. If you think you . .have overheated your glider the 
manufacturer can check the lines. 

Lines 
Your lines need the same care you glider does. Avoid abrasion and 
UV exposure. Don't step on them. If the glider falls into a bush on 
launch or landing, patiently untangle the lines to free them. Scream 
and curse if you like, but don't yank on the lines. Remember, the 
lines attach you to the glider. Treat your lines well. 

Repairs, inspections and maintenance 
If you have damaged your glider, get professional help. Broken lines 
must be replaced, small punctures and tears can be repaired with rip 
stop tape, but anything more extensive will probably need to be 
repaired by the · dealer. 

Most manufacturers will provide you with a periodic maintenance 
schedule. The typical inspection is done at about 100 flying hours 
and comprises a line check, to see if all the lines are the right length 
(no shrinkage or stretching), a porosity test and an overall inspection 
for airworthiness. 

Before every flight, perform a thorough pre-flight inspection to 
assure that the glider and harness are safe to fly. Every 3 months or 
whenever you suspect possible damage, check all seams on the glider, 
the surface of the canopy for tears, fading and degradation, check 
the sewn ends of each suspension line and the lines themselves 
along the entire length, for wear or damage. Also check the quick 
links, risers, brake handles and guides, as well as the carabiners for 
cracks, deep scratches or gates that don't close properly. Spending 
the time to maintain and check your glider will give you security 
and confidence on those great flights thousands of feet above 
~~~ ~ 



Hang Gliding Fatality 
On the Easter weekend a novice hang glider 
pilot was killed when his glider turned back 
into the top of a mountain near Wyndham, 
WA. It appears that the accident resulted from 
the pilot being unable to control the glider 
on encountering turbulence, possibly with 
the added distraction of getting into his 
cocoon harness. Full details will be published 
following a coronial inquest. 

Paragliding Fatality 
A member of the French national paragliding 
team was killed in Europe when the lines of 
his paraglider failed, followed by the failure 
of his reserve parachute bridle. The full report 
from FFVL is reprinted in the NEWS section 
of this magazine. 

Crowded Conditions 
Among reported accidents was another mid
air at Mystic Bowl between a paraglider and 
a hang glider -luckily neither pilot was 
injured, despite the aircraft being briefly 
entangled. Again I ask pilots to be extremely 
vigilant in crowded conditions - head for 
the landing paddock if you are not comfortable 
with th e crowd. 

Aircraft Trim 
I have heard of several recent incidents where 
pilots have been flying gliders in a poor state 
of trim without realising it. One pilot expressed 
difficulty in controlling his hang glider, and 
on testing it his instructor realised that it had 
a pronounced turn and was trimmed far too 
slowly. It is difficult for an inexperienced pilot 
to be aware of subtle problems which can 
arise from a poorly trimmed glider. These 
can be dangerous, making the glider difficult 
to control, both in flight and when landing. 
When buying a second hand glider it is 
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OPERATIONS 
essential to have an instructor, a manufacturer 
or an authorised manufacturer's agent check 
out the aircraft. As well as a thorough 
inspection for damage or wear, this check 
should include flying the glider to ensure 
that it handles as it should. 

Landing Accidents 
There is a trend emerging in paragliding 
landing accidents resulting from pilots flying 
too slowly on final landing approach. This 
trend is not only in paragliding, but exists 
across all three HGFA sports. In hang gliding 
and microlighting this problem is simply 
remedied - by flying faster (usually about stall 
speed plus 20% in hang gliders and 1.5 times 
stall speed in microlights). I have learnt from 
conversations with various HGFA instructors, 
that in paragliding the solution to this problem 
is not so simple. lam told that an appropriate 
approach speed will depend on the circum
stance - though it is advantageous to approach 
with extra speed, the paraglider pilot must 
keep a small amountof brake on to maintain 
adequate cell pressure. The amount of brake 
required will vary depending on the canopy 
and the circumstance. Where terrain induced 
turbulence may be present, added speed must 
be reserved to ensure adequate flying speed 
can be maintained through the rough air; yet 
too little angle of attack may lead to a frontal 
collapse. There is no substitute for experience 
when it comes to "feeling" the canopy in rough 
air - approach speed must be adjusted as 
required, balancing the need to keep a low 
angle of attack to keep adequate flying speed 
and maintaining some brake to keep up the 
cell pressure. 
Another factor comes in to play when a pro
nounced wind gradient is present, where the 
increased ground speed can mistakenly be 
taken to be added flying speed. The danger is 
in slowing the glider to a point where inadequate 
speed remains and a stall occurs at low level. 
Though experience will assist pilots in coping 
in turbulent air, there is no substitute for caution. 
Though inadequate approach speed may seem 
to be the trend, a compounding factor is often 
the old maxim: pilots should never put them
selves in situations beyond their capabilities. 
It is not uncommon for less experienced pilots to 
fly in unsuitable weather or attempt landings in 
areas where they should not - often because 
they have seen a more experienced pilot "get 
away with if'. The bottom line: Be cautious -
Keep the speed up. 

National Instructor Conference and 
Instructor Training Course 
The Conference will be held in the Laurieton 
area of NSW during the first week of 
September next All prospective and existing 

instructors are encouraged to attend. Existing 
instructors should note that they are required 
to attend a course at least once in every four 
years - there will not be another course for 
two years. 
Conference venue: Laurieton United 

Serviceman's Club 
Practical sessions: High Adventure Airpark 
Dates: 2 to 4 September 1997 
Instructor Course: 4 to 5 September 1997 
This year's conference will focus on: 
• introduction of the new student pilot 

theory workbook; 
• consolidation of appropriate standards 

of competency for student pilots and 
apprentice instructors; and 

• small business skills training. 
Please contact me for further details. 

Accidents 
No 1 
Pilot: Restricted Pilot 
Experience: 2 hours 
Aircraft: Novice hang glider 
Pilot Injury: Sprained wrist, bruising 
Aircraft Damage: Control frame and 

sail damage 
Weather: 15kt wind, moderate 

turbulence 
Location: Inland soaring site 

Description: 
When launching from a gentle sloping launch, 
the pilot eased the control frame out with 
insufficient flying speed and attempted a roll 
correction; the wing stalled and the glider 
turned crosswind; a wingtip hit the slope and 
the glider turned into the hill. 

Comments: 
The pilot was tired from two previous flights 
earlier in the day which may have contributed 
to an inadequate launch run. A lower angle of 
attack would have allowed recovery. 

No2 
Pilot: 
Experience: 
Aircraft: 
Pilot Injury: 

Restricted Pilot 
3 hours 
Nov/int hang glider 
Heavy concussion, neck 
fracture, crushed vertebra, 
fractured wrist 

Aircraft Damage: Bent control frame 
and leading edge 

Weather: 15-20kt wind, light turbulence 
Location: Inland soaring site 

Description: . 
After soaring for about three minutes at very 
low speed, a turn toward the hill was not 
corrected. Once heading tailwind approx. 30ft 
above the top of the hill, the pilot pushed out 
further, a full stall ensued, the glider dropped 
and hit the hill tailwind. 



A NAG E R I s REP 0 R T 
Comments: 
The glider was trimmed to fly very slowly, the 
pilot failed to recognise an incipient stall and 
mistook ground speed for flying speed. There 
were no advanced pilots present - if the pilot 
had been told that he was flying too slowly 
the accident may not have occurred. The pilot 
had been told not to fly without advanced pilot 
supervision both verbally and in writing -
and has now left the sport. 

No3 
Pilot: Advanced Pilot 
Experience: 130 hours 
Aircraft: Advanced paraglider 
Pilot Injury: 4 cracked ribs and bruising 
Aircraft Damage: Nil 
Weather: 2 kt wind, nil turbulence 
Location: Inland boat tow site (lake) 

Description: 
During an advanced skills clinic, after release 
at 1 ,500ft and initiating and recovering from 
two stalls, the pilot opted to enter a negative 
spin. The negative was exited badly, leaving a 
tip trapped on the right side ofthe wing. This 
caused a strong spiral that from video 
evidence seemed impossible to counter 
successfully. The spiral continued, causing the 
glider to lose height rapidly with the pilot 
rotating around the spiral. Seemingly unaware 
of his rapid descent rate, the pilot elected to 
try to clear the trapped tip until he impacted 
the water very heavily. The rescue boat 
assisted seconds later, the pilot was 
conscious and lucid, though very winded. 

Comments: 
The instructor's radio calls to deploy the 
reserve were not heard. The pilot remembers 
trying to deploy the reserve close to impact, 
though this was not achieved. Taking part in a 
manoeuvres clinic offers an ideal environment 
for experiencing advanced manoeuvres in a 
controlled situation. By conducting the manoeu
vres over water, a landing under reserve para
chute is far less likely to lead to injury. In the 
situation where a tip is trapped, the decision 
as to whether to deploy the reserve 'chute or 
attempt to free the tip trap will be dependant 
on the circumstance - whilst adequate height 
is available, recovery is preferable to 
deployment, particularly over land. 

No4 
Pilot: 
Experience: 
Aircraft: 
Pilot Injury: 

Advanced Pilot 
182 hours 
Advanced hang glider 
Both feet broken 
and dislocated 

Aircraft D.amage: Bent keel 
Weather: 5kt wind, nil turbulence 
Location: Inland tow paddock 

The "organised chaos" at Inglewood. Cartoon: Peter Werner 

Description: 
After an uneventful tow the pilot returned to 
land near the take-off point (rather than further 
down the strip where others had been 
landing). On turning on to base leg he pulled 
on speed to wash off excess height. The glider 
lost height m.ore quickly than expected, 
resulting in a wing tip touching the ground 
during the turn onto final. Still in prone and 
with considerable speed, the pilot attempted 
the transition to the hang position. As this was 
achieved the glider was allowed to nose up, 
gaining a little height. The pilot feared that the 
glider would stall, so flared fully. As the glider 
climbed to about 20' agl, the pilot held out the 
flare to "parachute" down. He impacted the 
ground with his toes pointed, causing 
dislocation of both feet. 
Comments: 
Aside from the old" convenience" factor, the 
reporting pilot makes some good observations: 
"a more conservative approach and longer 
final would have been far better"; "even with 
the approach I used, I could have avoided the 
accident by easing out slowly and using the 
height gain to set up for a flare; or I could have 
done a trial flare instead of just shoving the bar 
out"; "though I had been taught to approach 

with extra speed, I have never practiced 
reducing airspeed to gain height once on finaL" 

No 5 
Pilot: Restricted Pilot 
Experience: Not known 
Aircraft: Standard paraglider 
Pilot Injury: Fractured foot 
Aircraft Damage: Nil 
Weather: 8kt wind, moderate turbulence 
Location: Inland thermal site 

Description: 
Attempting to stay in the air during his third 
flight for the day, the pilot left it too late to head 
out to the landing field. His only option was to 
fly along an access road which led to the site 
and on approaching trees he was forced to 
turn sharply and land on an embankment 
beside the road. The inadequate approach 
resulted in a hard landing. 

Comments: 
Suffering an injury is a high price to pay for 
a lapse in concentration, cautious flying is 
a better bet. 

Fly safely, 
Craig Worth 
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ZeV\ and the Art of Crosswind Landing 
PAU L H A INES 

Most trike pilots are happy enough to land directly into wind. 
Indeed, in an aircraft with no primary yaw control (i.e. a 
rudder), hang glider and trike pilots are well-advised to land 

this way whenever possible, to avoid the unnecessary pain in the 
wallet that follows a less-than-perfect crosswind landing. 

However, circumstances can arise when crosswind landings are 
necessary, and there are a variety of techniques available which can 
minimise the impact (sorry!) of such landings. 
Here are a few examples together with suggested solutions. 

Technique 1 
Problem: The wind is 10kt, 300 off to the left of the 

only runway which is fairly wide. 
Solution: Cheat! Make a powered approach towards the right hand 

side of the runway, and land obliquely across the runway, 
directly into wind. 

Technique 2 
Problem: The wind is 10kt, 900 off to the left of a narrow runway. 
Solution: Make a faster than normal powered approach, and land 

'hot' (i.e. faster than normal without bleeding 
all the speed off). 

What this does is improve your trike vector relative to the wind 
vector, and makes your resultant crab angle less severe. 

Trike Accident! Incident Survey 
Date No AlcType Licence Total Hrs Type Hrs Injury 

2/3/96 9 Airborne Student 13 13 Fatal 
Edge 503 

This fatal accident, involving a student trike pilot on his second solo flight, has 
been the subject of a coroner's inquest during the last year. Now that the 
coroner has delivered his findings, the accident can be reported in Skysailor. 
It is worth mentioning that during this time there have been rumours and 
disinformation put about by so-called pilots (who should know better) that the 
aircraft, an Airborne Edge, was structurally unsound. This is quite simply not so, 
and the coroner found that "I am satisfied that the wing complied with 
regulations and did not contribute to the crash". The coroner further found that 
"death was due to misadventure, the student having flown the aircraft in an 

. unusual attitude which caused itto crash to the ground". 
The report of the inquest is very detailed, and too long to print in full here, but it 
seems that the student decided to. attempt a loop, which failed with the aircraft 
inverted, causing overstress and break-up of the structure in negative loading. 

Date No Alc Type 

21/12/96 10 Airborne 
Edge 

Licence 

Pilot 
Total Hrs Type Hrs Injury 

90 50 Fatal 
(Pilot+ 

Passenger) 

This accident occurred on a day of very strong northerly winds, approximately 
20 knots, and strong turbulence. The scene of the accident was also in a valley, 
directly downwind of high mountains to the north, which would have 
exacerbated these effects, possibly causing wave rotor. 
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Wind 
10 knots 
30° off 

Technique 1 
The "Cheat" Approach 

'. ' 

Touchdown ............................ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

point 

(Powered) 
I Hight path .. 

It seems that the pilot performed descending turns and allowed hiffrlsel~ to ~et 
very low (approx 400 tt) in the valleyand was c81ught by sev'e:re tlllrbule'lilee .. 
causing the nose to drop about 60 degrees below the hOFizontal. Due tID strong 
sink associated with the weather conditions, the pilot ha.d insufticient hei~httQ 
recover from the ensuing dive and the aircraft hit the ground. at a 3(i)-~ al'1g'/'e, 
killing both occupants. 

Date No Alc Type Licence Totaillfr:s Ty,pe firs Injur;y 

2/4/97 11 Pegasus XL Student 20 13 Miner 

Ideal flying conditions, 2 knots headwind atld nil turbulence. The student pilot 
was conducting circuits and landings, accompanied by his instructor in the 
back seat. As the student had performed previous landings quite successfully, 
the instructor had handed control of the aircraft over to him to fly the final 
approach of what was to be the last landing of the session. 
The student started to round out normally at approximately 8 feet above the 
grass, when suddenly, and for no apparent reason, he abrwptly snatched the 
control bar right in to his chest and dived the aircraft into the ground. The 
impact caused the front forks to shear off rearwards, and the aircraft rolled 
over forward, causing extensive damage. Both occupants received minor cuts 
and bruising. 

Comment 
A depressing collection of trike accidents. Let us hope the rest of 1997 will be 
more trouble free. If there is anything to be learned from these surveys, it is that 
there is rarely anything wrong with the aircraft, instead, as printed in the 
Feb/March issue, "Human Failure" is present in about 80% of all accidents. 



Wind vector 
10 knots 

Resultant 

Bigger ....... . 
crab angle 

Technique 2 

ISlow" 
trike 
vector 

The 'land Hot" Approach 

Wind vector 
10 knots 

Resultant 

Smaller 
crab angle 

"Fast" 
trike 
vector 

(Don't understand vectors? Read about Tarzan and Jane fUrther on.) 

Technique 3 
Problem 3: The wind is again 10kt 90° off to the left of a narrow 

runway, but this time the runway is short, obviating a fast 
approach as you will run out of available runway length. 

Solution: Make a normal powered approach, round out normally 
and attempt to prolong the actual moment of 
touchdown. As trikes are suspended so that the rear 
wheels contact the ground first, this contact point, being 
behind the centre of mass, will cause the trike to slew 
straight, and a fraction of a second later, the nose wheel 
will touch down, with the trike travelling straight along 
the runway centre line. 

Why make a powered approach to all these crosswind landings? 
Because it reduces your sink rate and gives you more time in the final 
stages to 'get it right'. 

.~ 

Technique :3 
The "Slew & Drop" 

Approach 

. Back wheels touch @ 
first causing trike 

to slew straight. 

Wind 
10 knots ---~. 

90° off 

@) Nosewheel touches 
down last, on 
centreline. ' 

Centre of mass 

8 Trike flying directly 
along runway 
centre line, but at 
a crab angle to it. 

Kicroliqhtinq 

Important note: 
In demonstrating all of these crosswind landing techniques, I have 
invariably found it best to have the nose wheel locked in the 'dead 
straight in line with the trike base tube' position. Remember that in 
the last fraction of a second when the nose wheel touches down, you 
should be going in your intended line over the ground. 

Having the nose wheel turned at an angle to the base tube 
inevitably leads to the trike base abruptly swerving off to one side, 
and the tricycle falling over, with expensive results. 

Vectors 
Vectors, mathematically, are a line representing speed and direction. 

e.g. 10kt North + 50kt East I I • 

By drawing any two vectors, you can find the third or resultant 
vector, which will tell you the crab angle, and the final 
(resultant) velocity. 

Tarzan gives 
Jane a good 
vectoring. 

Tarzan ~. 

How could Tarzan 
improve hie chancee 
of reacHinfJ Jane? 

a) Swim faster 
(lessens crab angle). 

.~ Jane 

.~ 
! Tarzan ends b) Swim angled up

strea m, to offset 
downstream drift. 

c) Do both of these 
- all solvable using -
vectors. 

i up going down
i stream at over 
! 7 knots, 45° to 
, his intended 
crossing path. 

Example: Tarzan swims across a river at 5kt, at 90° to a current 
of 5kt, to reach Jane on the other side. Where does he 
end up? 

Solution: See diagram above . 
Tarzan ends up going down stream at over 7kt, 

~ at 45° to his intended crossing path. ... 

Readers of Tech Topics are advised that the HGFA and Paul Haines do not hold themselves 
respomible for any of the solutiom that may be offered to the problems contained in this 
bulletin. Any solutiom comtituting a modification of the aircraft's type approval certificate 
must be cleared with the manufacturer. 
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Hang Gliding Federatio·n o'f A~st.ralia Schedule 01 Fees 
PO Box 558. Turnut NSW 2720..ehone: 069-472888. fax~ 069-474328 .. 

Cap $12 HGFA Schedule of Fees Certificate &'lnslJrance Fees 
Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA logo Membership Fees Certificate and Endorsement Issue fee 
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 24) $30 %'" 

~. ". . . 
12 months (FULL) Membership $110 Powered"Operations Insurance Levy 

Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo 
State & Regional Development Levies Passenger Endorsement annual 

in navy & green (sizes 16 to 24) $50 r.enewal fee West Australia $25 
Embroidered badge $6 Instructor Certificates annual 
Metal Lapel Badge $4.95 

South Australia $30 
renewal 'fee 

Car stickers $1.50 
Victoria & Tasmania $20 

Instructor with Passenger Carrying 
Topographic maps for all areas at 

ACT $35 Endorsement annual renewal fee 
discount prices. Sth NSW & Nth NSW $25 Training Facility - Inspection 
Please add $3pp for all orders. Discounts Sth OLD & Nth OLD $20 and/or Approval feet 
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money Additional Family Member (12 months) $55 Microlight Instructor Examination 
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, Short Term Membership (4 months) $50 &check-flights (payable to 
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may . Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45 . Microlight Examiner) 
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days Microlight Aircraft Registration 

$10 
$20 

$175 

$175 

$300 

$80 

$50 

Issue & rel'lew@l- includes FAI 
Sporting Licence, manuals, etc) $30 
Level 2 Comp&titions Coaoh (iRC!. ACC training' 
course, registration & manuals, etc)' $30 
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA 
Competition Manual, Section 7 
FAI Sporting Code, Records Claim 
Pack (initial issue) $20 

FAllnternational Pilot Proficiency 
Identification Card (IPPI) Non-competition 
flying overseas • $10 

Competitions Manual $10 
Tow Guidel ines 

Replacement Operations Manual 
$nil 
$10 

Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15 
order. Delivery 74 days when ex stock. available through instructors only 
t Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus (6 issues)"Skysailo( Subscription on ly 

$15 (Initial issue) 

$55 Microlight Aircraft Registration 
$100 Log Book $5 

There is no charge for PHG Temporary 
travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval). Overseas (sent SAL) $70 (Renewal) $50 Satellite Facility approvals. 

I Includes all updated material. from Level 7. Overseas (sent Airmail) $90 Levell Club Coach (Valid for 4 years 

Membership Application 
Please complete in BLOCK letters 

Surname Given Names -------------------------------------------------

Address 

Postcode ________________________________________________________ State 
------------------------------------- ----------

Birth Date ___________________ Home Phone ___________________________ Work Phone 

Club ________________________ Occupation _______________ Sex M / F 

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below 

Please provide the following information and tick appropriate boxes: 

HGFA Number (if known): Instructor 

Membership Type: New Member D Renewal D Re-joining Member D Family Member D 
Visiting Pilot Member D Short Term Member D Subscription Only D 

Discipline: Hang Gliding D Paragliding D Microlighting D Parascending D 

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership) 
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Certificate/s and Endorsements. 

Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers and their 

helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil. 

I understand that membership entitles me to Pilot Certificates and Endorsements to operate the specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviation Regulations and the 

HGFA Operations Manual and Third Party Liability Insu.rance within Australia ($ 1,000 excess). 

I am aware that the HGFA is assisted by the Australian SportS Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance 

enhancing substances as both dangerous to health and contrary to the ethics and ideals of sport. 

I hereby agree to abide by the constitution, ·rules and regulations of the HGFA. 

Member's Signature ____________________________________________________________________ Date 

Payment Details 

HGFA Membership fees ($ 110 Full or $55 Family, $30 Joining fee) (For family members, please provide name of full member with whom you reside) $ ________ _ 

Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region of residence - see above) 

Weightshift Microlight Levy ($20) (For HG & PG motorised endorsement also) 

TotalAmount due (and enclosed) 

I wish to pay by: Cheque D Postal Order D Credit Card D Card Number _______ /, _______ / _______ / _______ Expiry Date 

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only) 

$-----

$-----

$------

------_/-----

Cardholder's name ___________________________________ Cardholder's Signature _________________________________ Dated, ____________ _ 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia. PD. .Box 558. Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888. Fax: 069-474328 
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b* 

Pilots Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp 5 Total Posn (Prev) 

Heaney, Grant 

Holtkamp, Rohan 

Coomber, Kraig 

Blenkinsop, Steve 

Cooper, Drew 

Adams, Dave 

Newland, Mark 

Tulloch, Geoff 

Jackson, Mike 

Moyes, Stephen 

Gilmour, Stephen 

Rebbechi, Joel 

Hoefs, Steve 

Duncan, Rick 

Durand, John 

McLoskey, David 

Beplate, Justin 

Franklin, Darryl 

Heaney, Tove 

Bull, Neva 

Pritchard, Phil 

Staver, David 

Atkinson, Andrew 

Strickland, John 

Redman, Dave 

Cannon, Jamie 

Chadwick, Brad 

Paton, Len 

Osborne, Malcolm 

Murdoch, Paul 

Macleod, Glen 

Telford, Brent 

Zupanc, Michael 

Beavis, Alan 

Rees, Ian 

Hood, Peter 

Robertson, Mark 

Freeman, James 

Dillane, Nick 

McCumber, Mark 

Sanders, Andrew 

. Ganderton, Jenny 

Hubbard, Guy 

Gonsalves, Bernie 

Sangster, Trevor 

Rottman, Don 

McGree, Colin 

Dossetor, Geoff 

Cummings, Tim 

Fimeri, Gary 

Hutcherson, John 

Chadwick, Sarah 

O'Dowd, Mick 

Sugden, Stuart 

Bieske, Gordon 

Holt, Greg 

Kambas, George 

PWLD97 
392.3 
OPEN97 
441.1 
OPEN97 
443.0 
OPEN97 
424.2 
OPEN97 
422.9 
OPEN97 
438.9 
OPEN97 
402.6 
OPEN97 
391 .0 
PWLD97 
404.7 
OPEN97 
413.9 
PWLD97 
380.2 
OPEN97 
461.7 
OPEN97 
396.6 
SEQ96 
362.0 
OPEN97 
362.9 
OPEN97 
373.0 
FLAT95 
320.5 
OPEN97 
335.8 
OPEN97 
324.0 
OPEN97 
341.1 
OPEN97 
360.7 
OPEN97 
337.9 
SEQ96 
323.2 
OPEN97 
289.1 
SEQ95 
284.3 
NAT96 
296.5 
NAT96 
295.4 
OPEN97 
332.2 
FLAT95 
305.8 
PWLD97 
239.4 
SEQ96 
256.1 
BCUP96 
277.9 
FLAT96 
285.5 
OPEN97 
240.3 
OPEN97 
240.9 
SEQ96 
239.2 
OPEN97 
357.5 · 
BCUP97 
239.8 
SEQ95 
217.7 
OPEN97 
329.3 
NAT96 
209.2 
NAT96 
195.9 
PWLD97 
293.9 
SEQ95 
265.8 
OPEN97 
239.8 
OPEN97 
274.6 
OPEN97 
204.6 
SEQ95 
282.0 
PWLD97 
222.1 
BCUP97 
174.7 
PWLD97 
289.9 
NAT96 
187.9 
OPEN97 
217.2 
NAT96 
223.8 
SEQ95 
228.7 
SEQ95 
220.2 
BCUP96 
222.2 

OPEN97 
387.6 
SEQ96 
367.9 
BCUP97 
402.8 
PWLD97 
369.0 
PWLD97 
358.5 
BCUP97 
352.4 
PWLD97 
373.9 
SEQ96 
348.9 
BCUP97 
369.3 
PWLD97 
367.2 
SEQ96 
338.6 
PWLD97 
315.4 
PWLD97 
312.1 
NAT96 
323.7 
NAT96 
318.4 
PWLD97 
313.6 
OPEN97 
301.4 
SEQ95 

. 298.1 
PWLD97 
315.9 
NAT96 
291 .0 
FLAT95 
296.5 
NAT96 
270.0 
BCUP97 
307.8 
SEQ96 
265.6 
FLAT96 
241.4 
FLAT95 
271 .0 
FLAT96 
243.6 
FLAT96 
218.6 
FLAT96 
284.3 
SEQ95 
226.2 
SEQ94 
235.9 
FLAT95 
237.9 
SE094 
262.9 
FLAT96 
208.0 
NAT96 
212.9 
SA97 
200.0 
BCUP97 
241.7 
OPEN97 
214.7 
SEQ96 
206.5 
PWLD97 
263.1 
PWLD97 
198.0 
FLAT96 
194.9 
FLAT96 
293.0 
SEQ96 
237.3 
FLAT95 
172.1 
FLAT96 
226.9 
BCUP97 
177.3 
FLAT95 
235.6 
BCUP97 
176.9 
SEQ96 
172.2 
NAT96 
148.3 
BCUP96 
169.2 
NAT96 
216.2 
BCUP96 
191 .8 
BCUP96 
218.3 
NAT96 
176.5 
BCUP95 
182.6 

SEQ96 
375.0 
NAT96 
350.6 
PWLD97 
341.3 
BCUP97 
360.0 
SEQ96 
342.5 
NAT96 
338.5 
FLAT95 
339.6 
BCUP97 
338.7 
OPEN97 
366.6 
FLAT95 
327.4 
NAT96 
316.3 
NAT96 
291.4 
NAT96 
290.7 
SEQ95 
323.6 
SEQ95 
292.7 
NAT96 
284.9 
FLAT96 
300.8 
NAT96 
260.6 
FLAT95 
295.3 
PWLD97 
255.1 
SEQ96 
282.1 
FLAT95 
254.0 
OPEN97 
296.4 
FLAT96 
245.1 
SEQ96 
238.8 
SEQ95 
235.2 
BCUP96 
239.8 
PWLD97 
197.0 
PWLD97 
283.9 
FLAT95 
209.0 
SEQ95 
235.8 
BHCP97 
200.0 
FLAT95 
248.5 
NAT96 
205.2 
FLAT96 
203.0 
BCUP96 
195.3 
BCUP96 
199.4 
NAT96 
181.4 
BCUP96 
186.1 
BCUP97 
193.5 
BCUP97 
193.1 
FLAT95 
182.9 
FLAT95 
285.5 
SE094 
193.2 
FLAT96 
166.5 
FLAT95 
177.0 
SEQ95 
173.9 
BCUP95 
220.7 
SEQ96 
160.5 
SA97 
162.8 
BCUP97 
133.3 
FLAT96 
155.7 
FLAT95 
197.0 
FLAT95 
149.0 
SEQ94 
179.0 
FLAT95 
156.0 
FLAT96 
170.2 

BCUP97 
358.1 
BCUP96 
347.7 
FLAT96 
337.5 
SEQ96 
333.0 
SE095 
338.2 
PWLD97 
325.5 
NAT96 
322.1 
PWLD97 
332.4 
SEQ96 
283.4 
FLAT96 
313.0 
OPEN97 
315.8 
FLAT95 
290.9 
BCUP96 
273.3 
SEQ94 
289.2 
FLAT96 
274.6 
FLAT96 
264.8 
SEQ94 
259.4 
FLAT95 
244.4 
BCUP96 
214.2 
SEQ96 
243.0 
BCUP97 
275.4 
FLAT96 
222.0 
SEQ95 
208.2 
BCUP96 
185.7 
SEQ94 
226.0 
NSW97 
179.4 
BCUP95 
177.7 
BCUP97 
196.8 
SE096 
251.2 
BCUP95 
200.3 
NSW96 
180.1 
SA96 
152.4 
BCUP95 
213.0 
SEQ95 
175.6 
FLAT95 
187.4 
FLAT95 
177.5 
NAT96 
185.9 
PWLD97 
170.0 
FLAT96 
180.5 
WA96 
167.9 
WA96 
175.2 
BCUP96 
172.3 

NSW96 
167.0 
NAT96 
161.9 
BCUP95 
172.3 
SEQ96 
168.9 
VOPN95 
106.5 
NSW97 
139.8 
BHCP97 
160.8 
BCUP96 
126.8 
FLAT95 
151 .6 
FL.AT96 
168.4 
BCUP95 
118.1 
SEQ96 
170.5 
BHCP97 
122.2 
SA96 
107.4 

NAT96 
328.3 
BCUP97 
325.2 
BCUP96 
306.5 
FLAT95 
312.9 
FLAT96 
328.3 
FLAT96 
307.3 
SEQ96 
312.8 
NAT96 
326.2 
FLAT96 
280.4 
BCUP95 
250.5 
FLAT96 
312.8 
FLAT96 
290.1 
BCUP97 
271 .9 
FLAT96 
226.6 
SEQ96 
241.7 
BCUP96 
206.0 
NAT96 
251.8 
FLAT96 
225.2 
FLAT96 
209.8 
BCUP96 
211.6 
PWLD97 
103.1 
SEQ94 
212.2 
SEQ94 
121.5 . 
SEQ95 
184.0 
NSW96 
175.1 
ENG95 
157.0 
FLAT95 
174.9 
FLAT95 
184.6 

BCUP96 
199.6 
NSW97 
132.5 
SA97 
145.0 

FLAT95 
174.2 
BHCP97 
158.4 
SEQ94 
174.6 

FLAT95 
160.1 
FLAT95 
164.1 

WA97 
170.0 
BCHP94 
147.3 

BCHP94 
122.9 

SEQ94 
121.7 

OPEN97 
135.2 
BCUP96 
148.9 
FLAT96 
116.1 
WA96 
141.3 

SEQ94 
114.6 

VOPN97 
115.6 
BCHP94 
105.5 

1841.3 1 (8) 

1832.5 2 (2) 

1831.1 3(11) 

1799.1 4 10 

1790.4 5 4 

1762.6 6 6 

1751.0 7 3 

1737.2 8 

1704.4 9 22 

1672.0 10 7 

1663.7 11 5 

1649.5 12 15 

1544.6 13 51 

1525.1 14 9 

1490.3 15 13 

1442.3 16 17 

1433.9 17 12 

1364.1 18 18 

1359.2 19 21 

1341.8 20 26 

1317.8 21 110 

1296.1 22 16 

1257.1 23 130 

1169.5 24 44 

1165.6 25 30 

1139.12633 

1131.4 27 19 

1129.2 28 29 

1125.2 29 25 

1074.5 30 24 

1040.4 31 32 

1013.2 32 23 

1009.9 33 14 

1003.3 34 35 

1002.6 35 36 

986.6 36 34 

984.5 37 

966.0 38 63 

954.9 39 40 

953.8 40 195 

945.5 41 58 

893.3 42 28 

872.4 43 42 

863.3 44 54 

863.2 45 48 

850.8 46 27 

846.4 47 77 

844.8 48 37 

834.5 49 221 

819.4 50 55 

814.4 51 103 

805.7 52 43 

798.8 53 41 

797.3 54 46 

796.5 55 49 

790.5 56 50 

787.9 57 39 

Pilots Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp 5 Total Posn(Prev) 

Wright, Gary OPEN97 
238.4 

Duncan, Russell NAT96 
336.1 

Charter~Chris BCUP96 
214.5 

Noud, Toni SEQ95 
231 .2 

Summons, Harry OPEN97 
220.6 

Salmon, Glen NAT96 
222.8 

Duncan, Ian OPEN97 
253.1 

McCrae, Colin FLAT95 
176.3 

Heffer, Dick OPEN97 
212.4 

Watson, Andy FLAT96 
205.2 

Cross, Anthony SA97 
173.7 

Hansen, Sue SA97 
186.0 

Schroeder, Phil BCUP97 
221.1 

Croal, David BCUP97 
218.3 

Cassar, Ray FLAT95 
187.2 

MacDonald, Chris FLAT95 
204.9 

Gordon, Dave FLAT96 
272.3 

Marshall, Gordon OPEN97 
161 .0 

Horton, Troy SEQ95 
150.0 

West, Peter FLAT95 
179.3 

Hill, Wes BHCP97 
195.2 

Docherty, Craig OPEN97 
267.7 

Toogood, Adam NAT96 
156.8 

Lenders, Patrick OPEN97 
249.3 

Giammichele, Tony SEQ95 
214.9 

Kelley, Paul SA96 
141 .5 

Purcell, Trevor SEQ96 
151.2 

Free, Michael BCUP96 
138.4 

Bennett, Geoff NSW96 
151.6 

Ebeling, Peter SEQ95 
121.8 

Mackenzie, Gordon SEQ95 
190.9 

Duncan, Shane FLAT96 
253.9 

Omundsen, Gary FLAT96 
151.5 

Satchell, Hugh OPEN97 
235.4 

Rebbechi, Brian OPEN97 
138.4 

Causer, Tim SEQ96 
171 .9 

Svens, Birgit SEQ96 
132.1 

Mersham, Neil SEQ95 _ 
275.3 

Gerus, Gerry BCUP96 
193.3 

Prosser, Stuart OPEN97 
257.2 

Akers, Nev BCUP97 
170.1 

Beck, Phil SEQ94 
257.7 

Bramwell-Davis, Alistair VOPN97 
124.2 

BCUP97 
205.2 
FLAT95 
248.8 
ENG95 
158.3 
BCUP96 
196.7 
FLAT95 
143.0 
BCUP96 
222.0 
NAT96 
173.6 
FLAT96 
146.6 
NAT96 
137.3 
BHCP97 
167.4 
SA96 
165.2 
BCUP96 
164.8 
NAT96 
147.7 
WA97 
176.2 
BHCP97 
130.6 
SEQ95 
172.8 
FLAT95 
234.6 
PWLD97 
149.1 
FLAT95 
149.0 
SEQ96 
150.6 
BCUP96 
120.8 
PWLD97 
199.4 
BCUP96 
133.9 
NAT96 
184.0 
SEQ96 
206.8 
BCHP94 
134.3 
SEQ94 
137.6 
SEQ95 
120.9 
VOPN97 
143.8 
NSW96 
116.4 
SEQ96 
180.0 
SEQ94 
204.7 
NAT96 
141 .5 
NAT96 
156.0 
FLAT96 
133.5 
PWLD97 
104.1 
SA97 
117.4 
SEQ96 
237.8 
BCUP97 
175.2 
FLAT95 
153.9 
BCUP95 
128.7 
NSW96 
153.5 
NSW96 
111 .0 

WA96 
180.2 
FLAT96 
199.9 
BHCP97 
151 .2 
FLAT95 
188.8 
FLAT96 
139.6 
OPEN97 
158.3 
FLAT95 
149.9 
SEQ96 
146.0 
FLAT95 
128.9 
SA97 
153.3 
BCUP95 
134.0 
SEQ96 
130.7 
BCUP95 
117.5 
FLAT95 
159.5 
VOPN97 
121.9 
SEQ94 
155.2 
PWLD97 
143.5 
WA97 
138.9 
SEQ94 
142.9 
FLAT96 
147.5 
NSW97 
112.0 
NSW97 
137.6 
FLAT95 
123.0 
BCUP96 
160.9 
SE094 
158.8 
BHCP97 
118.1 
SE095 
116.5 
NSW96 
99.4 
NSW95 
132.2 
FLAT96 
112.8 
FLAT95 
171 .3 
NSW95 
81.7 
OPEN97 
122.3 
BHCP97 
141 .3 
FLAT95 
97.2 
BCUP97 
97.2 
SA96 
99.5 

ENG95 
142.4 
NSW97 
98.6 
BCUP96 
114.5 
WA95 
83.7 
NSW97 
98.1 

PWLD97 
162.0 

SA97 
131 .6 
BCUP95 
150.0 
BCHP94 
126.0 
BCUP95 
125.4 
BCUP96 
148.8 
BCHP94 
130.4 
SEQ94 
122.3 
BCHP94 
99.1 
BHCP97 
132.7 
SA96 
124.3 
BHCP97 
98.4 
NSW95 
112.8 
SEQ95 
120.8 
NSW95 
120.8 

BCUP97 
96.6 
NSW97 
114.5 
SEQ94 
146.7 
BCUP95 
106.6 

BCHP94 
91.8 

SA95 
118.0 
FLAT96 
85.1 
ENG95 
96.8 
BCUP96 
121.5 
FLAT95 
102.8 

FLAT95 
119.4 

BCHP94 
83.1 
NSW96 
87.1 
BCUP96 
92.0 

ENG95 
86.5 

NSW95 
76.4 

BCUP95 
128.1 

BHCP97 
120.9 

BHCP97 
122.4 
NSW97 
114.0 
SA95 
82.0 
SA95 
82.5 
BCHP94 
79.0 
SEQ94 
94.4 

BCUP95 
102.4 

WA96 
94.1 
NSW96 
75.6 

BCUP97 
89.2 

BCUP95 
89.6 

SA97 
63.3 
ENG95 
80.8 
BCUP95 
95.1 

NSW97 
94.5 

BHCP97 
78.8 
SEQ95 
66.2 
FLAT96 
79.8 

BCUP95 
74.6 

785.8 58 189 

784.8 59 20 

783.7 60 71 

766.7 61 31 

750.1 62 65 

728.5 63 59 

725.4 64 94 

721.7 65 45 

714.9 66 56 

707.0 67 68 

688.1 68 105 

684.8 69 73 

679.1 70 69 

666.8 71 57 

662.9 72 60 

653.7 73 38 

650.4 74 83 

639.7 75 

632.0 76 80 

624. 1 77 61 

623.8 78 87 

604.7 79 108 

595.1 80 62 

594.2 81 132 

580.5 82 85 

575.2 83 67 

571 .2 84 74 

550.6 85 79 

549.1 86 70 

548.3 87 72 

542.2 88 117 

540.3 89 52 

534.7 90 82 

532.7 91 

531 .0 92 76 

526.5 93 

520.8 94 109 

513.1 95 86 

510.9 96 134 

509.7 97 121 

499.8 98 104 

494.9 99 47 

484.3 100 106 

I Q jUl'4 1;; "'~,;,. :1;' jt!tH! I t' I~'CJ~';' i [.,~,;,. 1+, tl t' ij jWfJIM4ite:IPWM 
Gungl, Fred 1 1,061 Young, Cameron 26 248 
McKenzie, Ron 2 873 Barker, Hamish 27 238 
Bowyer, Peter 3 843 Taylor, Phil 28 228 
Schroettner, Rob 4 832 Harris, Rod 29 220 
Murphy, Enda 5 827 Gerus, Gerry 30 214 
Webb, Brian 6 822 Utech, Barbara 31 206 
Mills, David 7 795 Roadley, Jay 32 202 
Kemp, Andrew 8 774 Horchner, Andrew 33 198 
Stevenson, Gary 9 641 Turner, Jason 34 195 
Ladyman, Ian 10 635 Botting, John 35 194 
Hystek, Phil 11 502 O'Reilly, Bernie 36 191 
Hamann, Heike 12 487 Taws, Warwick 37 183 
Roberts, Bill 13 482 Ra in czuk, Michael 38 182 
Bishop, Christy 14 479 Wing, Fran 39 170 
Wenness, Godfrey 15 465 Sza bo, Stuart 40 169 
Scott, Lee 16 356 Walsh, Greg 41 164 
Stehli, Phil 17 350 Saunders, Jason 42 156 
Jones, Angus 18 320 Plenderleith, Mark 43 154 
Fellay, Charly 19 312 Nienkemper, Ad am 44 153 
Bastion, JJ 20 300 Graham, Bill 45 147 
Martinson, Craig 21 297 Fedler, Jorg 46 140 
Gingell-Kent, Kevin 22 289 Danger, Christine 47 135 
Dennis, Stewart 23 285 Jowett, Michael 48 130 
Starkis, Elgar 24 271 Munsie, Danny =49 119 
Elston,Mark 25 252 Gray, Ken =49 119 
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Based at IIlawarra Regional Airport, we are the 
closest full time trike school to Sydney. 

We stock: 
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes. 
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including 

the super-lightweight Kevlar "Seta" helmet. 
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials. 
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers. 
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs. 

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor) 

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield) 

44 Skysaiior 

HGFA Chief Flying Instructors 
Chief Instructor location Telephone 
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Facilities 
Peter Aitken Byron Bay, NSW . 015257699 
Tony Armstrong Stanwell Park, NSW 042942999 
Chris Boyce Stanwell Park, NSW 042942545 
Glenn Connor Stanwell Park, NSW 042943 701 
Ian Duffy . Gosford, NSW 018439612 
Ross Duncan Newcastle, NSW 049431900 
Neil Mersham Byron Bay, NSW 066853178 
Forrest Park Terry Hills, NSW 0294502674 
Brian Rushton Byron Bay, NSW 066290354 
Lee Scott Laurieton, NSW 065565265 
Joe Scott Byron Bay, NSW 066843 711 
Tove Heaney Canberra, ACT 048 494 516 
David Cookman Noosa, Old 074498573 
Graeme Etherton Townsville, Old 077 724 467 
Warwick Gill Cairns, Old 070519392 
Ken Hill Canungra, Old 075543 5631 
Phil Pritchard Jacobs Well, Old 0755462412 
Stan Roy Palmwoods, Old 074459185 
Tony Dennis Benalla, Vic 057623292 
Rohan Holtkamp Trawalla, Vic 053492845 
Ted Remeika Anglesea, Vic 015841107 
Steve Ruffels . Bright, Vic 018570168 
Hans Van Santen Apollo Bay, Vic 052376486 
Roy Brierley Esperance, WA 090713820 
David Drabble Perth, WA 093071816 
Michael Duffy Geraldton, WA 018919576 
Andrew Humphries PertM, WA 093816053 
Lex Jones Collie, WA 097344 531 
Larry Jones Adelaide, SA 085563030 

HGFA Paragliding Training Facilities 
Tony Armstrong Stanwell Park, NSW 042942999 
Ross Duncan Newcastle, NSW 049431 900 
Pascal Ferret Stanwell Park, NSW 042943 533 
Heinz Gloor Jindabyne, NSW 064567171 
Mark Mitsos Stanwell Park, NSW 042949065 
Forrest Park Terry Hills, NSW 0294502674 
Lee Scott Laurieton, NSW 065565265 
Michael Spratt Michelago, NSW 062359023 
Godfrey Wenness Manilla, NSW 067856545 
Shaun Keane Canberra, ACT 062823612 
Jonathon Allen Noosa, Old 015158745 

. Philip Hystek Canungra, Old 075543 7237 
Jean-Luc Lejaille Rainbow Beach, Old 0418754157 
Charly ~ellay Melbourne, Vic 0398824130 
Garry Stevenson Jan Juc, Vic 052616555 
Hans Van Santen Apollo Bay, Vic 052376486 
Brian Webb Bright, Vic 057551 753 
Jiri Hlavaty Perth, WA 092551363 
Franz Wallner Adelaide, SA 083393982 I 

HGFA Microlight Training Facilities 
Mick Bristow Barraba, NSW 049524856 
Luke Carmody . Rylstone, NSW 0298734770 
Jim Cuthill Forster, NSW 018500723 
Paul Haines Wollongong, NSW 042941031 
Rob Hibberd Newcastle, NSW 049499.199 
Kevin Magennis Gloucester, NSW 065581274 
Shane Press Narrandera, NSW 069592056 
Joe Scott Tyagarah, NSW 066843 616 
Chris Bolton Port Douglas, Old 018772 2480 
Phil Pritchard Jacobs Well, Old 0755462412 
Bob Silver Noosa, Old 074491141 
John Amor Lethbridge, Vic 039877 9300 
Tony Dennis Benalla, Vic 057623292 
John Goodrich Tooradin, Vic 018336346 
Ian Robinson Moorooduc, Vic 059788529 
Steve Ruffles Porepunkah, Vic 018570168 
Greg Withers Porepunkah, Vic 057501 555 
Andliew Humphries Perth, WA 093816053 
Brendan Watts Bunbury, WA 097959092 
Larry Jones Adelaide, SA 085563 030 
Broderick Osborne Adelaide, SA 082681625 

. Senior Microlight Instructors operating sat~lIite facilities 
Shane Ouinlivan Wagga Wagga, NSW 069217397 
Lee SCIDtt Laurieton, NSW 065565265 
Steve Marsh . Caboolture, Old 0734084256 
Stan Roy Gympie, Old 074459185 
Alex Salvaterra Mount Isa, Old 077 434 212 
J.amie Buck Yarrawonga, Vic 018696 523 
Kelly Carter Millicent, SA 087689048 



ACT/NSW 

li~!r,!:g 
Tarago Flight Park 

'liz hours from Sydney 
- Introductory Courses 
- Full License Courses 
- Refresher Courses 
- Ground Towing Courses 
- Aerotowing Courses 
- Cross Country Courses 
- Cross Country Tours 

The last weekend of each month is an open 
towing weekend. All pilots are welcome 
and tow endorsements can be obtained. 

Agents for Moyes and Airborne 
Demo gliders available 

Call Tove on 048 494516 or 015 269376. 

New South Wales 

Sydney Hang 
Gliding Centre 
Stanwell Park 
Hang Gliding Courses, 
Refresher. Courses, 
Instructional Tandem Flights 
and Gift Vouchers. 
Equipment and Accessories. 

Available 7 days. To arrange your lesson 
or to test fly a Moyes Glider. 

Call Chris Boyce (042) 94 9994. 

New South Wales (continued) 

BYRON AIRWAVES 
Hang Gliding School 

- Lessons & full instruction available. 
- 20 years hang gliding experience with 

training all year round. 
- Learn to fly safely and accurately 

with all skill levels catered for. 
Phone Brian and Anne on 

066 290354, mobile 014615950. 

- Manilla has more flyable days per year than 
anywhere else in Australia! (300+ in fact!) 

- Mt Borah is one of the worlds most consis
tent all year round sites with 4 large launch
es catering for nearly every wind direction. 

- Paragliding license courses - a week of 
quality tuition using the latesttechniques & 
equipment for only ~ (inc. accommodation). 

- Thermalling and Cross Country courses 
all year 

- HG to PG conversion courses - its easier 
than you think! 

-Importer of ADVANCE paragliders, FLYTEC 
instruments, HANWAG footwear and 
most accessories - we sell only the best 
quality European made equipment. 

- Mini Paraglider Kites also available -
great fun for everyone. 
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, 

where the person who shows you the 
mountain, owns the mountain! 

Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 067856545 
or fax: 067 85 65 46 

New South Wales (continued) 

Air Support 
Hang Gliding & Paragliding 

As well as training, we also offer many 
ranges of gear, including custom made 
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for 
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd 
hand gear. Call Forrest on 02 94502674, 
0412273552 (Sam-8pm). 

Byron Bay 
Hang Gliding School 

Agents for Airwave Hang Gliders UK. 
Taking orders now for Tandem Fly-2's 215, 
the best proven tandem glider on the market. 
Call now for brochures & prices. Don't wait 
'til it's too late. (Hang gliders only). 

Call Pete & Kaz on 015257699 (bh) 
or 0412 346717 (ah). 

South Australia 

ADELAIDE AIRSPORTS 
Sales, Service and Instruction 
- Hang Gliding 
- Tandem Hang Gliding 
- Sky Floating 
- Microlights 

Agents for Moyes, Airborne and Wills Wing. 
larry Jones - Judy Manning 

Ph: (OS) 85563030, Fax: (OS) 85574113, 
Mobile: 018 815094. 

Victoria 

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE 
"Microlights" 
Standing on a hill all day, 
waiting on the weather? 

Get a Trike. We have the largest range of 
trikes in Australia and New and used air
craft in stock. We sell everything for trikes. 
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418) 
574068. Fax (057) 626227. Benalla, Victoria. 

Email: rightalt@benalla.net.au 

B IfNAlU!l!C 'LIs/Ir' 
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL 

Our phone number has changed to 03 53492845, 

our Mobile number is still 014678734. 

We have a number of gliders available for 
test flights, including XT165, Sting 154 & 

Shark 144 & 156. 

"The Mountain", Manilla, NSW, 2346 jJ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------------~---
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DON.T FORGET! 
Deadline for the next issue is 1 July. 

",-- ""';" Private classifieds are free 
l ~ (#..~ .. 

,\~- .~ to memb.ers if the membersh.ip 
' ~~~ ' number IS quoted. Commercial 

rates of $1 per line apply to non-members 
and commercial advertisers. For more 
details, refer to Classifieds order form. 

HANG GLIDERS 
AND EQUIPMENT 

New South Wales 

Blade 141 exp int, Kevlar LE, red/grey US, 
GC, nice light handling, tuned & 

streamlined for competition, J1j2 min set up, 
$2,200. Also: Shark 156 exp int, Kevlar LE, 
red/grey US, near new condition, $3,900. 
Ph: Len 068 537220. 

Brand new Moyes Flex harness, suit 
5'8-6', green/silver/black, $680 ono. 
Ph: 066 858768. 

Brauniger Competition, incl. va rio, dual 
altimeter, thermometer, airspeed indicator, 
speed to fly, barograph (downloadable to 
printer or PC), software & cables, $600 ona. 
Ph: Paul 0295217931. 

Bright Star Odyssey 141 adv, rigid wing 
hang glider, USHGA certified, white carbon 
fibre, Kevlar LE, clear sail, blow them away 
LD 17:1, sink rate 130 ft/min, $2,800. For 
more info ph: Ross Duncan 049 431900. 

Danny Scott Racer harness, suit small 
framed pilot 5'8 (170cm), slightly faded 
fluoro colours, GC, $300. Ph: 0296286245. 

Foill60B int, good int glider, round DTs, 
needs attention to batten pocket, comes 
with manual & batten profile, $600. Ph: 
063448200. 

Icom IC40GX radio, $550 new in box. Ph: 
049430674. 

Liquidation Sale - Air Support racing 
harness, only 2 hrs use, $500, suit pilot 
57-5'8. Also: Supine harness, American 

design, never used, cost $750, sell $250; 
Lindsay Ruddock LR3 vario $300. 
Ph: 02 94892581 . 

Mars 150 nov, fair cond., incl. wheels & apron 
harness, $900. Ph: Annette 049425120. 

Mission 170 nov/int, 52 hrs airtime, batten 
profile, crisp sail, speed bar, fluoro pink LE, 
as lifty as they come, $1,400, incl. cocoon 

harness. Ph: Andrew 066843510. 

Moyes pod with parachute & Ball vario, 
$400. Ph: Robert 02 95427747. 

Moyes pod harness, blue, suit 5'8-6' pilot, 
GC. Ph: Nick 02 91307612. 

Shark 144 exp int, white with yellow US, 
GC, approx. 50 hrs, $3,700 ono. Ph: Paul 
0295217931 . 

Sky Systems pod, suit pilot 5'-5'10, black 
with Rainbow side band, $250. Also : High 
Energy parachute, VGC, with manual $400; 
Sjostrom vario VA-EX, VGC, little use, with 
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manual $400 or $900 the lot. Ph: Matthew 
063412014, Cowra. 

Sting 154 nov/int, only 15 hrs, like new, 
only $3,000 ono. Also: 
2x Aero 170 nov, priced from $1,200-$1,400. 
Ph: Lee Scott 065565265 or 018 652582. 

Sting XC 154 int, 40 hrs, EC, $2,500. Air 
Support harness, as new, $550, suit pilot 
approx. 5'10. Ph: Geoff 067851028. 

Sting XC 154 nov/int, spotless cond., VG, 
flared DTs & king post, best Sting in the 
state, white LE, fluoro pink half panel US, 
$2,450 ono. Ph: 049 454803. 

Sting 140 nov/int, light with Swiss tubing, 
as new, less than 10 hrs, $3,100 ono. Also : 
Air Support harness, as new, suit 5'8-6', 
$400; matching Apco helmet (med) $160; 
Brauniger vario $320, Hi-tec base bar 
wheels 460, bar mitts with map holder $30. 
Ph: 042852685 or 0411 516737. 

Sting 118 nov, 20 hrs airtime, rainbow 
colours, $1,650 ono. Also: Moyes pod 
harness, suit 57-6', $130. Ph: 02 95411579. 

Sting 154 nov, grey LE, lilac/turquoise US, 
with speed bar, GC $1,950. Also: Air 
Support pod harness, suit pilot approx. 6', 
EC $450; 18' HG parachute EC $420; 
Brauniger Basis vario, EC $400; Icom 40GX, 
UHF radio with headset, case & charger, 
EC $450. Ph: 049 914656. 

Sting 154 int, immac. cond., only flown 

10 hrs, $2,700. Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265. 

Synairgie Club training glider, harness, 
parachute, va rio, helmet, windspeed meter, 
$1,500. Ph: 066 853579. 

XT 165 int, 30 hrs, EC, yellow/purple US, 
yellow LE, speed bar. Also: Moyes Xtreme 
harness (10 flights), suit 5'9-6', 100kg. Offers 
taken. Ph: Grant 02 98253979. 

Xtralite 137 exp int, only 40 hrs, VGC, spare 
DT. harness (Danny Scott Twister) suits 
pilot approx. 178cm (5'10) , with High 

Energy parachute & Sjostrom va rio, all for 
just $3,995. Ph: 0293805329 or 018 232343. 

Xtralite 147 adv, flown once, as new, $3,000 
no offers. Ph: 015 456539 or 043 694508. 

Queensland 

Combat 11152 exp int, $2,000, low hrs 
(approx. 35hrs), VGC. Also: 
Shark 144 exp int, 28 hrs, as new, 
$3,200 (need money). Ph: 014831797. 

Enterprise Rage 157 int, in new condition, 
very low hrs, no marks or damage, $3,700. 
Also: Aussie Skins harness, matches glider, 
incl. parachute, EC $800; Lindsay Ruddock 
vario $400; Icom IC40GX UHF handheld, 
with 2 batteries & charger $420; Uvex 
helmet with headset installed $300. Ph: 
Guy 07 38011992 or 0418 730027. 

Flytec 3030 Professional vario featuring 
barograph, cordless transistorised air 
speed indicator, PC software & 

comprehensive operator's manual, in 
perfect condo $1 ,100. Ph: Ron 0738823436 
(h), 07 32054866 (w). 

Garage sale, must sell the lot: 
Vision 170 nov/int, low airtime VGC, priced 
to sell $600. Also: Gyro 180 nov, GC, $500, 
Foil 160B, GC, flies well , only $500, Sjostrom 
vario, VGC, $350, Magic IV 166 int, airfoil 
tubing, red LE, blue/yellow US, recently 
detailed, in VGC, only $500 or make me an 
offer as they must go. Ph: Henk 07 55463021 
or 018 883051 . 

Mission170 nov, GC $700. Also: Moyes pod 
(M) & helmet, $300. Ph: Dave 07 55333330. 

Moyes XR 149 int, good performance, 
immac. cond., only 50 hrs, $3,800. Also: 
Front entry harness, EC $390; Flytec 3010 
va rio, immac. condo $450; 2 UHF radios, 1 
immac,l GC, $290; full face, lightweight 
helmet (M-L), EC $250; Thule roof racks, 
suit any size rain gutter, EC $80; H-frame for 
carrying gliders, strong, lightweight, EC 
$50. Make me an offer for the lot. Ph: 
0732258380 (w), 07 33516505 (h). 

Moyes GTRl62 (stumpy tip) int, GC, with 

batten profile, structural plans, cocoon 
harness (suit 6' person) & open face 
helmet, all for the low sum of $300 ono. 
Ph: Simon Hitchman 07 54768984. 

XS155 exp int, in good order, very straight, 
no flutters, bargain at $500. Ph: Jerry 
07 55298763 Gold Coast. 

Victoria 

Tandem hang glider, Moyes X2, 1 yr old, 
orange scrim LE, white MS, orange/mauve 
US, VGC, $2,500. Also: Mission 170, fluro 
red LE, white MS, fluoro red/blue US, EC, 
$1,200 ono; Mission 170, black LE, white 
MS, fluoro yellow/black US, EC, $1,200 ono. 
Ph: Steve 03 57501174 or 018570168. 

XS155 int/adv, king post hang, pink LE, pink 
front half US, white TE, white TS, batten 
profile & manual, VGC, $1,200. Ph: Ian 03 
52831345. 

XT 165 nov/int, EC, 25 hrs, scrim LE, spare 
DT. batten profile, owner's manual, $2,400. 
Ph: 03 97290193 (h), 03 97208600 (w). 

Mission 170 nov, much loved, in GC, dk 

blue LE, It blue US, batten profile, wheels. 
Also: Blackhawk pod harness, the lot 
$1,300. Ph: Scott 062581940. 

XT 145 Pro, speed bar, spare side wires, 
laminated batten profile, weight range 45-
90kg, VGC. $2,500 ono. Ph: 06 2551178 or 
017103731. 

Xtralite 147 Power Rib exp int, 40 hrs & in 
immac. cond., clear (white) LE, It blue/mauve 
US with an excellent looking red X. It doesn't 
beat the CSX, but holds its own againstthe 
SX4. If you're looking for a new glider with
out the new glider price, this is it. Only $2,690 
ono. Ph: Mark 062940537 or 015 485377. 

Xtralite 147 Power Rib exp int, only 1 yr old 
& 30 hrs, great cond., green US, $3,100 or 
swap for larger glider in similar condo Ph: 
Peter 06 2813746 (h), 06 2684139 (w). 

South Australia 

Moyes XS 142 exp int, extremely good 
handling, one careful lady owner, VGC, fins 
included, $700 ono. Ph: Sue 08 83771641. 

XT 165 Pro nov/int good cond, white LE, 
dark & light blue US, speed bar $1 ,500. Ph: 
0882012596 (w), 08 83395112 (h), email: 
Ralph.Knobloch@flinders.edu.au 

Western Australia 

Blade Race 153 adv, as new condition, 
10 hrs airtime, excellent glider, latest LE 
materials, $3,500. Ph: Gerry Meyer 
083819302. 

Foil 165 exp int, low airtime, EC, $700. Also: 
Cocoon harness $100. Ph: Chris 08 97543284. 

Mission 170 nov/int, GC, black LE, white TS, 
fluoro yellow US, $990. Ph: 0411 081011 . 

Motor unit for both HG & PG, 5 h engine 
time, kick start/in the air with foot, 
Pendulum engine with 125cc, anti-noise 
filter, security clutch, lower prop position 
reduction gear, cruise control switch, spec 
seat harness system, 21 kg weight, 2 blade 
prop, 2-6 ft/sec climbing power & 10k 
more, only $4,200 (incl. harness). Ph: 
Richard 098 813300 anytime, leave 
message or fax 098813360. 

Moyes Mission 170 nov/int, blue LE, red/ 
white TE, EC, less than 30 hrs, $1,500 ono. 
Skyline harness, EC, 57-6', $750 ono. 
Ph/fax: Neil 098 626043. 

Xtralite 147 exp int, low hrs, bright colours, 
Power Rib LE, Mylar TS, 3 pulley VB, near 
new cond., $3,000. Ph: 08 95275782 (Perth). 

--- PARAGLIDERS 
Please note: All paragliders 
offered for sale must state their 

certification standard, otherwise they will 
be labelled with 'No Certification 
Information Supplied (NCIS)', 

New South Wales 

AC-Skyline (NCIS) int, 4 hrs, as new, safe 
but good performance, quick sale $850. 
Ph: Stewart 0299052783 or 029907204. 

Edel Orion 27 (NCIS) 60 hrs old, only $1,500. 
Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265 or 018652582. 

Edel Quantum M 25m2 Acpul Standard, 
weight range 65-80kg, EC, 2 hrs airtime 
only. Also: Edel Protector harness, EC, size 
M, both for $3,500. Ph: Peta 042943941 
or 015 916036. 

Firebird Navajo 27 lOA, 1 B,l C, int/adv, 
EC, 50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first XC 

canopy, $900. Ph: Richard 019656296. 

.Flight Design AS Sport 30m2 (NCIS), t-o 
weight 96-125kg, current model int/perf. 
wing, as new, crisp, clean & UV treated, 
5 mths old, $3,500 ono (moving o/seas). 
Ph: Giulio Leschi 02 99052980 or 0411 478651 . 

Nova Phocus 29 DHV2, purple/green, 95-
120kg, low hrs, $2,000. Ph: Allan 06 2308202. 



Paratech P21 (NCIS), inc/. harness, hardly 
used, like new, $2,400. Ph: 02 98733375. 

RS2 reserve parachute, new, priced to sell 
at $500. Ph: Ralph 065 864086. 

Swing Axis 1126 11 A,l C, EC, pink/purple 
top, white bottom, clean & crispy. Speed 
system & trimmers, no porosity or tears. 
Very good int. canopy with good XC perf., 
$1,000. Ph: Suzy 042943732. 

UP Vision M DHV2, 12A, blue, 80-95kg, 
approx. 60 hrs airtime, VGC, New Action 
harness, 1 h use, new helmet & gloves, 
all in UV bag by UP, ready to fly, $3,000. 
Ph: David 0295421908. 

Victoria 

Edel Quantum M Acpul Standard, 70-95kg 
with Edel protector harness, backplate & 

high density foam protection, total. airtime 
3.5 hrs, near new. Urgent sale, leaving 
sport, $3,500 negotiable. Don't miss out on 
this offer. Ph: Tim after 6pm 03 93311196. 

2 Paratech P40 29m2 (NCIS) int, white/ 
yellow in GC, $1,000. 
Paratech P22 28m2 (1-2GX) (NCIS) nov, 
produced '93, 75-1 OOkg, $1,000. 
Paratech P2127m2 (1-2GX) (NCIS) nov, 
produced '92 60-90kg, $800. Also: 
Sunglide full face helmet (M-U, kohl colour, 
$210. Paratech harness, new, black/yellow 
$350 & reserve chute, 3 yr old $450; Supair 
harness Pierra Boullarne, green $450. Ph: 
Carol Binder 014 856329, 057 593550 (w), 
email alrescom@netc.net.au 

Pro Design Contest 26m2 Afnor Competition, 
excellent performance & safety record, 
only 40 hrs airtime, in EC, weight range 75-
95kg all up, $2,000. Also: Uvex full face 
helmet (L) with built in Icom, EC, $200. Ph: 
Bruce 03 94312212 (h), 03 94903111 (w). 

IIIII!!: TRIKES 
~I Please note: All powered hang 

, gliders (trikes) offered for sale 
must state their registration number, 
otherwise they cannot be accepted 
for publication. 

New South Wales 

Airborne Buzzard Arrow 2 Tl-2025, with 
503 air cooled Rotax, 2 blade prop, red/ 
white/blue wing, blue pod, ASI, Alt, h 
meter, compass, ballistic chute, always 
hangared, $6,000 ono. Ph: 049326356. 

Airborne Edge Executive T2-2665, electric 
start, dual EGT, quiet kit, 105 hrs, $16,200. 
Ph: 02 97745795. 

Airborne Edge wing, low hrs, grey/pink/ 
green, in great cond., must sell, $2,550 ono. 
Ph: 0414696140. 

Airborne Edge Executive 582 T2-2646, full 
set instruments, accurate fuel gage, 
electric start, ballistic parachute, custom 
built trailer ~ith 4 gerry cans & 2 spare 
tyres, Icom radio with headsets, GPS, 2 
new Kevlar helmets, full settrike covers, 
wing covers, tool· kit & log book, low hrs, all 

in EC. Replacement cost over $30,000, sell 
for $20,000 ono. Ph: Mark 0414 614054 or 
0294176869 (h). 

Airborne Edge T2-2613, 95 hrs, fastidiously 
maintained, all log books, as new Ivo prop, 
covers, many extras, has never been 
damaged, free training if required. Only 
$9,300. Ph: Kevin 02 99503254 (w) or 
0294134097 (h). 

Airborne Edge Executive T2-2699, only 
15 hrs, red trike, red & white wing, log 
books, covers, ASI, ALT, hour, tacho, dual 
EGT, water temp with alarm, thermostat, 
quiet kit, electric start. This aircraft is in 
showroom condition, would suit new buyer. 
Owner is working overseas for two more 
years. Save thousands, reasonable offers, 
training if required. Ph: Luke 0298734770 
or 018446771. 

Airborne trike Tl-2085, Rotax 447 air 
cooled, 150 hrs, log & Rotax service sheets 
available, just been overhauled, agent 
found to be in EC. Set up & always 
hangared, previously advertised $4,850, will 
sell $3,800. Owners moving. Ph: Wagga 
Wagga 069 217397 or 018693640. 

Buzzard owners got a tired old wing? Don't 
throw the lot away. New German certified 
wings are now available to bolt on. 
Assistance with TOP, very keenly priced 

inc/. air freight. Ph: 0414696140. 

Edge 582 T2-2658, motor fully rebuilt, new 
sail of only 55 hrs, spats & nose cone 
resprayed, priced to sell at only $8,500. 
Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265 or 018 652582. 

Edge 582 T2-2519, 230 hrs, full instr, 
Ivo prop, trailer & covers inc/. Always 
hangared, $12,000. Ph: 067 232833. 

Pegasus Q Classic unregistered, full instr., 
462cc high power Rotax, VGC, $9,900. Also: 
Ballistic parachute, type BRS4-UL2, to suit 
2-seater trike, GC, $1,100. Ph: 042941031. 

Pegasus Quantum 02 Sport microlight T2-
2736, immac. cond., reduced for quick sale, 
owners moving, $18,900. Ph: Wagga 
Wagga 069 217397 or 018 693640. 

Quantum 462 trike T2-2766, full instruments, 
log books, TI 65 hrs, A 1 condition battery, 
front light, strobe, 4 blade Prolga prop, 
radio noise suppression, training bars, 
comms & helmets, $19,850 ono. Ph: Don 
0419421257. 

Skylink trike T2-2557, 145 hrs, full instr., 
ASI, VSI, alt, fuel pressure gauge, RPM, 
temp, compass, 3 blade adj. Ivo prop, wing . 
covers, large windscreen, VHF Icom radio, 
2 Comunica helmets with intercom, 
manuals, logs, etc. Priced to sell $6,000. 
Ph: 06 2261441, 06 2302422 (w). 

Queensland 

Airborne Edge T2-2561, in immac. cond., 
170 hrs, 582 E-type electric start, will 
throw in intercom, $14,500. Ph: Mark 
0738074946 (h). 

Rear wheel brakes for Airborne trike, $175 
posted. Available shortly: larger radiators 
for Rotax 582. Ph: Russell 07 54450084. 

Trike Tl -2073, Buzzard base, 532 electr. 
start, latest model Edge wing, double 
sleeved main mast, full instr., ASI, Alto, 
baro, EGT, Volt, water temp., tacho, h meter, 
compass, padded dash, VHF aerial fitted, 
electr. & vac. fuel tank, lambswool seat, 
Aerial Pursuit helmet & headset with PTI 
button, custom built trailer with small 
winch at the front, EC, $8,500 ono. Ph: 07 
32000882 anytime. 

Victoria 

Airborne Edge Executive 503 T2-2791, 

immac cond., always hangared, new 20/96, 
3.47:1 gearbox, electr. start, quiet kit, 
console, alt inc/. QNH subscale, ASI, CHT, 
tacho, h meter, 3 blade Brolga prop, strobe, 
blue/fluoro yellow wing & pod, full log & 
maintenance records, genuine sale $16,000 
obo. Ph: 03 57501547. 

Airborne Edge Executive 582 T2-2691, 
immac. cond., only 32 hrs TI, always 
hangared, featuring E-type gearbox, electr. 
start, inflight trim, quiet kit, full instr. spec, 
inc/. QNH subscale & compass, wind
screen, stone protection for prop, remote 
aerial, full set oftrike covers, 2 Ultra com 
helmets & Delux intercom box plus custom 
made trailer with 2 jerry can holders, 
$19,500. Ph: 03 53392609 or 0419 529434. 

Airborne Edge Executive 582 T2-2651, 
immac. cond., full instr., 250 hrs, 582 E-type 
with electric start, in flighttrim, Icom A22 
radio with 2 Aerial Pursuits helmets & 

intercom, Garmin 45 GPS, landing lights & 
strobe, always hangared, never damaged, 
$12,500. Ph: 041 8528891 (w), 03 55271051 (h) 
or email chrisclaydon@onaustralia.com.au 

Edge 582 T2-2542, full instr., electric start, 
EGT, pod cover, engine primer kit, 329 hrs 
TI, 40 hrs since rebuild, $12,500 or consider 
swap for motorcycle (cruiser or tour). 
Ph: 03 98016404. 

Pegasus Quantum 462 T2-2783, white LE, 
red/grey US, red pod, 245 hrs, h9ngared, 
$19,000 with full lessons to Pilot Certificate. 
Ph: Steve 03 57501174 or 018 570168. 

Pegasus Quantum T2-2754, full instr., inc/. 

EGT, CHT, digital h meter/tacho, etc. Rotax 
503 DCDI, electric start, dual batteries (gel 
& lead), 88 hrs TI, new trailer with 2 jerry 
cans, training books inc/. 2 Comunica 
helmets with intercom, trike cover. A very 
smooth machine in perfect cond., suit new 
buyer, $22,000. Ph: Scott 0398863789 (h), 
0395429741 (w). 

Northern Territory 

Edge 582 T2-2725, EC, always hangared, full 
instr., VHF radio, training bars, 210 hrs TI, 
$15,000. Ph: 08 89528518. 

Lost IStolen 

Brauniger AV Comp va rio, lost in transit 

between Gold Coast & Newcastle by 
Australia Post. Please ph: Dave 07 55333330 
with any info regarding its whereabouts. 

Found 

Akubra hat, green, forgotten in the back of 
my car at Stanwell, Bald Hill, by pilot whom 
I had given a lift up from the beach (end of 
March?). Ph: John Selby 02 97158064 (w), 
0293984681 (h). 

Moyes HG harness come into possession 
of Narre Warren CID, new looking with a 
number inside it. Ph: Constable Chris Gawn 
0397053114. 

Wanted 

210 trike wing or sail, GC, sail repairs OK. 
Ph: 019 636398. 

Moyes 210 trike wing and/or complete 
trike - will travel interstate. Ph: 079 573913 
(w), 079 514298 (h). 

Positions Vacant 

Hang Gliding Instructor Wanted. Must 

have current licence, preference to Level 2 
instructors with vehicle & tandem 
qualifications. Clean appearance, excellent 
communication skills essential. Immediate 
start for right person. All written 
applications to Airplay School of Hang 
Gliding, 21 Victoria Street, Parramatta Park, 
Cairns QLD 4170 or phone David Willis 
015232375 or 070519903. 

Hang Gliding Squad Manager. Are you a 
potential team manager? If you think you 
are, we wantto talk to you. The HGFA 
Board is seeking the service of a National 
team manager. The position involves 
assisting the team coach in arranging the 
team & attending to details of the team's 
needs prior to & during the competition. 

The position is voluntary though some 
remuneration may be available depending 
on the applicant's ability to obtain sponsor
ship. You don't need to be great pilot or 
competition pilot, just a person with an 
ability to manage people. If you feel that 
you may be available to take on this demand
ing but rewarding task please give me a call: 
HGFA Secretary Shaun Keane 06 2823612. 

Help! Advertising Salesperson wanted. 
An opportunity for an enthusiastic person 
with some insight or contacts in advertis
ing sales. The work is casual and payment 
will be by commission. We are not a big 
magazine but we would like to improve. 
Please call the Skysailor editor if you are 
interested in taking on this job. 

Ph: Suzy at Skysailor on 042943732. 

SKY~~flQf® 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Skysailor is available to non-members 

of the HGFA by subscription. 
Contact the HGFA office on . 

ph: 069 472888 or fax: 069 474328 
for more information or any enquiries. 
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O>l ..... : .... \ All correspondence, including 
~. ~ ch~nges of address, member- . 

' ~~ ' ship renewals, short term 
memberships, rating fonns and other 
administrative matters should be sent to: 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 

Executive Director: Ian Jarman 
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, 
Ph: 069 472888, Fax: 069 474328, email: 
ned.hgfa@courier.tas.gov.au 

President: Rohan Grant 
Ph: 03 62337638 (w), 03 62311112 (h), Fax: 
0362333311, Rohan.Grant@ccd.tas.gov.au 

Operations Manager: Craig Worth 
Ph/Fax: 065 592713, Mobile: 018 657419, 
hgfaops@midcoastcom.au 

Vice-President: Robert Woodward 
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035, 
Ph: 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h), 
Fax: 08 2237345. 

Secretary: Shaun Keane 
PO Box 8 1, Lyons ACT 2606, 
Ph/Fax: 06 2998792 (h), 018 697820 (w). 

Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton 
61 Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871, 
Ph: 068 521455 (w), 068 514148 (h). 

Board Members 
Lee Scott 
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy, 
Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 065 565265. 

Michael Zupanc 
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well QLD 4208, 
Ph: 0755 462412 (h), 018 662328, 
zupy@ozemail.com.au 

Rachael Bain 
11 /100 Chewing St, Page ACT 2614, 
Ph: 06 2806033 (w), 06 2548834 (h), 
Fax: 06 2807074. 

Rohan Holtkamp 
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC 
3373, Ph/Fax: 03 53492845. 

Keith Lush 
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151, Ph: 09 
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 09 4741202. 

Microlight Public Relations contact 
Paul Haines 
Ph/fax/tam 042941031. 

Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot 
Development & Training Committee contact 
HGFA Operations Manager. 

For information about site ratings, sites and 
other local matters, contact the appropriate 
state associations region or club. 

States & Regions 

NSWHGA 
Sec: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gdns, 

Double Bay NSW 2028. Ph/Fax: 02 
93274025, email : nswhga@s054.aone.netau 

Southern Region NSW 
1 B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573; 
Pres: James Nathaniel, (046) 810641 . 

Northern NSW Region 
Pres: Dane Snell ing, 02 99384420 (w), 
0299799069 (h); Sec: Ian Duncan, 
029189962; Trs: Glenn Salmon, 02 9180091 . 
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ACTHGA 
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603; 
Pres: Peter Blackwell; Sec: Mark Sullivan; 
Trs: Stephen Young; SSO: Peter Oall, 
062684139 (w), 06 2813746 (h). 

North Queensland 
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740; 
Pres: Gerry Gerus, Ph: 019 617935, 
Ph/Fax: 070 34145; Sec/Trs:Ron Huxhagen, 
Ph: 079 552913, Fax: 079 555133 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82, South Perth WAS 6151 ; Pres: 
Gary Bennett, 09 3804357; Vice-Pres: Julian 
McPherson, 09 2279266; Trs: Dave Hegney, 

092917489; Sec: Michael Derry, 09 3415271 ; 
RAPAC Rep: Stewart McPherson, 
093675884 or 0419919400; PG Rep: Evan 
Williams, 09 4585454 (h); Trike Rep: Graham 
McDonald, 09 4186461 (w), 09 3649226 (h) . 

VicHGPA 
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181; 
Pres: Jeremy Torr 03 97705770 (w); 
Sec: Megan, 053 338423 (w). 

TasHGA 
PO Box 543, Mowbray TAS 7248; 
Sec: Steve Drinkald, 003 26732711 . 

SAHGA 
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph: 08 84101391, 
Fax: 08 82117115. Pres: Jonathan Foote, 
0882813144; Sec: Stu McClure, 08 82973452; 
Trs: Gary Stockton, 08 83772535. 

Clubs 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres: Brian Rushton, 066 290354; Sec: Chris 
Gavaghan, 066 882213; SSO: Brian Rushton, 

066 290354, 014 615950; Meetings: 1 st 
Wed/month,7 pm Bangalow Bowling Club. 

Central Coast Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Russell Skillen, 018 404254; 
Sec: Mark Steele, 043 321277; Trs: Mick 
Hoipo, 043 282871; SSO: Ian Duffy 
018439612; Meetings: 2nd Wed/month, 
The Entrance RSL Club 7.30 pm. 

Central West Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Len Paton, 068 537220; 
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 068 514148; 
Trs: Mark Madden, 063 622927. 

Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres: Jim Parsons, 065 554077; Sec: Steve 
linson, 065 545700 (w), 065 558091 (h). 

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres: George Barrie, 042 855567; Sec: 
Warwick Kelly, 042 261707; SSO: James 
Nathaniel, 046 810641; Meetings: 1st 
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira. 

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club 
Pres: Roger Lilford, 06 2815404 (h); Sec: 

Lisa Ryrie, 06 2359120 or 06 2359060; SSO: 
Heinz Gloor, 064 576019 (w), 064 567171 (h). 

Blue Mountains HG Club Inc 
Pres: Graeme Garlick, 02 96286245; Sec: Alan 
Bond, 02 98995351 , 9 Finchley PI, Glenhaven 
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton, 02 96236961. 

Meetings: Last Tue/month, Sportsman 
Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown, 7.30pm. 

Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc 
Pres: Brian Shepherd, 067 852182; 
Sec/Trs: Felix Burkhard, 067 752395, 
http://gri .une.edu.au/mss; SSO (HG): 
Patrick Lenders, 067 783484; SSO (PG): 
Godfrey Wenness, 067 856545. 

Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association 
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove, 018 657366; 
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott, 065 565265; 
Ben Leonard, 065 821966. 

Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc 
Sec: Darryl Ashlin, 063 742536; 
SSO: Bruce Barcham, 063 742092. 

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Peter Ebeling 049 585193; 
Sec: Michael Bristow, 049 524856; 
Trs: Billo 049 438996; PG Rep: Ian 
Ladyman, 049 448946; SSO: Ross 
Duncan, 049 431900; Meetings: Last 
Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club. 

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres: John Clark, 02 99972842 (h); Sec: 
Mike Warner, 02 94521217 (h), 02 95573188 
(w); SSO (PG): Mike Eggleton, 02 94517127; 
SSO (HG+PG): Forrest Park, 02 94502674; 
SSO (HG): Glenn Salmon, 02 99180091 . 

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club 
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508; 
Pres: Geoff Robertson; Sec: Gavin Hanlon; 
Trs: Karen Lederer, 042 942273 or 0411 
362273; SSO: Pascal Ferret, 042 943533. 

Sydney Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Dick Heffer, 02 93872613; Sec: John 
Trude, 02 98873371; Trs: Greg Wilson, 
0298184704; PR: Mark Hellier, 02 93515475; 

Meetings: 2nd Mon/month, Moyes Factory 
Loft, 173 Bronte Rd, Waverley. 

Sydney Paragliding Club 
Pres: Deidre Skillen, 02 97275087 (h); 
Vice-Pres: Rob Schroettner, 042 674499 (h), 
015926581 (mob); Sec: Ashley Bennett 
0298718081 (h), 018 111399 (w); Trs: Roger 
Montgomery, 02 99083459 (h), 02 92203199 
(w); SSO: Mark Mitsos, 042949065, 
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month. 

QUEENSLAND 
Cairns Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Russell Krantz, 070 541085; Vice-Pres: 
Nev Akers, 070 512438; Sec: Kasanda 
Brease; Trs: Lance Keogh. 

Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc 
Pres: Brian Hampson, 079 226527; 
Sec: Geoff Craig, 079 923137; 
Brian Smith 079 287958. 

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres: Phil Hystek, 07 55437237; 
Vice-Pres: Peter Beard, 07 33487150; 
Sec: Mark Plenderleith, 07 32786274; 

Trs: Yves Collins, 07 33487150; 
SSO: Ken Hill, 07 55435631. 

Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc 
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556, 
Fax: 07 54451897. 

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club 
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone QLO 4690; 
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414; 
Sec: Sandy Gemmell, 079 750232; 
PR: Hans Respondek, 079 72120J 

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club 
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD 4573; Pres: 
Michael Powell, 0754742249 or 018166320; 
Vice-Pres: Mal Price, 07 54480038; 
Sec/Trs: Cathy Edmunds, 07 54463421 ; 
SSO: Dave Cookman, 07 5449857J 

Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc 
Pres: Gary Rogers, 077 538565 (w), 
077 79264511 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe, 
077 721766 (w), 077 212666 (h); Sec/Trs: 
Brad Cooper, 077 792853 (h), fax 077 815230; 
SSO: Graeme Etherton, 077 724467. 

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Wayne Smith, 079 513392; Sec/Trs: 
Ron Huxhagen, 079 552913, Fax: 079 555122. 

ACT 
Canberra Sports Aviation Club Inc 
Pres: Allan Taylor, 06 2886311 ; 
Sec: Robert Burns, 06 2591181 ; 
Meetings: 1 stTue/month, The George 
Harcourt Inn, Gold Creek Rd Gungahlin 8 pm. 

VICTORIA 
Eastern Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: John Carter, 03 7285203 (h); 
Sec: Glenn Sheppard, 03 97267995; 
SSO: Harry Summons, 059 646055 (h), 
Lance Sheppard 059623570 (h); Member 
Co-ord: Brian Lane 03 98781358; Meetings: 
3rd Wed/month, Montrose Town Centre 
Meeting Room, cnr Swansea Rd & Mt 
Dandenong Tourist Rd, Montrose. 

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc 
Pres/SSO: Geoff White, 03 57501244, 018 
052793; Sec: Karl Texler, 03 57501733; 
Trs: David Romeril 03 57562216; Meetings: 
1st Sat/month, Alpine Hotel, Bright, 7.30pm. 

Southern Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Mike Slape, 03 5438331 (h); 
Meetings: 1 stT ue/month, Anchor & Hope 
Hotel, 481 Church St, Richmond. 

Sky High Paragliding Club 
Pres: Bruce Bremner, 03 9596 2771 (h); 
Vice-Pres: Phil Taylor, 03 9531 4842 (h) or 
015354187 Sec: David Mills,0411513404(h); 

Meetings: 1 st Wed/month, Grapevine 
Hotel, 59 Wellington St, Collingwood, 8pm. 

Southern Cross Paragliding Inc 
Pres: Craig Martinson, 03 95928382 (h); 
Vice-Pres: Andy Abbott, 0419 897005; 
Sec: Nic Matthews, 03 95928382 (h) or 
018450626; Trs: Greg Long, 03 98221984 (h); 
Meetings: Last Wed/month. 

The Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Ted Remeika, 015 841107; 
Sec: Tony Hughes, 03 52612415 (h); 
Trs: Geoff Coombes, 03 52298578 (h); 
SSO: Rob Van Der Klooster, 03 52223019 (h); 
PR: Warwick Spratt, 03 52531096. 
Meetings: 1 st Fri/month, Anglesea Hotel, 
Great Ocean Rd, Anglesea. 

Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Phillip Campbell, 03 53343034; 
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry, 03 53356194; 
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp, 03 53492845; 
Sec: Meg Bailey, 03 53356194; SSO: Rohan 
Holtkamp, 03 53492845; Meetings: Last 
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: David Drabble, 08 93071816; Vice
Pres: Rob Stevenson 0892211338; Sec: 
Stephen Hoeffs,08 95275782; Trs: Michael 
Derry, 08 92840750. 

Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc 
Pres: Evan Williams, 09 4585454; 
Sec: Julian McPherson, 09 2279266; 
Meetings: 1 st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale 
House East Vic Park. 

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357; 
Sec: Anna Munt, 09 3772021. 

Geraldton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Debbie Maher, PO Box 3359, 
Bluff Point, Geraldton WA 6531 . 

The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club 
Pres: Ian Sallie, 091 798487 (h); 
Sec: Joe Langford, 091 798655 (h). 
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Western Austr:;lli'a 
• Avon Va'illiey 'f-iIan:g GI!i'Giii,ng CI'uib 
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5 Th,e Great Sandy Des'ert iHfIG Club 
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South Australia 
6 SouthlAustra:I'ian H'G Ass®da'1!:i:on 

P'res ident: ~ onat h an FlO'9,te 
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Victoria 
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P,res:i'o'etTI:t: B:ryce iB~em:her '~B '95'96 27711. 
9 Eastern Hang GH,diitTIg Club 

SSO: iHanry 'Summons 10'59 64.GO;55 IChl~: , 
Lar~liCe Shreppa:rd 0059 6235,710 IQh):. 
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I , I Southern Cross PanEl;glidi:lilg 
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I i WesternV:i'ttor,ian Han,g ',Gl'idiing Olub 
SSO: Rohan Hol,tkamp ,03 15349284:5. 

(l~a·$!i~na'll.~a: 
14 Tasmanian Hang 'GI,icliirng.,Association 

Secretary.: Steve Drinkal'd .00'3 1:673271 :1. 

Australian Capi,:tal 'Territor': 
15 ACTHGA 
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New South Wales continued 
19 'Stanw.elfl: Patk Hang Gliding Club 

PG $05'0: Pascal ,fOertet 042 94353.3; 
HG $SO: ,Pawl iMuraoch .042 942430. 

10 'Sydney F>aragl,iding Club 
SSO: M:ark ,MitsO$ 042 94906'5. 

I " I Sydn,ey'hlang GI'idil'lg Club 
President: Dick Heffel" 02 93872613. 

t 2 NOr'tJ'ler,J':l 'Beaches Hang Gliding Club 
sse: :ror,r,est Pa:rkO:2. 94502674. 

I a Newdl.s,tte '~an,g GI,iding Club 
sso: Ros's iDuncan 049 43 '1900. 

t4 'BliJIe M:(l>u:t::){cailils Hang GUding Club 
S'S,Q: :[)av:ird Mi'dtlleton: '02 9623696 ,1 . 

25 :Cern!tr'a3West H8)ng Gliding Club 
P,resi,d'ent: ,Len·!Pa.'tdn '068 537220. 

26 ,Mlud,gee O,istr,i~t Sport Aviati:on Club 
, ,. SSC): ,B.ruce "Bareham 063 741'092. . 
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HG-'$SO,: 'P,atrkk. ,Lenders 
'0677'830424; ,PG-SSO: Godfrey 
Wen>f'\'ess 0;67 '85'6'5.45. 
Cefttntl, :C'o.,ast HangGI:idi:n,g CI'ub 
.SSO,: : 1 ~aJrnDu:f7fy '0 1.1'8 4J96 1'2. 
M:ird :/Nj'onh Coast Han,g GI,idi:ng 
~sso:c::i ati,otl: 
SSO: Lee'$cQtt,065 565265. 
G~eat Lakes Hang Gliding CI,ub 
P:r:es iident: Ji:r:t:l Parso'ns 
065 15:540:17:. 
~t~brn:'B'ay Hafilg- GI'irGIilng Club 
5S0,; ,Brian ~",shton' '0'66 2:90354 . 

Queensland 
11~lj{i ICafl(Jfi;gra44'~ng GM.c1in"g. Clwb 

S'50: Ken HiH 07' 5543:5631. 
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C:on'ondalile XC Fliers: Club 
r 3 'Cottman 'St,.:BU'derim QI.JD 45'5;6; 
Fax: 07 '544'51:897. 
$uns:hilile C'oast Hang GI'iding Club 
S$O: Ibve Cookman 07 54498573. 
'Gk):QstoneHl'ang Gliding Club 
Secretary: '$andyGemmell' '079 75'0232. 
Caproiccwn Skyrlders Club 
(Ro:cknampton)- P~esident: 
Brian Hampson ,019 226527. 
Whitsu:ndays Han,g Gliding CI'ub 
P,res'i,€len:t:Wayne Smith Qi9 513392. 
TownsY,i:l.le :Hang Gliding.Association 
5'50: GrClleme ,Etner-ton 077 724467. 
'Ca,irns Hang ,Gliiding CI,ub 
President: Russe!lil Kral1ltz 070 541'085. 
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